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Abstract 

Making design decisions during preliminary design of a complex product, such as an 
aircraft, is a difficult activity. Numerous teams, acting on a global scale, take part in such 
design activities, approaching the problem from different perspectives and at different 
levels of granularity. Based on their position in the supply chain, design teams can focus 
either on the product as a whole, on its service-related aspects, or on the design of specific 
components of the product itself. The complexity of the design causes design teams to 
often base decisions on flawed or incomplete information, since stakeholders’ needs and 
perceptions are difficult to predict and communicate among teams. Such situations make 
it problematic for the developers to understand which design concept would be the most 
valuable to develop. 

Through collaboration with major European aerospace manufacturers, this research has 
highlighted the limits of current product development practices in addressing the 
promotion of more value-oriented design decisions in preliminary design This thesis has 
investigated the meaning of value in preliminary design decision making and proposed a 
way forward towards its assessment and communication, introducing a value-oriented 
perspective to decision-making.  

This thesis builds on the Value Driven Design (VDD) concept increasingly discussed in 
the aerospace industry. VDD, in its original formulation, promotes the use of the 
mathematical optimization of a value function to select the most valuable design concepts. 
VDD is debated in literature, and an established VDD theory is not present. Contributing 
to such debate, this thesis proposes a Value Driven Design methodology for decision 
making in preliminary design that goes beyond the concept of mathematical optimization 
of a single value function. It considers the value of a design concept as encompassing 
stakeholders’ needs that are not always quantitatively quantifiable in a mathematical 
function, giving up with the idea of obtaining an absolute numerical measurement for 
value.  

The methodology takes the standpoint of an aircraft sub-system manufacturer. It 
merges concepts available in literature (i.e. Value Creation Strategy, Knowledge Maturity, 
Customer-Oriented Design Analysis) with the approaches developed from the findings of 
the empirical study. The methodology is based on correlating value aspects at different 
supply chain levels, assessing the maturity of the knowledge and computing the value of a 
design alternative compared to a baseline and a target. The use of colored features in 
CAD models to enhance the communication of value-related information is also 
proposed, and preliminary tested. 

Finally, guidelines for value assessment and visualization in preliminary design are 
provided, and the contributions to the VDD field are discussed together with the 
industrial implications of the methodology. 

 
Keywords 

Value Driven Design, Preliminary Design, Decision Making, System Engineering, Value, 
Value Assessment, Value Visualization, Color-Coding, Product Service Systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Since the beginning of the industrial era, the competitive wheel has increasingly 

affected the way manufacturing firms develop, produce and provide products and services 
[1]. For several decades, manufacturing companies have focused their engineering skills 
on realizing the technical and engineered aspects of physical artifacts [2]. In the past 
century, the changes in society and economics have forced companies to continuously 
modify and innovate their approach towards the development of new products, first to 
adapt to the rapid growth of the market, and later to strive for competitiveness and deal 
with the complexity of the global market [3][4].  

Traditional development approaches have proven to be too laborious, slow and too 
narrowly focused on the technical and engineering aspect to cope with the dynamism of 
international markets [5][6], forcing companies to change their product design strategy 
[7]. On the one hand, product design processes have become increasingly cross-
functional, embedding marketing and manufacturing as an integral part of a process that 
encompass all activities from idea to launch [5]. On the other hand, strong time pressures 
and increasing product complexity require incremental parallel processing i.e. activities 
are undertaken concurrently rather than sequentially [8], and a stronger emphasis is put 
up-front on the preliminary work [5]. 

In this sense, preliminary design, i.e. the up-front early design activity, is a key stage in 
the life of a product or technology. Decisions taken at this stage have the power of 
radically impact on the specifications and configurations of a potential solution, playing a 
key role in defining product lifecycle services, after-sales policies and eventual suppliers 
and partners [9]. As stated by Ullman [10], despite the importance of decisions taken in 
preliminary design, designers, while they have numerous opportunities to influence the 
design, are in the situation of having limited knowledge about the potential solution. 
Meanwhile, when they have established a more developed knowledge base in the later 
stages, major decisions have already been made and capital has already been committed, 
making it more costly and time-consuming to make changes. 

The complexity is exacerbated by the “servitization” process [11], which has seen 
manufacturing companies over the last few decades progressively move from a traditional 
product-oriented vision towards incorporating more services and support activities in 
their products. The servitization process is an expression of the need to add value to the 
traditional core product offerings [11] by fulfilling specific client demands [12]. This shift 
toward Product Service Systems (PSS) [13] forces designers to develop solutions 
encompassing both product and service-related aspects, requiring the consideration of a 
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wider and more heterogeneous set of information than before. Information about the 
overall product lifecycle, encompassing as it does a combined customer, provider and 
societal perspective [14], plays a more central role in the decision process. This raises the 
level of design complexity, reducing the ability to estimate costs and requiring the 
availability of more knowledge about the later stages of the product lifecycle [15], in 
order to understand early in the design process which design alternative will be more 
valuable to develop. In short, as far as the increases in complexity and the greater number 
of service-related aspects are concerned, it becomes less straightforward to understand 
which solution adds more value for customers and stakeholders, hence decisions become 
more difficult and working guidelines less clear.  

Such a lack of information for preliminary design decisions is a critical problem in 
development projects that feature long supply chains and require the collaboration of 
several companies over a long period, such as in aerospace product development. Studies 
of the aerospace industry have highlighted that it is during the preliminary design phase 
that around 70% of the total cost of a development project is committed and that the cost 
to remove defects radically increases afterwards [16]. Furthermore, in the aerospace 
industry, the strong demand to reduce lead times and develop more cost-effective 
solutions [17], together with the evolution of business models that are moving towards 
design outsourcing [18] and integration of services [19], have forced engineers and 
designers to face greater challenges than ever before. Examples of this increased 
complexity can be found in the last aircraft designed by Airbus and Boeing — namely, 
the Airbus A380 and the Boeing 787 Dreamliner — both of which have introduced 
several technologies never previously used and have required the collaboration of 
hundreds of suppliers worldwide, from design to manufacturing and assembly [20][21]. 

This situation calls for a methodology supporting the manufacturers’ decision making 
in preliminary design, enabling a more conscious and transparent assessment of the 
potential value of different design solutions. 

In this respect, the aerospace research community has, in recent years, showed an 
increasing interest in Value Driven Design (VDD) [22]. Value Driven Design is defined as 
an innovative design process that utilizes the optimization of a system level value function 
to determine the best possible design [23]. VDD goes beyond the limits of traditional 
systems engineering (SE) [16] techniques for design decisions, based on the satisfaction of 
technical requirements, instead promoting an approach based on the maximization of the 
value provided by the product to the system [22]. Despite a number of works that 
contribute to its preliminary definition, highlight gaps and potentiality [22][23][17][24], 
and a number of preliminary industrial applications [105][25], the Value Driven Design 
concept is still under development. While the idea that a product should have value 
might be intuitive, the VDD concept is not as intuitive as it seems when it is analyzed in 
greater detail [23]. As highlighted by Soban, Hollingsworth and Price in the VDD 
Research Agenda [23], fundamental issues and key research questions still need to be 
addressed before a comprehensive methodology for VDD can be implemented. The 
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VDD research agenda highlights five main areas of research to investigate to build a 
cohesive body of knowledge in the VDD area. First it underlines the importance to 
define the boundaries of the system to take into consideration; second, it stresses the 
importance of identifying who are the appropriate stakeholders to involve in VDD; third, 
it claims for research to be spent on how to define value and how to define a value 
function; fourth, it argues that research has to investigate if the optimization towards 
simultaneous value functions, as opposed to a single multi-objective function; and finally 
it highlights the importance of studying the introduction of new methods and tools to 
enhance the execution of a VDD formulation. 

Through the collaboration with partners in the aerospace industry, the research 
presented in this thesis has contributed to the discussion concerning what raised by the 
VDD research agenda [23] and has led to the proposal of a Value Driven Design 
methodology for value-oriented decision making in preliminary design. 

1.1 Aim and Research Questions 

The aim of this work is to support decision making in the preliminary design stage of a 
product development project by enhancing engineers’ and designers’ awareness about the 
value of different design alternatives. In this spirit, the work has addressed how to support 
the assessment and communication of value when making trade-off decisions in 
preliminary design. 

The concept of value might be intuitively understood, so the idea that a design should 
provide value would easily make sense. However, at a deeper level of detail, 
understanding value is not straightforward, especially from the standpoint of an engineer 
evaluating different design concepts. In VDD, the definition of value is crucial to link 
stakeholders’ needs and expectations to the value function that represents such 
expectations [23]. It is therefore necessary to clearly define what value means in this case, 
before implementing a design strategy that depends on it [23]. It is necessary to 
understand the nature of value: should it be mathematical, as suggested by Collopy [22], 
or is it better for the decision process to deal with a subjective definition of value, as 
suggested by Normann and Ramirez[26]? In short, what does value mean in the 
preliminary design stages of products? Thus, the first research question has been 
formulated as:  

 
RQ1: What does value mean when making preliminary design decisions? 
 
Value is used in the VDD literature as a measure to drive design choices. Therefore, it 

is not sufficient just to understand its meaning applied to preliminary design work, but it 
is straightforward to think about how such value can be measured to improve the current 
design decisions. Which unit of measurement should be used to do so? Some of the VDD 
literature strongly emphasizes the financial nature of value, so that its use can be intuitive, 
meaningful and allow direct comparison with alternatives [22]. Other authors [23] have 
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argued instead that monetizing certain attributes is cumbersome and, often, the meaning 
is lost in the translation. Furthermore, what happens in preliminary design if the design 
concepts are not mature enough for a monetary assessment? Is it possible to provide a 
useful measurement of value for decision making so early in the design process? 

Such questions led to the formulation of the second research question:  
 
RQ2: How can the value of a design alternative be assessed to support preliminary design 

decisions? 
 
By examining the practical implementation of VDD decision making, it can be seen 

that enablers play a crucial role [23] with good communication being vital during the 
whole design process. This is particularly true during the preliminary design stages where 
engineering and value information need to be presented to the engineers and designers to 
enhance their knowledge about the decision to be made. To this end, the VDD research 
agenda [23] highlights the need for more communication enablers capable of visually 
displaying information in a more effective way so as to enhance its analysis. Therefore, the 
third research question was formulated as: 

 
RQ3: How can the value of a design alternative be communicated to support preliminary design 

decisions?  

1.2 Delimitations 

The perspective and the scope of this thesis have a number of limitations. The work 
mainly addresses the preliminary design stages of complex products, such as aircraft or 
aircraft components. The empirical research has been carried out in close collaboration 
with a Swedish sub-system component manufacturer for aircraft engines, with additional 
contributions from other companies operating in the aerospace supply chain (i.e. an 
engine manufacturer and an aircraft manufacturer). The data collection is therefore 
limited to such environments and the focus on aerospace product development is 
predominant in the research.  

Despite the focus on decision making in preliminary design, this thesis does not address 
all the theoretical fields linked to decision making. The thesis deals with supporting 
complex decisions under uncertainty, but do not deal with how the decision making 
process is designed neither deals with which decision makers should be involve. Theory 
about the inter-temporal aspect of choices is also outside the scope of the thesis as well as 
alternatives to decision theory, such as the probability theory.  

The role of “servitization” and the shift towards Product Service Systems offering is 
seen as a new challenge in the development process; however, the theory on service 
design is not examined in-depth. For this reason, the proposed methodology for value-
oriented decision making in preliminary design is mainly product-centric, dealing with 
the development of products that would eventually be provided as part of a PSS offering.  
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1.3 Readers guide 

This thesis consists of eight chapters plus seven appended papers. The chapters describe 
the core of the research, highlighting context methodology theories and results, while the 
appended papers contain more details about each individual piece of work that has 
contributed to the result. These papers also provide an indication of how the research and 
ideas have evolved over time. The content of the chapters is outlined here: 

Chapter two introduces the research design and approach used in the work and describes 
the research context and the data collection methods.  

Chapter three presents the literature that I consider to be relevant to Value Driven 
Design and to preliminary decision making in complex design processes in general. It 
attempts to provide an overview of the primary knowledge domains which have 
contributed to my research and positions my research in relation to such domains. 

Chapter four lists the appended papers, briefly describing their contents and their 
application to the thesis. The division of work between co-authors is also detailed to 
clarify my personal contribution. 

Chapter five is dedicated to the results of the research. It summarizes the collected data, 
the findings and the main research contribution in the VDD field. It describes and 
discusses the different steps of the methodology for value-oriented decision making 
developed during the research in relation to what was observed during the empirical 
study and what was highlighted by the literature. 

Chapter six discusses the findings of the research along with the implications and 
limitations of the methodology for value-oriented decision making in preliminary design. 

Chapter seven summarizes the main contribution of this thesis in the light of the three 
research questions explained in the introduction and describes the industrial implication of 
the research. 

Chapter eight lists relevant areas for future research, covering VDD in general and 
improvement of the approaches presented in the thesis. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents a description of the research approaches and methods that have been used. A 

more detailed examination of the research context is presented and there is a description of how data 
have been collected and analyzed. 

2.1 Action Research 

The research presented in this thesis has been carried out using an approach based on 
Action Research [27] and Participatory Action Research [28] approaches. 

Action research is an iterative process involving researchers and practitioners working 
together on a particular cycle of activities, including problem diagnosis, action 
intervention and reflective learning [27]. AR aims to contribute “both to the practical 
concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to the goals of social science by joint 
collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical framework” [29, p.499]. According to Avison 
[27], action research is a qualitative research methodology “particular in the way it associates 
research and practice, so research informs practice and practice informs research synergistically” [27, 
p.94]. Action research involves a spiral of routines, look-think-act or “learning circles”, in 
which the researcher tests a theory with practitioners in real situations, gains feedback 
from this experience, modifies the theory as a result of this feedback, then tries again [27]. 
Such activities are described by Stringer [30] as: 

 
Look  

• Gather relevant information   
• Describe the situation 

Think  
• Explore and analyze: what is happening here? 

• Interpret and explain: how/why are things as they are? 
Act 

• Plan  

• Implement  
• Evaluate 

 
According to Wenger [31] and McNiff [32], AR is useful for understanding ill-

structured problems in complex organizations and is used to increase the understanding of 
how a change in one's action or practice can positively impact the “community of 
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practice”. However, as stated by Elliot [33], the purpose of AR is to improve the 
capability and practice of the researcher rather than to produce theoretical knowledge. 
Thus, the production and the utilization of knowledge is subordinate to, and conditioned 
by, the intrinsic aim of AR. The work presented in this thesis has overcome this 
limitation by adopting the look-think-act routine typical of AR together with a 
Participatory Action Research approach. 

2.1.1 Participatory Action Research 
Due to the many similarities between AR and PAR, it is often difficult to distinguish 

between the two. Both methods involve the direct participation of individuals or 
employees in research design and development, in both cases the research starts based on 
the identification of something that needs to be changed and, in both cases, the final 
objectives of the research are not directly specified at the beginning.  

Nevertheless, the research approach adopted for this thesis has some distinct features 
typical of PAR. One of the main differences lies in the final research goal. While the 
main aim of AR is to improve practice rather then to produce knowledge [33], this 
research has a scientific goal of both building knowledge and solving tangible problems 
[28]. Thus, it aims to solve practical problems that also have important theoretical 
implications, which is the typical goal of PAR, as stated by Whyte [28].  

A number of other characteristics of the research approach highlight the influence of 
PAR as the research approach in this thesis. AR puts at the center the individual that 
wants to change the practice. It focuses on the experiences and efforts of the subjective ‘I’ 
[34]. PAR extends this general view of action research. Fundamentally, it extends the ‘I’ 
to the ‘we’ [34]. In other words, different groups of people are likely to participate in the 
process in different ways and at different times. In PAR, the growth and development of 
the participants is seen as an important part of the desired outcomes, enabling a link 
between participants’ knowledge of the theory and their capabilities, so that they can act 
as agents of major change in the organization [34]. 

In short, as stated by Ghaye et al. [34], AR answers the question “What is the practical 
problem I need to address in my work?” while PAR answers the question “What can we 
do together to change the situation here?” 

This research can be epistemologically described as post-positivist, a characteristic 
typical of AR and PAR [35]. This is based on the idea that the understanding of an 
objective and extrinsic reality cannot be reached by the researcher because she/he is 
influenced by culture, education and political values that have impacted on her/his 
evolution as a scientist and human being.  Furthermore, it is grounded in the idea that 
everything is subject to evolution over time and that it is not possible to discover 
consistent facts and laws that are universal [35]. The post-positivist approach regards the 
researcher as a learner who has to be flexible, open-minded, self-reflexive and self-critical 
[35], and sees the conclusions of the research not as absolute but as a temporary point in 
an ongoing evolution of social reality [36]. 
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As defined by Tekin et al. [35], post-positivist research tries to close in on facts as 
much as possible to reach conditional facts that help people to solve real life problems. 
Therefore, post-positivist research cannot claim universal generalizability; however, it 
aims to generate an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon under study. 

2.2 Research Environment 

The research has been carried out as two separate research projects, one funded by the 
European Union FP7 research program, the other by the Swedish Governmental Agency 
for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA). The major part of the work presented in this thesis 
was carried out under the first project, while the second project funded the study of the 
generalizability of the approaches with different companies. 

 The EU FP7 project, named Collaborative and Robust Engineering using Simulation 
Capability Enabling Next Design Optimisation (CRESCENDOi), aimed at delivering the 
modeling and simulation backbone of the aeronautical extended enterprise concept: the 
Behavioral Digital Aircraft (BDA). The BDA is identified as the missing capability that 
will enable the use of simulation throughout the development lifecycle at aircraft level 
and across the entire supply chain. The project involved 59 academic and industrial 
partners, representing a cross-section of European aeronautics. The work presented in this 
thesis has been carried out within a specific work package, focusing on developing 
innovative mechanisms to change the way product development is initiated. Specifically, 
the work package partners cover a large part of the aeronautical supply chain, representing 
an aircraft manufacturer, with its parent company, an aircraft engine manufacturer and a 
component manufacturer, also defined as a sub-system manufacturer. In addition, the 
project has been given access to a number of companies specializing in IT solutions for 
enterprise collaboration and CAD/PLM software, involved as partners capable of 
providing the software solutions needed for the implementation of the project findings. 
The specific goals of the work package were: 

 
• To capture, model and understand the needs and expectations of customers and 

stakeholders. 
• To incorporate the value dimension into preliminary design work in the virtual 

extended enterprise. 

• To identify criteria and indicators that can be used in preliminary design studies 
that affect customer perceived value. 

 
Such goals were addressed collaboratively by a heterogeneous research team comprised 

of researchers from a number of different institutions, both industrial and academic. The 
CRESCENDO partners directly contributing to the studies include: 

 

                                         
i http://www.crescendo-fp7.eu/ 
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• Luleå University of Technology, Sweden. 
• GKN Aerospace Systems Sweden, Sweden. 
• Rolls Royce plc, UK. 

• AIRBUS, UK. 
• EADS Innovation Works, France. 
• University of Southampton, UK. 

• University of Toulouse, France. 
• Siemens PLM, Netherland. 

 
GKN Aerospace Systems Sweden is the main industrial partner in the research. With 

headquarters in Trollhättan, Sweden, GKN is a first-tier supplier to the global aviation 
industry. Servicing the commercial engines market, the company specializes in developing 
and producing large structural components for commercial jet engines. Additionally, 
GKN runs military product development programs mainly for the Swedish Ministry of 
Defense. Several long and short company site visits were carried out during the research 
allowing a strong personal collaboration with company specialists. 

2.3 Data Collection 

Several methods for data collection and analysis have been used in parallel during the 
research work. Due to the intrinsic nature of any AR or PAR work, most of the data 
collected during the research have a qualitative nature.  

2.3.1 Literature review 
The analysis of previous work and case studies contributed to the development of a 

deep understanding of the research area. The existing literature concerning different 
design strategies for Systems Engineering and Value Driven Design was studied in order 
to identify strengths and weaknesses of the approaches. Further analysis focused on 
building a coherent understanding of the concept of value and on investigating the 
literature related to PSS representation.  

The literature reviews all followed a systematic approach. First, a set of relevant 
keywords for the research was identified, then a search of multiple databases (i.e. Scopusii, 
Web of Scienceiii, Scirusiv and Google Scholarv) was carried out. The articles selected for 
further reading were those perceived to be relevant to the research area after reading the 
title, abstract and conclusions; the number of citations and date of publication were also 
parameters considered when evaluating the relevance of the papers during the selection 
process.  

                                         
ii www.scopus.com 
iii apps.isiknowledge.com 
iv www.scirus.com 
v scholar.google.com 
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A snowball technique was also applied, reading through the references of the selected 
papers. A snowball technique, or snowball sampling, is a form of non-probability 
sampling in which the researcher begins by identifying an individual perceived to be an 
appropriate respondent, then asking that respondent to identify other potential 
respondents (see [37]). In the literature review process, this translated to the author 
reading relevant papers in the field, then identifying other relevant works or authors 
through an analysis of the reference lists.  

Public companies’ websites and product manuals were also analyzed to build 
knowledge about the main functionalities and features of current commercial CAD/PLM 
software. 

2.3.2 Informal communication and face-to-face discussions 
Informal communication and face-to-face discussions have played an important role in 

this research. High-quality, informal communication in a research team is important to 
develop a common interest in the topic [38]. Indeed, researchers perceive frequent face-
to-face discussions as one of the most interactive and intellectually exciting aspects of the 
research process [38]. The discussions took place during several company visits to GKN 
Aerospace Systems Sweden and other partners, during conferences, formal project 
meetings and informal occasions; they have allowed the research team to be constantly 
updated about the status of the research of each individual. Notes were often taken either 
during or soon after the discussions. Sketches on papers or whiteboards were often the 
result of such discussions and were recorded by either being photographed or collecting 
the materials. Two long-term site visits to GKN Aerospace Systems Sweden have been 
carried out. The first lasted 6 weeks and took place during the initial phase of the 
research. It allowed the creation of links in the research network and started the 
description of the state-of-practice as well as the identification of the issues and challenges 
linked to the research questions. The second visit lasted for 3 weeks at a later phase of the 
research project and focused on the validation and improvement of the findings. 

Finally, weekly virtual meetings, held by telephone and video-conferencing, took place 
to share information and data as well as to enhance the project team coordination. 

2.3.3 Semi-structured interviews 
Semi-structured interviews were used as a data source for the research. These 

interviews were scheduled in advance. They were organized around a set of 
predetermined open-ended questions, with additional questions emerging from the 
dialogue [39]. This methodology allowed the identification of behaviors in the state-of-
the-practice, which would be difficult to capture through informal conversations, 
narrowing the focus of the discussion onto more specific issues [40]. The semi-structured 
interviews took, on average, from 30 minutes to one hour, with the information 
collected being transcribed by the author and validated by the respondents. In most of the 
cases, the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed later. When audio-recording 
was not possible, notes were taken during the interview and a summary of the content 
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was written soon afterwards.  
Semi-structured interviews were used throughout the research. At the beginning, the 

main goal was to explore the state-of-the-practice in the industrial environment, so as to 
better define the problem statement and derive research questions. Later, this method was 
also used as a source of validation and refinement of the approaches developed during the 
research process. These interviews with company experts and practitioners allowed the 
researcher to understand problems and opportunities not immediately obvious 
beforehand.  

2.3.4 Workshops with project partners 
A number of workshops with project partners were used as a tool to help groups of 

people to work more effectively together on common tasks. Workshops were run 
essentially for two reasons: for research clarification and for the initial validation of the 
approaches linked to the research results. 

The workshops linked to research clarification were run both at an academic and 
industrial level. They involved academic researchers with backgrounds in product and 
service development and industrial practitioners with expertise in aerospace product 
development. In the academic context, a four-day workshop was run during the initial 
stages of the EU CRESCENDO project to position the research within a consistent 
theoretical framework. Here, the notion of value, its definition, its components and the 
relationship to stakeholders’ value were all discussed in the light of the research goal. This 
helped to provide an explorative vision of future issues and needs for value 
communication, providing insights and suggesting guidelines on how to approach the 
research project from an academic research perspective as well as how to develop the 
work using current knowledge. 

Industrial workshops were run either with GKN aerospace engineers, or with the 
research partners in the CRESCENDO project. In the latter case, I was often not directly 
responsible for the design and organization of the workshops but, rather, took an active 
part in them while noting the observations and thoughts of the participants. 

In the second part of the study, workshops with GKN aerospace were run with the 
aim of obtaining a validation of the approaches developed as a result of the research work. 
In those cases, I took the lead and organized the workshops, acting as the moderator for 
the discussions in the groups. Three workshops were run at the partner company facilities 
and required less time compared to the research clarification workshops. On average, each 
validation workshop lasted about two hours and involved between 12 and 18 people. 

After each workshop, the generated material (e.g. post-its, papers, sketches) was 
collected and categorized. Photographs of whiteboards, prototypes and sketches were 
taken and the information was further analyzed and summarized in text documents and 
figures. 

2.3.5 Internal company documents 
The access to internal company documents was particularly important during research 
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clarification and during the definition of the state-of-practice. Internal company 
procedures and handbooks were examined to give a more detailed picture of the 
company’s formalized processes and how they differed from the information about the 
state-of-the-practice. Such documents were accessed during all the industrial visits. 
Particularly relevant for the research clarification stage was the six-weeks visit at a project 
partner site, carried out during the first months of the research.  

2.3.6 Design Experiments 
Eight design experiments were designed and conducted, involving students from the 

second year masters course in product development, to analyze designers’ behavior during 
design episodes. The experiments were run as a validation of the approach proposed as an 
answer to research question 3, concerning the representation of value. The “think aloud” 
method was used to collect data from the design sessions. This method was introduced by 
Ericsson and Simon [41] and further explained by van Someren et al. [42]; it consists of a 
design session where designers are literally asked to think aloud, with the results recorded 
for later analysis. Data from the experiment were collected through video and audio-
recording of the sessions and analyzed afterwards. 

2.3.7 Questionnaires 
The research presented in this thesis has made limited use of questionnaires. Face-to-

face discussions and interviews were preferred because they offer a deeper insight into the 
situation, due to the strong relationship developed between researcher and practitioners 
given by the combined action research work. Questionnaires were initially perceived as 
too structured to be applied to early research phases, not allowing the individual the 
freedom to express the different dimensions of the problems, thus creating a bias toward 
the definition of the problem statement and the research questions.  

Later in the research, the use of an ad-hoc designed questionnaire, featuring both 
questions to be answered using a Likert scale and open questions, was thought to be 
beneficial to gather additional qualitative data from students participating in the design 
experiment. The results of this questionnaire were evaluated and the average response of 
the individuals was analyzed, thus providing data for triangulation of the results for the 
preliminary validation of the visualization approach developed during the research.  

2.4 Data Analysis 

The analysis was carried out focusing the analytical lens on the concept of value. The 
weekly virtual meetings were transcribed and summarized in plain text soon after each 
meeting. The same was done for the notes of the meetings that took place during 
company site visits. These transcripts were made available to the whole research group by 
publishing them on the project web portal, to which access was granted only for the 
project members. The transcripts were then read through and considered, from both 
holistic and detailed perspectives. The transcripts also helped to analyze how the problem 
definition evolved during the project by observing how the topic shifted with time. The 
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analysis of the transcripts focused on the identification of recurrent issues and challenges; 
thus, different themes emerged as relevant topics of research, leading to the definition of 
the final research questions. 

The design experiments were analyzed using protocol analysis [43]. Protocol analysis 
extends the think aloud method through the use of a domain-dependent coding scheme, 
based on generic models of design and a robust coding methodology [43]. During the 
course of a design session, designers engage with the design problem, creating a series of 
micro strategies which can be recorded, grouped, categorized and analyzed [42]. Based on 
the analysis of the transcripts of the dialogues from a design session, this approach allows 
the observation of the temporal aspect of the design process [44] and the capturing of the 
designers’ behaviors as a sequence of activities, each typically lasting for a few seconds. 
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3 KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS 
This chapter presents the literature that I consider to be relevant to Value Driven Design and for 

preliminary design decision making in general. It attempts to give an overview of the primary 
knowledge domains that have contributed to my research and positions my research in relation to such 
domains. 

3.1 Preliminary design decisions 

Product development can be generically described as a set of activities, or a sequence of 
steps, undertaken to realize a product [45]. It encompasses all the activities taking place 
from the moment at which the idea for a new product is generated to the final 
commercialization. Preliminary design refers to the early stages of a product development 
process and bridges the gap between the design concept and the detailed design phase 
[46]. In preliminary design, the general framework of the product development process is 
built and the overall configuration of the future product is defined together with the first 
project configuration [46]. Preliminary design is a dynamic stage “which should be 
undertaken in the context of an external world” [46, p.171], which means that any aspects 
related to the product lifecycle, its operational environment and the users of the future 
product are included [46]. 

Decisions taken at this stage not only influence the product specifications and the 
product configuration, but also play a role in defining product lifecycle services, after sales 
policies and eventual suppliers and partners [9]. More specifically, preliminary design 
decisions target what is the core product concept, what is the product architecture and 
what are the target values of the product attributes [9]. Furthermore, it is also the stage 
where product variants are decided and their differences and commonalities with existing 
or future products are set [9]. 

Despite preliminary design decisions having a strong impact on the final product nature 
and configuration, they are taken with a poorly developed and poorly reliable set of 
information as a basis [10]. This causes many decisions to be based on ‘gut feeling’ or on 
the personal knowledge of experienced design team members [47] [48], thus increasing 
the risk of mistaking assumptions for proven knowledge and facts [49] and causing 
fundamental decisions to be made by intention or default [9]. 

3.2  System Engineering 

The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) defines SE as an 
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interdisciplinary approach to enable the realization of successful systems [16]. Ramo [50] 
described SE as a discipline concentrating on the design and application of the whole 
system as distinct from the parts. In this view, SE involves looking at problem in its 
entirety, taking into account all the variables and relating the social to technical aspect. 
Eisner [51, p.5] described SE instead as an iterative process “of top-down synthesis, 
development and operation of a real-world system that satisfies, in a near optimal manner, the full 
range of requirements for the system”. 

SE requires contributions from different experts across relevant disciplines and has, as a 
cornerstone, a Systems Thinking perspective [16]. Systems Thinking is a unique 
perspective on reality that sharpens awareness of the whole and how the parts within the 
whole interrelate [16]. Its objective is to minimize the undesirable consequences 
generated by unexpected and unpredictable behavior of a system that grows in 
complexity.  

The main inputs for SE processes are requirements and the project constraints. 
Requirements are the primary focus in the SE process because the process’s primary 
purpose is to transform requirements into designs, developing these designs within the 
constraints [52]. 

The US Department of Defense identifies six types of requirements that need to be 
verified in an SE process [52]. These are: 

Customer Requirements: Statements of facts and assumptions that define the 
expectations of the system in terms of mission objectives, environment, constraints and 
measures of effectiveness and suitability. Example: An aircraft has to fly continuously for 
20 hours without stops. 

Functional Requirements: The necessary task, action or activity that must be 
accomplished. Example: The aircraft has to be able to take off and land safely. 

Performance Requirements: The extent to which a mission or function must be 
executed; generally measured in terms of quantity, quality, coverage, timeliness or 
readiness. Example: The fuel consumption should be less than 1 liter per passenger per 
kilometer. 

Design Requirements: The “build to”, “code to” and “buy to” requirements for 
products and “how to execute” requirements for processes expressed in technical data 
packages and technical manuals. Example: The bolts must have diameters of at least 
30mm. 

Derived Requirements: Requirements that are implied or transformed from higher level 
requirements. Example: A requirement for low fuel consumption might result in a 
requirement for low weight. 

Allocated Requirements: A requirement that is established by dividing or otherwise 
allocating a high level requirement into multiple lower level requirements. Example: A 
100 kg item that consists of two subsystems might result in weight requirements of 70 kg 
and 30 kg for the two lower level items [52]. 

Due to the escalating complexity of products and services in society, the SE concept is 
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often substituted with the Systems of Systems (SoS) concept, defined as an interoperating 
collection of components systems that produce results unachievable by the individual 
alone [22]. The SoS perspective moves the engineering problem to a higher level of 
complexity, suggesting that a complete system of systems engineering framework is 
needed to improve decision support for system of systems problems. 

Studies to analyze the value of applying SE, promoted by INCOSE, have shown an 
inverse correlation between cost and schedule overruns and the amount of systems 
engineering effort [16]. 

3.3 Value and Value Analysis 

Methods and tools for value analysis along with different interpretations of the concept 
of value have been proposed since the 70s. Day [53] observed that in scientific literature, 
despite the centrality of the value concept, relatively little knowledge exists about what 
value is, what its characteristics are and how stakeholders determine it. 

Miles [54] first introduced the value analysis concept, stating that a product or a service 
is generally considered to have good value if it shows appropriate performance associated 
with a low cost, as opposed to a product considered to have bad value when it lacks 
performance and has a high cost. In this sense, the value of a product can simply be 
expressed as the ratio of its performance over its cost.  

Many authors from the fields of marketing and business management have made an 
effort to define value over the last few decades. It is either conceptualized as the 
maximum amount a customer should be willing to pay, assuming full information about 
the product and competitive offerings [55] [56], or as a subjective perception linked to 
experience and extrinsic attributes such as brand name, logos, charm, social status and 
perceived quality [57].  

In line with the first interpretation, Anderson et al. [58, p.3] defined value as the 
“perceived worth in monetary units of the set of economic, technical, service, and social benefits 
received by a customer firm in exchange for the price paid for a product offering, taking into 
consideration the available alternative suppliers’ offerings and prices”. Kelly and Male [59, p.15] 
described value as “a measure expressed in currency, effort, exchange, or on a comparative scale 
which reflects the desire to obtain or retain an item, service or ideal.” 

In accordance with a more subjective interpretation of value, Normann and Ramirez 
[26] stressed the notion of value-in-use, which highlights the importance of the 
relationship between the company and the customer, whose perception of value is not 
limited to the product performance [60][61][62][63] but can be considered as an 
emotional bond established between a customer and a producer [64]. Researchers in 
marketing and service logic stress the subjectivity of this value perception stating that 
“Value is uniquely experientially and contextually perceived and determined by the customer” [65, 
p. 146]. 

In the literature, there has been effort to identify the different aspects of value in the 
domain of engineering design. Value Driven Design (VDD) [22], together with Value 
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Engineering [66] and TradeSpace exploration [67], aim to introduce a more value-
oriented approach to the design of complex systems. VDD considers value as a numerical 
encoding of preference and reflects the relative desire of someone to have one thing as 
opposed to other things [22].  

For products characterized by high cost, long lifecycles, high complexity, 
interdependencies with other systems and dynamic operational contexts, value is also 
determined by the capability to maintain or improve the system functions in the presence 
of change [68]. TradeSpace exploration [67] considers customer value to be embedded in 
the customer process context and utilizes “ilities” to evaluate the system robustness under 
changing process conditions i.e. using criteria such as survivability, adaptability, flexibility, 
scalability, versatility, modifiability and robustness. The Epoch framework proposed by 
Ross et al. [69] allows the systematic creation of TradeSpace model(s) to quantify these 
“ilities”. Other evaluation methodologies do exist, such as Real Options for flexibility 
[70], but cover just a few of these criteria. Furthermore, Steiner and Harmon [71] 
proposed an extended model of value, adding a new layer: intangibles. Goods and services 
are arranged on a continuum of relative tangibility, with goods being more tangible and 
services more intangible [72]. Intangibles are associated with knowledge, emotion and 
experience, dimensions that cannot be experienced by the customer before using the 
product. Criteria such as epistemic, emotional or image value have been proposed as ways 
to assess a system at the beginning of a product development project [71]. Along the same 
lines, Kowalkovski and Kindström [73] identified three broad categories of value 
perceived by customers when dealing with combined offers of product and services: 

 

• Product-based values, such as performances, quality and unit price. 
• Service-based values, such as operation costs, customization benefits and service 

consistency.  

• Relationship-based values, based on the idea that a supplier and a customer 
maintain a relationship over time, thereby including values such as proactivity, 
trust, long-term commitment and shared norms and mindsets. 

 
Different methods and tools for value analysis are used in industry and are often 

adapted to such a variety of definitions. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [74] is one 
of the most popular analysis tools that links the customer demand to the company product 
development capabilities so as to provide quality products. QFD does not address the 
concept of value explicitly, but it is partially built on the concept of function deployment 
as used in value engineering [74] [75], seeing value as the ratio of function to cost [75]. 
Other methods involve Pugh Matrices [76] and QFD extensions, such as the Customer 
Oriented Value Analysis (CODA) [77]. Pugh matrices do not address the concept of 
value, but compare design options by benchmarking a number of customized criteria 
providing a qualitative ranking of the alternatives. The CODA approach [77] defines the 
value of a design solution with a “design merit” score obtained by correlating customers’ 
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requirements with the engineering characteristics of the product, then running a value 
analysis through a selection of appropriate utility curves. Other value analysis methods 
feature a strong mathematical orientation, such as the Analytical Hierarchy Process [78] 
used to select favorite concepts by creating a hierarchical decomposition of the system and 
comparing the various elements to one another, two at a time; here, the value of a 
solution is built up as the aggregation of the singular evaluation weighted by the priorities 
between elements set by the hierarchy. Analytical Target Cascading [79] is a mathematical 
optimization method, based on the idea that the optimization of each subsystem should 
lead to the optimization of the overall system. 

3.4 Value Driven Design 

Value Driven Design (VDD) is a fairly new concept increasingly discussed by the SE 
community. In the last few years, researchers (see, for instance, [22][23][17]) have helped 
to define VDD and to formalize a specific process for its application. The Value Driven 
Design Institute has provided major contributions in this fieldvi.  

VDD, as defined by the Value Driven Design Program Committee established by the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), is an “improved design process 
that uses requirements flexibility, formal optimization, and a mathematical value model to balance 
performance, cost, schedule, and other measures important to the stakeholders to produce the best 
possible outcome.” [80]. VDD can be seen as a systems engineering strategy promoting the 
use of multidisciplinary optimization in design. While traditional SE focuses on a point 
solution that fulfills a wide variety of requirements, VDD attempts to open up an entire 
solution space for consideration by the designers, systems engineers, program managers 
and customers. This is in contrast to the current SE practice, where the performance of 
every subsystem is optimized in order to optimize the whole system [81]. Designers using 
VDD need to optimize the total system performance, keeping in mind that this might not 
correspond to the optimization of every subsystem [81]. In traditional SE, performance 
values are specified for each subsystem; however, as the system grows in complexity, it is 
more and more difficult to integrate the performances of multiple subsystems in a system 
of systems [81]. VDD tries to move the target of the early stages of a design process from 
identifying a favorite performance point to creating a space where there can be a 
discussion of product performances, trade-off benefits and drawbacks of different solutions 
[81]. 

According to Collopy [22, p.2], VDD “is not a new method, process, or tool for design. 
Rather, it is a framework against which methods, processes, and tools can be assessed.” Collopy 
relied on the idea that the best design for a system is the result of the optimization of the 
system value in the form of a financial objective function. Such reasoning implies the 
existence of a value function that can be used as a tool to trade-off different design 
alternatives in the light of the input data provided by the designers. VDD proposes the 

                                         
vi See www.vddi.org 
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use of extensive attributes such as weight, performance attributes, safety, costs and, in 
general, all those systems attributes whose values are functions of the values at the 
component level [82]. A radical difference to traditional SE is that, with VDD, no 
requirements are applied to extensive attributes. The so-called Objective Functions [22] 
substitute for requirements; they are assigned to each design team and translated into the 
team’s full set of attributes. Finally, they are combined in a unique value model [22] and 
lead to the definition of a unique design score. The design team’s task is then to create a 
design that yields the highest score using extensive attributes while fulfilling the 
requirements of the non-extensive attributes [22]. In a VDD approach, objective 
functions are cascaded down to each component; the status of component attributes are 
then monitored together with the status of system attributes to drive appropriate actions 
that maintain a balanced system [22]. Collopy [22] schematized the VDD process as 
shown in Figure 1. What differentiates the VDD process from a traditional SE process is 
the presence of the evaluation phase, where the result of the Objective Function is 
analyzed.  

 

Figure 1. The Value-Driven Design Process (adapted from Collopy [22]) 

  
Building on these characteristics, Curran [24] described the role of VDD as a promoter 

of those main utility values that are always originally recognized and understood by the 
expert engineers in world-class manufacturers but which, due to the complexity of the 
product and enterprise, tend to be split into isolated requirements that result in a loss of 
control of the management of the desired system output [24]. 

Current VDD literature has largely focused on quantitative assessment approaches, 
mostly developed in the aerospace industry (see, for instance, [22], [105], [25]). This 
literature agrees with the original definition of VDD by the AIAA [80]. However, some 
authors (e.g. [17] [23]) have perceived VDD as having the potential to transform into a 
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formalized design process. In this sense, an explicit step towards establishing a consistent 
VDD methodology has been proposed by Monceaux and Kossmann [17], stressing the 
importance of using a greater degree of intangible and non-economic criteria for concept 
assessment. Their work aims to create a methodology to complement, instead of 
substitute, the requirements fulfillment process in the context of an extended enterprise. 
Given the relative novelty of VDD theory, many questions still need to be answered and 
issues solved to allow a large-scale application of this approach. Such challenges are 
summarized in the VDD research agenda [23]. 

The VDD research agenda asks fundamental questions about the design philosophy and 
attempts to identify areas of significant challenges, with the aim of stimulating a discussion 
in the field to promote research that targets the practical industrial implementation of 
VDD. To this end, Soban et al. [23] highlighted five main areas of research to investigate 
and build a cohesive body of knowledge: the system, the stakeholders, the value function, 
finding the best value and identifying the enablers.  

The agenda first underlines the importance of defining the boundaries of the system 
being examined, considering how the application of a VDD paradigm would drive the 
architecture towards different non-traditional groupings of components. Second, it stresses 
the importance of identifying who the appropriate stakeholders to involve are and, 
especially, identifying who decides who the right stakeholders are. Third, it establishes 
that research is needed on the value function, on how to define value and how to define a 
system value function that is consistent with several sub-system value functions, allowing 
for the fact that linear independence between components is often not present. Fourth, it 
argues that there has to be research into whether the optimization of simultaneous value 
functions, as opposed to a single multi-objective function, would be easier 
mathematically, organizationally, or from a communication point of view. Finally, the 
agenda highlights the importance of studying how to incorporate VDD into existing 
frameworks, creating new methods and tools to enhance the execution of a VDD 
formulation and to visually display and rationally analyze information for decision making. 
 Research also sees VDD as a way of embedding capabilities for qualitative assessment 
into the design process, in order to address the challenges raised by the increasing 
integration of service-related aspects in preliminary design [24]. The aerospace industry 
shows an increasing trend of integrating service aspects into product offers, a 
phenomenon which is well represented by the ‘power by the hour’ agreements for the 
supply of aircraft engines [19]. This trend towards the offering of product service systems 
highlights the necessity for VDD to also consider the part of value that is realized through 
the use of a product “by an operator to provide services to the customers within a societal context” 
[24, p.3]. 

3.5 Product Service Systems 

Product Service Systems (PSS) can be seen as a market proposition [83], or a business 
model [84], aiming at extending the functionality traditionally offered by a product by 
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adding services, in order to fulfill a wider set of customer needs. Generally, the 
formulation of the PSS concept emerges from the process of “servitization” [11], that has 
been around for a long time in many industrial sectors and, especially, in manufacturing. 
The trend of servitizing manufacturing, adding value to an offer by adding services, was 
first highlighted by Vandermerwe and Rada in the late 80s [11], underlining how the goal 
of such a switch was to create new competitive advantages to cope with the pressure of 
growing economies. The main business arguments for both customers and providers to 
move toward the provision of PSS are an increased customer value, a long-term 
improved return on investment and a more stable cash flow management, shifting the 
focus of manufacturing firms from a cost focus to a customer-value focus [1].  

At its core, the PSS concept implies a shift in the relationship between the producers 
and the consumers [85][86]. Traditional forms of sale, ownership, consumption and 
disposal of products have become outdated. PSS focuses on the delivery of a ‘function’ to 
the customer, that is, the provision of a combination of product and services that is 
tailored to best fulfill the final customers’ needs [83]. In this sense, literature refers to PSS 
as “an integrated product and service offering that delivers value in use” [87, p.1209].  

Other authors have underlined a different relationship between value and PSS. Morelli 
[14] stated that cultural and social values, people and technology have the same relevance 
in PSS. Tukker [88] stated that PSS is an instrument to create more sources of added 
value and competitiveness for three reasons:   

 

• They fulfill client needs in an integrated and customized way, hence allowing 
clients to concentrate on core activities. 

• They can build unique relationships with clients, enhancing customer loyalty. 
• They can probably innovate faster since they follow their clients’ needs more 

closely.  
 

Mont [13] also underlined the role of services as value carriers for customers, since 
value is also created by technological improvements, intellectual property, product image 
and brand names, aesthetic design and styling, indeed all non-material aspects of products. 

Based on the type of service provided and on the type of product ownership, Cook 
[89] categorized different types of PSS as follows: 

 

• Product-oriented PSS. This category includes PSS offers in which the ownership is 
transferred to the customer and a service arrangement is provided to “ensure the 
utility” of the product. Notable examples are warranties and maintenance 
contracts.  

• Use-oriented PSS. In this category, the customer purchases the use of the product 
over a given time or units of service. Typical examples are leasing contracts or 
product sharing. 

• Result-oriented PSS. In this case, the company sells a result instead of a product. 
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The customer buys an expected outcome and not the “use of a product over a given 
period of time” [89].  

 
According to Tukker and Tischner [90], for product-oriented PSS, the value is mainly 

in the product content, while for result-oriented PSS, the value is mainly embedded in 
the service.  

Literature also identifies a specific sub-category of PSS defined as Industrial Product 
Service Systems (IPS2)vii. The IPS2 area is limited to a business-to-business perspective and 
to the dynamic interdependencies between products and services in production [15]. As 
defined by Meier et al. [15], an IPS2 “is characterized by the integrated and mutually determined 
planning, development, provision and use of product and service shares including its immanent 
software components in Business-to-Business applications and represents a knowledge-intensive socio-
technical system’’. A study of the Swedish manufacturing industry by Sundin et al. [91] 
highlighted how the concept of IPS2 is nowadays seen as a promising business approach 
by many companies to improve their innovation capabilities through their network. 
Nevertheless, such a change has to face the challenges of changing the mindsets of both 
people and companies in a rather conservative industrial context [91].  

From a design perspective, the development of a PSS represents a new challenge 
because “the focus of the design activity shifts from the definition of new products to the re-
organisation of existing elements on the basis of new needs and values” [14, p.75]. Designers are 
asked to develop solutions encompassing both product-related and service-related aspects, 
thus covering a wider and more heterogeneous set of information than before. The design 
of product and services in a coordinated development process affects the organization of 
work [92][1]. Such a shift accentuates the need to create new methodological tools to 
support the design process [93].  

3.6 Visualization Support for Decision Making 

The visual representation of information plays an important role in design. By 
representing a problem, it helps humans to build and use their mental models when 
searching for solutions [94]. Also, it fosters communication by achieving situation 
awareness so to derive knowledge for actions [95][96]. 

The benefits and risks of information and knowledge visualization in decision-making 
activities have been widely discussed in literature. They mainly concern the study of the 
dynamics of decision-making meetings, what influences people’s decisions and how this 
process can be enhanced to reduce uncertainty and subjectivity.  

As Bresciani et al. [97] noted, business meetings have the characteristic of being 
multimodal – namely, in addition to the verbal communication and sharing of 
knowledge, most meetings include shared and distributed visual representations. 
Moreover, because of the wide scope of decisions to be taken, managers often delegate 

                                         
vii Research in this topic has its academic driver in the annual CIRP IPS2 conference 
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the preparation of analysis and decisions to experts or collaborators [98]. Thus, such 
analysis needs to be communicated back to the managers, who have to make a decision in 
a restricted time frame [98].  

The theory of cue summation [99] proposes that the use of multiple cues creates 
advantages by enhancing associative processing and mitigating information overload. 
However, Severin pointed out that filling different information channels with as much 
information as possible will, in all probability, evoke irrelevant cues, adding extraneous 
associations that will result in more irrelevant cues than relevant ones. 

The problem generated by information overload is always present [100] and decision-
makers need to avoid the risk of neglecting relevant aspects while receiving a continuous 
stream of information that needs to be filtered for relevance. Tegarden [100] identified in 
visualization technologies the tools to enable decision-makers to “fly over”, or “swim 
through”, the data. Information visualization is defined by Card [101] as the use of 
computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of data to amplify cognition and 
generate various benefits, such as: 

 

• Increasing the memory and processing resources available to the user. 
• Reducing the search for information. 
• Using visual representations to enhance the detection of patterns. 

• Enabling perceptual inference operations. 
• Using perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring. 
• Encoding information in a manipulable medium. 

 
Eppler [102] defined knowledge visualization in a similar way: “The use of computer-

supported, interactive visual representations of insights, assessments or expert opinions to amplify 
communication.” With experiments, he confirmed that interactive visualization tools offer 
great potential for the improvement of (synchronous) knowledge communication.  

A number of experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of knowledge and 
information visualization in the decision process. Dull and Tegarden [103] compared 
three different representations of complex multidimensional accounting information, 
concluding that the multidimensional visual representation of complex multidimensional 
data results in greater decision-making accuracy, as it facilitates the direct examination of 
the complex relationships in the data. They noted the necessity of having a representation 
of the interactions among the variables to enhance the decision-making accuracy when 
the variables increase in complexity. Bresciani and Eppler [104] analyzed the impact of 
visualization on the knowledge sharing in 26 groups of managers. The analysis indicated 
that groups supported by extensive visualization achieve higher productivity, higher 
quality of outcomes and greater knowledge gains. The experiment demonstrated that 
interactive visualization facilitates knowledge sharing, thereby increasing individual 
learning and team performances.  

Eppler [102] considered the effective use of information and knowledge visualization 
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during decision-making meetings. Replacing elaborate, text-based arguments with 
implicit assumptions may lead to ambiguous communication and misunderstandings, if 
the visualization is not explained well, or well presented and documented [106]. 
Visualization problems can be linked to technical issues, but can also be closely tied to the 
cognitive styles, personal characteristics and prior knowledge of visualization audiences 
[107]. According to Bai [107], many problems can arise due to the lack of consideration 
of the purpose and context for which the visualization has been created. 

3.6.1 CAD Visualization for Decision Making 
The adoption of multiple visualization strategies is regarded by companies as key to 

success in product and service design [108]. From this perspective, recent literature has 
shown an increasing interest towards using CAD tools for the integrated representation of 
functions, service activities and product behaviors [109]. In spite of the shortcomings in 
the communication of usage, manufacturing and lifecycle information reported in the 
literature [110], recent market trends show that the scope of CAD/PLM is expanding to 
support the analysis of a wider range of data. Recent CAD/PLM releases embed modules 
and functions whose purpose is to capture customer needs and technical requirements, 
define systems architecture, model and validate systems’ behavior and manage embedded 
software (e.g. [151][152]). 

CAD models are popular, not only because they are easily shareable over the internet, 
increasing communication between customers and suppliers [111], but also because they 
represent a good trade-off between the perception of product representation and 
frequency of use, when compared with hand-made sketches, scale models, prototypes, 
mock-ups, construction design virtual reality and rapid prototyping [112]. 

The popularity of CAD representations for conveying heterogeneous design 
information also depends on the problem of integrating new information visualization 
tools into day-to-day engineering work practices [113]. Experts are often very 
accustomed to, and effective with, traditional tools and results, being reluctant to learn a 
new system [113]. Also, the integration of a new visualization tool into a company’s 
existing software package has often proven to be challenging [113]. 

There are many examples of the use of graphical visualization in CAD environments to 
display the outcome of various types of evaluation, such as cost calculations, mechanical 
and electromechanical simulations, tooling and fixture design, and engineering process 
management [114] [115] [116]. Service Explorer [117] is one of the best known examples 
of a CAD-based environment for PSS conceptual design. It includes a view editor, an 
activity blueprint editor and a behavior blueprint editor [109]. Application examples 
include the design of pay-per-wash service as reported by Sakao et al. [117] and the 
design of an accommodation service as reported by Akasaka et al. [118]. Isaksson et al. [1] 
provided another example that relates to the use of CAD to enable service visualization in 
an engineering design environment. The approach is based on rules and dependencies 
between service phases being linked directly to the CAD model of a component. This 
work in particular, despite describing an approach not mature enough for a real industrial 
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application, underlines the necessity for visualization tools to move the focus from the 
process/stakeholders mapping to a higher level of information detail, in order to better 
support designers who create real artifacts in their day-by-day work. 

3.6.2 Color-Coded Visualization for Decision Making 
The influence of color and graphical information presentation in a managerial decision 

environment is an argument that has been ongoing since the 1970s. There are several 
reasons as to why color has emerged as one of the key cues for enhancing knowledge and 
information visualization in decision-making activities. Colors have been found to be the 
most effective coding technique for aiding visual searches [119]. Properly used, colors 
have been found to improve the usefulness of an information display system [120]. Chute 
[121] stated that color's ability to delineate figure-based relationships, show 
interrelatedness and discriminate between data items underscores color's effectiveness in 
learning. A subsequent experiment conducted by Benbasat [122] indicated that color has 
several beneficial effects on decision making. Subjects with color-coded reports managed 
to obtain a significantly higher average profit over the first 10 trials and completed the 
task using fewer trials. The processing of color information does not require a great deal 
of cognitive ability [123] and precedes the processing of other attributes [124]. 
Furthermore, as the color of objects is stored in long-term memory together with other 
object information [125], it provides an additional cue for memory retrieval. 

By making information stand out more, color-coding can provide learners with a 
better understanding of the structures underpinning a domain [126], increasing 
computational efficiency, knowledge acquisition [127] and associative processing [128]. 
Keller et al. [126] concluded that information visualizations using a meaningful color-
coding are likely superior to those without color-coding, thanks to all these processing 
advantages and to the use of multiple memory traces.  

The majority of CAD/PLM systems use a color-coding approach, where a color scale 
communicates different information (e.g., [129] [130] [115]). Finite Element Analysis is a 
clear example of how a color-coded visualization can express, in a synthetic and powerful 
way, the result of a complex calculation [114]. An example might be the color shifting 
from blue to red representing stresses, deformations or thermal behavior.  

3.7 Knowledge Maturity  

Every design decision includes a degree of uncertainty that needs to be handled, 
perhaps not by directly focusing on reducing the uncertainty, but rather by assisting the 
decision makers to achieve a better understanding of what those uncertainties, ambiguities 
and assumptions actually involve [131]. This uncertainty is even more evident when 
dealing with value, a concept more difficult to grasp than technical product information. 

The concept of maturity [132] builds on the assertion that not everything can be 
known: some variables are exogenous and uncontrollable whereas others can be 
controlled. Maturity is intended to be a compromise between the target uncertainty and 
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the expected uncertainty [132], being defined as the distance between the levels of 
completeness relative to what the level of completeness should be. It measures the state of 
the development of a piece of information with respect to achieving a purpose, which 
implies that a piece of information may be mature for one purpose and immature for 
another. 

According to Johansson [49, p.45], the concept of knowledge maturity can “assist the 
identification and assessment of assumptions that are ingrained in the process.” In the early design 
stages, information about a new product is often lacking whereas reliable knowledge is 
not available; thus increasing the risk that these assumptions are mistaken for proven 
knowledge and facts [49]. 

Johansson [49] proposed a scale from 1 to 5 to rate the knowledge maturity level based 
on three dimensions – namely, input, method (tool) and expertise (experience). Johansson 
[49] defined 5 as excellent knowledge maturity, meaning that content and rationale have 
been tested and proven, tested methods have been used, workers continually reflect and 
improve, and lessons learned have been recorded. Level 4 is defined as good, with level 3 
as acceptable (i.e. the content and rationale are more standardized, the procedure is stable 
and has elements of standardization and repeatability). Level 2 is ranked as dubious, with 
Level 1 ranked as inferior (i.e. there is a poor understanding of the knowledge base, the 
procedure is dependent on individuals and formalized methods are non-existent). Table 1 
shows the Knowledge Maturity Scale for input, method and experience as proposed by 
Johansson [49]. 

 

Table 1. The Knowledge Maturity scale (from Johansson, [49]) 

KM LEVEL Input Method Experience 

5 Excellent Input is detailed and 
verified 

Tested, standardized and 
verified methods that are 
under continuous review 
and development 

Long verified experience 
and expertise within area 
of concern 

4 Good    
3 Acceptable Input is available in 

detailed form, but is 
not verified 

Standardized and tested 
methods have been used 

Proven experience and 
competence within area 
of concern 

2 Dubious    

1 Inferior Risk of incorrect input Untried methods have 
been used (ad-hoc) 

Person doing the work is 
inexperienced (first time) 

 
According to Johansson [49], knowledge maturity allows knowledge to become the 

center of attention, driving decision makers to focus on highlighting and, eventually, 
addressing assumptions, ambiguities and uncertainties. This should help decision makers 
to make more confident decisions or to focus on improving areas with low knowledge 
maturity. The Knowledge Maturity concept is fairly new and its application to a VDD 
methodology is proposed in this thesis. 
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4 SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS 
This chapter provides a summary of the appended papers, their main results, their relationship to 

the thesis and my role in them related to the other authors’ contributions.   

4.1 Paper A 

Bertoni, A., Isaksson, O., Bertoni, M., Larsson, T. (2011). Assessing the Value of 
Sub-System Technologies Including Life Cycle Alternatives. In Glocalized 
Solutions for Sustainability in Manufacturing; proceedings of the 18th CIRP International 
Conference on Life Cycle Engineering, Technische Universität Braunschweig, 
Braunschweig, Germany, May 2nd - 4th, 2011. 

 
Summary 
This study introduces the problem of making design choices in the early stages of 

product development, taking the impact on the entire product lifecycle into 
consideration. The study highlights how such phases are particularly critical in long and 
complex design processes featuring highly capital-intensive technology.  

The main questions addressed are: what are the dimensions that need to be considered 
when evaluating a design concept from a lifecycle perspective? How could these 
dimensions be integrated into a value assessment process using available methods and 
tools? 

To this end, the study takes the standpoint of an aircraft sub-system manufacturer and 
proposes an approach to evaluate sub-system technology in the light of the impact that 
they will have on the product lifecycle. The study first focuses on how the consideration 
of alternative lifecycle options adds one new dimension to a traditional functionalities-
performances analysis, bringing the value assessment into tri-dimensional space. Second, it 
explains the definition of a value assessment process, highlighting the activities and 
stakeholders involved. This is achieved through a process consisting of five main 
elements: (1) requirement identification and problem decomposition, (2) value-drivers 
definition, (3) concept generation, (4) concept evaluation and (5) concept selection. 
Finally, step 4 (concept evaluation) is described in detail, highlighting activities, 
methodologies, actors and expected outputs of the concurrent activities undertaken 
during this phase. 

The conclusion from the study is that the design process could take advantage of the 
proposed approach by increasing the knowledge available in early stages of decision-
making about later lifecycle phases of the product, thus driving decisions towards 
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solutions that could be more profitable for the company in the long-term. 
 
Relation to the thesis 
Paper A is the result of the work carried out in the initial months of my doctoral 

program in collaboration with a Swedish aerospace components manufacturer. It relates 
to the thesis since it describes the first steps toward the definition of the meaning of value 
in preliminary design. It highlights the importance of a lifecycle perspective when taking 
decisions in those stages. Furthermore, it introduces the concept of value assessment as a 
structured process to be integrated into the design activity, making a first attempt to 
define the guidelines for value assessment, based on available methods and tools.  

The work leading to this paper has contributed to the clarification of the problem 
domain and the logic of the process presented constitutes the basis of the structure of the 
value assessment process developed later in the research. 

 
Author’s contribution 
I wrote most of the paper, formulating the initial approach proposed and defining the 

steps of the process. Ola Isaksson contributed to the improvement loops of the approach 
and provided useful insights on issues and challenges. Marco Bertoni contributed to the 
structuring of the paper, while Tobias Larsson provided the initial idea for the paper and 
contributed with feedback. 

4.2 Paper B 

Bertoni, M., Bertoni, A., Johansson, C. (2011). Towards assessing the value of 
aerospace components: A conceptual scenario. In Proceedings of the 18th 
International Conference on Engineering Design (ICED11), August 15-19 2011, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

 
Summary 
This study addresses the problem of dealing with design problems whose solutions 

cannot be met by product requirements. In long and complex design processes, the 
potential of a solution to add value for customers and stakeholders is more difficult to 
assess without explicitly linking the product features to the initial needs and expectations. 
When collaborating with several partners on the development of new products/services, 
the initial design purpose is often lost when the requirements are cascaded down to 
suppliers and sub-contractors. Hence, the sub-system manufacturers tend to target local 
optimal designs minimizing costs, rather than to comprehend how a radical innovative 
technology might add value to the overall system and for the different stakeholders. 

A design scenario guided by a stage-gate process is presented, highlighting how the 
design activity needs to be complemented when introducing value as the main 
measurement criterion at an early stage. The study builds on the empirical investigation in 
the aerospace industry and links it to the analysis of the current literature about value-
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driven design [22] and TradeSpace exploration [67]. From these fields, the criteria for 
assessing value aspects of a more intangible nature are adopted. The concept of 
Knowledge Maturity is also described, highlighting its relevancy in terms of making 
explicit the uncertainty in a gate meeting. 

Building on such findings, a scenario for the value assessment of an intermediate case of 
an aircraft engine mapped into a Stage-Gate (Cooper, NN) process model is proposed. 
Activities, information sharing and responsibilities are highlighted and the role of a new 
figure, a value analyst, is introduced and described. The idea of assessing the value of a 
design using, as a reference, a target value and a baseline value is presented, and an initial 
prototype of a value visualization approach using color-coded CAD models is introduced. 

The study concludes that methods and tools that can guide the value assessment of a 
design option are believed to be crucial in providing continuous feedback to designers 
about how a given material/geometry/feature impacts the way the product is operated, 
serviced, maintained and disposed of in order to drive value-oriented choices. The 
conclusions also describe a number of issues that need to be taken into account when 
developing value assessment approaches. The first issue is the necessity of sharing data 
between different companies in the extended enterprise and the privacy risk associated 
with it. The second issue is the lack of quantitative data available at the gate, calling for an 
approach to make evident the reliability of the information considered. 

 
Relation to the thesis 
The paper relates to this thesis in several ways. First, it highlights the problem of 

requirements management in the extended enterprise and how often key information 
about the design purpose is lost when the requirements are cascaded down along the 
supply chain. Linked to this, the paper shows how requirements cannot be used as the 
only criteria to guide the value assessment since they are not able to translate needs that 
relate to intangible product characteristics. The discussion about the use of knowledge 
maturity as a tool for value assessment is introduced and an improvement to the 
integration of the value assessment approach is proposed. 

The paper moves a step forward to understanding what value means in a product 
development process and introduces some tools to define how such value can be assessed 
and ultimately communicated through visualization. 

 
Author’s contribution 
I wrote part of the text and contributed to the definition of the paper’s structure. I also 

contributed to the writing of the scenario description and description of the value 
visualization. Christian Johansson contributed to the knowledge maturity section. Marco 
Bertoni led the writing process, made major contributions in terms of content and wrote 
part of the text. 
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4.3 Paper C 

Isaksson, O., Kossmann, M., Bertoni, M., Eres, H., Monceaux, A., Bertoni, A., 
Wiseall, S., Zhang, X. (2013). Value-driven design: a methodology to link 
expectations to technical requirements in the extended enterprise. In: 
Proceedings of the 23rd Annual INCOSE International Symposium 2013. 

 
Summary 
The study focuses on the problem of how to enable efficient and fast feedback loops 

among different supply chain partners in the early stages of commercial aerospace product 
development. This problem is driven by the strong push towards delivering more 
customer-oriented solutions in new aircraft development programs. Despite operational 
cost still being the main measure of success for a new aircraft development program, areas 
such as comfort, timeliness, entertainment and environmental awareness are becoming 
critical for attracting passengers and, ultimately, airlines. For instance, the Boeing 787 is 
marketed as “passenger-friendly” and aims to improve passenger experience thanks to 
better air quality and higher cabin pressure. Similarly, the AIRBUS 350 XWB has been 
designed with passenger wellbeing at the forefront, offering wider panoramic windows, 
larger overhead storage space, improved purity and humidity of cabin air and more 
precise temperature control zones. Such features require radical changes at the aircraft 
level. For instance, providing entertainment onboard means supplying the cabin with 
more electricity. The additional electrical power to be extracted from the engine turns 
into the need to redesign engine components to host larger generators mounted on the 
core of the engine. This increases the level of integration required between the different 
parts of the system, which in turn requires design activities to be better coordinated across 
suppliers from a very early stage, in order to deliver a unique product.  

The study highlights how current SE standards do not address value in a satisfactory 
way, so presents a Value-Driven Design (VDD) methodology designed to strengthen the 
value and requirements maturation process within an extended enterprise setting.  

The VDD process within the extended enterprise is detailed, highlighting loops and 
joint analysis between different stakeholders. Methods and tools for the assessment and 
simulation of value are presented both at a system and subsystem level. 

The conclusion states that a Value-Driven Design Methodology strengthens the 
requirement establishment process by emphasizing the maturation of the requirements 
through iterations within the developing enterprise. The focus on value is also 
emphasized along with how VDD ensures that this focus continues throughout the 
subsequent development work. 

 
Relation to the thesis 
This paper relates to this thesis in terms of answering the question of how the value of 

a sub-system component can be assessed in an extended enterprise setting, and especially 
how the communication of information between partners can happen. The paper 
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represents a step forward compared to Paper B since it covers the issue linked to the 
availability/prospect of sharing different information in the extended enterprise without 
there being a potential privacy issue. To address this issue, a collaboration between all the 
industrial and academic partners in the research was necessary; this paper is the result of 
that collaboration.  

The contents of the paper constitute the framework and the context around which a 
major part of the research work linked to the thesis has been carried out. It introduces, for 
the first time, the idea of creating a consistent Value Driven Design methodology to 
coordinate the development along multiple supply chains and, to this end, it introduces 
the concept of Value Creation Strategy as a tool for early design information sharing. 

 
Author’s contribution 
The paper is the result of the collaboration of eight authors from seven different 

companies and universities. I took part in the discussion about the needs and features of 
the methodology throughout the project and mainly contributed to the writing of the 
section about the assessment of value at a sub-system level. The writing of the paper was 
coordinated by Ola Isaksson. 

4.4 Paper D 

Bertoni, M., Bertoni, A., Isaksson, O., Amnell, H., Johansson, C. (2013). Value-
oriented concept selection in aero-engine sub-systems design: the EVOKE 
approach. In: Proceeding of the 23rd Annual INCOSE International Symposium.  

 
Summary 
The aerospace industry is at the center of the analysis of this study. The study deals 

with the problem of addressing value from the standpoint of the current Systems 
Engineering standards (INCOSE). In aerospace product development, there are strong 
pressures to develop ever faster, better and cheaper. In order to respect the short 
development schedules within aircraft development programs, organizations tasked with 
the development of long lead items, such as the aircraft engines or the landing gear, have 
to start working on them a long time before mature aircraft requirements are made 
available.  

This paper takes the perspective of an aero-engine sub-system manufacturer and 
describes an approach for preliminary design concept selection called “Early Value 
Oriented design exploration with KnowledgE maturity” (EVOKE). EVOKE takes as its 
input the value dimensions and drivers communicated by the system integrators, then uses 
them to rank early design concepts using value as a metric. 

The value-driven design concept is introduced and, in this framework, the EVOKE 
process is described using as a reference the case study of an intermediate case for an 
aircraft engine. 

Methods and tools that underpin the EVOKE process are described, highlighting the 
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logic and the mathematical implementation. A sensitivity analysis of the proposed method 
is also described. 

The conclusions highlight how the adoption of EVOKE would enable qualitative 
value analyses to be executed early on, before detailed requirements are made available, 
by taking as its input value dimensions and drivers. EVOKE is believed to enhance the 
awareness of: 

• The relative importance of needs, cascaded down from the system integrator. 

• The relationship between system-level needs and the engineering characteristics. 
• The reliability of the value analysis through the use of knowledge maturity. 

  
Relation to the thesis 
This paper relates to the thesis by addressing the question of how the assessment of a 

sub-system component can be carried out. It details the approach for value assessment, its 
logic and its rationale by describing some of the main results of the research work. The 
concept of value drivers, value dimensions and quantified objectives are explained in the 
framework of the process and also in the framework of the role they play in the Value 
Driven Design methodology. 

 
Author’s contribution 
I am one of the main developers of the approach together with Marco Bertoni. Ola 

Isaksson and Henrik Amnell provided the necessary industrial knowledge to create an 
approach that meshed with real industrial needs and processes. They also provided data 
and technical knowledge necessary to populate the model with information. The text was 
written both by Marco Bertoni and myself. Christian Johansson provided feedback and 
comments on the text. 

4.5 Paper E 

Bertoni, A., Bertoni, M., Isaksson, O. (2013). Value Visualization in Product 
Service Systems Preliminary Design. In: Journal of Cleaner Production, Vol. 53, pp. 
103-117. 

 
Summary 
This study examines the problem of early recognition of the consequences of design 

decisions by identifying and developing methods and tools that work with the long and 
complex design process. It also describes how Product Service System (PSS) increases the 
complexity of systems engineering processes that are not easily controllable. The use of 
value as a driver in PSS design is described and the meaning of value in such a context is 
defined. The relationships and similarities between PSS value hierarchy and systems 
engineering value-related criteria are highlighted and, from such relationships, the Value 
Dimension and Value Drivers that can be used for the analysis of complex systems value 
are derived. The current approaches for PSS visualization are analyzed highlighting 
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benefit and drawbacks and the development of a Lifecycle Value Representation 
Approach is described. 

A process for value visualization is detailed based on three steps: (1) Express value 
contribution using a numerical metric, (2) highlight areas that are negative or positive 
with a new solution based on baselines and targets and map them onto a color scale, (3) 
link the value assessment result to the product geometry.  

The implications and limitations of value visualization are discussed in detail. As a 
conclusion, the paper summarizes the findings highlighting WHY visualize, WHAT to 
visualize and HOW to visualize the result of a value assessment. 

 
Relation to the thesis 
This paper summarizes and finalizes some important findings of the thesis. It elaborates 

the meaning of value in the preliminary design stages of a project, providing a sounder 
rationale and a sound theoretical basis for the need to first understand and later assess and 
visualize the value in those stages. It proposes a link between PSS design value aspects and 
systems engineering value measurement criteria. The requirements for value visualization 
collected through the empirical studies are described in detail and discussed in the 
framework of the current literature. The value visualization approach is described and 
formalized in a more defined process. The paper represents one of the milestones of the 
research and summarizes important findings of the PhD study.  

 
Author’s contribution 
I wrote the main body of the text and was responsible for managing the literature 

analysis, the empirical research, the experiments and for drawing conclusions. Marco 
Bertoni helped in the formulation of the value visualization approach and contributed to 
the literature review process, also giving feedback about the discussion and conclusion. 
He also reviewed the paper over several revisions and wrote part of the text. Ola Isaksson 
contributed with feedback and expertise 

4.6 Paper F 

Bertoni, M., Bertoni, A., Broeze, H., Dubourg, G., Sundhurst, C. (2013). Using 3D 
CAD models for value visualization : an approach with SIEMENS NX HD3D 
Visual Reporting. Accepted in: Computer-Aided Design and Applications. 

 
Summary 
This paper is an example of an application of the value visualization approach 

developed during the research with the use of commercial CAD 3D software. The paper 
first introduces the problem linked to the use of a more value-oriented perspective in 
early design choices and its relationship to systems engineering practices. Then it describes 
a case study from the aerospace industry together with a brief summary of the tools and  
approaches that allow the definition of the value for a specific component. The 
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preferences for value visualization collected in the empirical studies are then described 
with the questions “What to visualize?” and “How to visualize” being addressed 
specifically. In the final part of the paper, there is a review of the mathematical process 
translating values into scores for visualization and a demonstration of the color-coding 
approach using Siemens HD3D visual reporting tools is described. Finally, the preliminary 
results of the verification activities linked to the use of color-coded CAD model are 
described. 

 
Relation to the thesis 
The role of the paper in this thesis is to show an example of the concrete 

implementation of the value visualization approach developed during the research. 
Written in collaboration with SIEMENS PLM, the paper addresses the quest for 
communication of the results of value assessment activities by providing an example of 
physical implementation using commercial software. Therefore, the contribution of this 
paper is mainly industrial and does not add to the theoretical work as with the other 
appended papers. 

 
Author’s contribution 
I contributed much of the contents of the paper, particularly about the preferences for 

value visualization and the preliminary testing of the approach. I also contributed to the 
discussion about how to demonstrate the visualization capabilities in a commercial 
software environment and to the definition of the algorithm translating the result of the 
value assessment into a one-to-nine scale. Marco Bertoni led the writing of the paper. I 
contributed by writing some of the text and providing feedback about the paper’s 
structure. Henk Broeze, Gilles Dubourg and Clive Sundhurst provided the necessary 
industrial and technical skills that allowed the integration of the approach with the 
commercial software. They also contributed with feedback about the approach and the 
writing. 

4.7 Paper G 

Bertoni, A. (2013). Analyzing Conceptual Design of Product-Service 
Systems: The Effect of Color-Coded 3D Representation. In: Design Studies, Vol. 
34, Iss. 6, pp. 763-793. 

 
Summary 
The study deals with the testing of a color-coded 3D visualization approach, developed 

to enhance the designers’ awareness during the conceptual design of a PSS. Protocol 
analysis is applied to eight design sessions to compare the behavior of different design 
teams when handling printouts of color-coded CAD models, instead of spreadsheets with 
numerical tables, as carriers of value-related information. The analysis was based on the 
hypothesis that “The value visualization approach in color-coded CAD models enhances the 
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awareness about the problem to be solved, leveraging the way value-related information is used in 
PSS conceptual design”. For simplicity, the term value-related information was used with 
the aim of summarizing all those dimensions (e.g. -ilities, intangibles) that were not 
related to technical product characteristics i.e. not possible to set as requirements, but that 
needed to be considered in the decision process. 

 The analysis focused on the time spent on the different activities during the sessions, 
highlighting the problem-solving strategies and the consideration of PSS-related aspects.  

In summary, the result of the analysis of the experiment shows that design teams using 
printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models: 

 
• spend more time consulting value-related information compared to teams with 

spreadsheet visualizations during problem analysis (up to the 54% compared to the 
28%). 

• spend more time analyzing the problem in the early phases of the conceptual 
design session (about 63% of total time compared to 37%). 

• spend less time proposing solutions in the early phases of the conceptual design 
session (about 17% of total time compared to 34%). 

• spend more time discussing requirements during the experiments (30% of total 
time compared to 15%), with a remarkable difference in the early phases of the 
conceptual design session (55% of total time compared to 15%). 

• spend less time discussing engineering characteristics of the future product in the 
early phases of the conceptual design session (about 16% of total time compared 
to 30%). 
 

The results suggest that the CAD models have stimulated the teams into applying more 
thought to understanding the problem statement and the value-related information before 
moving to the creation of design solutions. 

Moreover, from the analysis along the timeline, a different behavior emerged in the 
way teams organized the discussion throughout the experiments. CAD teams followed an 
approach characterized by shifting the focus from one subject to another as the time 
progressed, emphasizing the focus on the problem analysis in the initial stage, then 
focusing more on the proposal of new solutions and on their analysis in the following 
stages. The other teams did not change the focus of the discussion as time progressed and 
the design deadline approached. 

 
Relation to the thesis 
This paper relates to the thesis in that it provides a first experimental validation of the 

approach for value visualization developed in response to the third research question (i.e. 
How can the value of a design alternative be represented to support preliminary design decisions?). 
The paper focuses only on the effect of the visualization for the processing of information 
and does not address the validation of the process of translating value into colors which is 
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what makes the visualization possible. 
 
Author’s contribution 
I handled the experiment’s set-up, execution, transcription, codification and analysis. 

External support (a second encoder) for the data analysis was needed to validate the 
consistency of the result, but he did not write any of the paper.  
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5 VALUE DRIVEN DESIGN: A Methodology for 
Value-Oriented Decision Making in Preliminary 
Design  

This chapter describes the main empirical results of my thesis. The results are analyzed and 
discussed in relation with the VDD literature and the methodology for value-oriented decision 
making in preliminary design is presented. This chapter is built on the work published in the 
appended papers, to which references are made along the text. 
 

From the empirical research presented in paper A, the idea of assessing the value of a 
design alternative emerged as being strongly linked to engineers´ desire to predict the 
effect that a design solution will have on its operational system. Engineers want to 
understand the impact of the solution not only in terms of technical performances, but 
also in terms of showing the impacts on external factors that are not easily identifiable at 
the beginning of the design stage.  

As presented in paper B, this need of understanding the value of a design going beyond 
just performance-related features has emerged as being particularly critical for those design 
contexts featuring a long supply chain, such as the aerospace industry. At the top level of 
the supply chain, customers’ needs and expectations are collected translated into product 
requirements. The product requirements are then cascaded down and decomposed along 
the supply chain; each supplier interprets the initial requirements and uses them to create 
more detailed requirements. In such a way, the original design intent is lost in the 
decomposition. This results in suppliers and sub-contractors not having a clear picture of 
the original needs and expectations to be met. As a consequence, they base their design 
decisions on the development of local optimal solutions that fulfill the available 
requirements while minimizing costs, rather than investigating innovative technologies 
that might add value for the final customers and stakeholders.  
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Figure 2. The requirement cascading process in aerospace product development 

Figure 2 is derived from a research meeting with an industrial partner and schematizes 
the cascading of requirements in an aerospace product development process. Generally, 
requirements at the lower tier of the supply chain are fulfilled to satisfy the technical 
performances required by the tier above. In theory, such a requirements cascading process 
is run sequentially from one tier to the next of the supply chain. In reality, the members 
of the supply chains undertake design activities concurrently and the design of a new 
component or technology has to be initiated before well-defined requirements are agreed 
and contractually signed, especially if design and development involve long lead times. 

 This situation is well summarized by the following statement from a respondent 
involved with aircraft engine design: 

 
“Nowadays you can easily tell why a solution is the optimal one in terms of performances, 

however it is not straightforward to see if it is optimal also from a value perspective. Hence, we have 
to look at people, tools, processes for developing the optimal solution both from a business as well as 
customer viewpoint”. 

 
This statement well represents the case of aerospace product development. Here 

preliminary design activities have to start long before the final requirements are agreed 
upon and the contracts are signed, otherwise the delivery of the final product might be 
severely delayed due to the complexity and the length of the development process. As a 
consequence, what happens is that preliminary design decisions based on requirements 
fulfillment cannot be taken since those requirements are not available, or they are 
available with a poor level of maturity. Therefore, traditional requirements-based SE 
approaches do not fully meet the needs of decision-making in the preliminary design 
stages of a project. 

Requirements

Requirements-compliant design
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From the study presented in paper C, the availability of information about the value of 
a product/component, that would later be coupled to the requirements information, 
emerged as being essential during preliminary design. The concept of value was perceived 
as the “object” around which the preliminary discussion of solution strategies should 
revolve and for which the design team members should find agreement on, early in the 
product specification process. Value should then play the role of enhancing the awareness 
of the potential of different alternatives so as to drive preliminary design work before the 
requirements are signed off. 

The idea of using value in the preliminary design stages emerged as being coupled with 
the need to widen designers’ perspectives while evaluating design alternatives, by 
incorporating aspects that extend beyond merely technical and economic attributes. 
However despite the agreement on the need for value-oriented indication, the concept of 
value itself was perceived differently by different industrial stakeholders.  

Engineers and designers wanted to have a solid indicator of the value of a design, in 
order to take actions pragmatically when determining the most valuable design 
alternative. However, as highlighted in paper B and paper E, a mathematical 
quantification of value was not perceived as possible since the features of the future 
product had not yet been defined in enough detail. In particular, qualitative evaluation 
occurs when dealing with the analysis of the product lifecycle behavior, or of the product 
integration, and the performance in different systems or usage environments. This 
information involves intangible and service-related aspects that are not quantifiable and 
that are often outside the technical horizon of the engineers. It was therefore observed 
that value could not be limited to purely economic aspects. Many aspects to be 
considered, such as the ones related to knowledge reuse or to improved customer 
relationships, cannot be straightforwardly translated into economic factors. Thus, it 
seemed inadequate to think just in terms of the economic return that a design alternative 
would generate. In this sense, the concept of value as perceived by marketing or business 
management (e.g. [54][55][56]), who see value as strictly related to cost/ability to pay and 
performance, was thought to be unsuitable in the preliminary design context. To assess 
the value of a design alternative in this context, it was found necessary to encompass both 
economic and non-economic aspects, thus giving up the idea of using an optimized 
mathematical function to produce a consistent quantitative result. Rather, the value 
assessment would need to combine both a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation and be 
able to manage such diverse information concurrently, providing a solid value indicator to 
designers and engineers. 

The theory relating to Value-Driven Design [22] lays the foundation for the definition 
of an approach around which to carry out the assessment of the value of an emerging 
solution. Nevertheless, the VDD approach as described in its original formulation [22] 
does not directly cover the assessment of the more qualitative part of value, and was 
perceived as too limited and strongly oriented towards a mathematical optimization, 
rather than focusing on enhancing engineers’ awareness of the multifaceted aspects of 
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value to facilitate decision making. 
In line with the need to consider many different aspects of value, the feedback 

collected from the industry, presented in paper E, suggested that engineers and designers 
find it more relevant to highlight gaps and “no-go” areas for further investigation rather 
than provide exact figures for “value”. Designers and engineers expressed a preference for 
having value assessed on the basis of benchmarking between a baseline and a target. 
Having a product baseline and a target as a reference was perceived as especially important 
when dealing with value dimensions that are qualitatively assessed, thereby relating to 
service-related aspects or to unmathematically quantifiable aspects. For instance, 
considering the weight of a component, it might be relatively easy for an experienced 
engineer to understand the value of reducing the total weight by one kilogram; however, 
it might not be so easy to understand the effectiveness of this change when related to the 
commonality with other components or to the adaptability of the component to different 
engine settings. This sort of information cannot be translated into absolute terms, but 
needs to be communicated in relative terms, indicating how much better or worse a 
solution is compared to previous ones.  

Additionally, in order to make it possible for engineers to compare different design 
alternatives on the basis of heterogeneous criteria and enhance the trade-off analysis, it 
was highlighted that the results of the value assessment should be shared in a common 
format, independent of any unit of measurement.  

The idea of benchmarking is not new in industrial processes and happens mainly 
through the application of well-established approaches, for instance Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) [74], the House of Quality [133] or Pugh matrices [134]. However, 
the study presented in paper D has shown that such techniques, taken ’as is’, do not meet 
the need of the design teams undertaking an early value assessment of different design 
concepts, either because they are perceived to be too time-consuming or because they 
lack an effective instrument to represent the real correlation between needs and 
engineering characteristics. Nevertheless, the QFD-based approached proved to be well 
understood and established among engineers and designers and the potential to integrate a 
QFD-derived approach into a methodology for value-oriented decision-making was 
perceived to be a relevant area to investigate.  

To this concern, the following paragraphs discuss the concept of value in preliminary 
design and describe the methodology for value-oriented decision making developed 
during the research. In short the methodology consists of four main steps: 
 
1. Definition of a Value Creation Strategy (VCS) (presented in paper C) 
2. Application of the EVOKE process (presented in paper D) 

a. Use of a Weighting Matrix,  
b. Use of an Input Matrix  
c. Use of the CODA-based (Customer Oriented Design Analysis) value assessment 

matrix  
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3. Evaluation of the Knowledge Maturity (presented in paper D) 
4. Visualization of the results (presented in paper E and F) 

 
These steps are exemplified through the application of the methodology to the 

development of an aerospace sub-system component, namely an intermediate case (IMC) 
for turbofan engines, which place in an aircraft engine is shown in Figure 3, together with 
a simplified structure of its sub-components. 
 

 

Figure 3. The position of the IMC in an aircraft engine and the structure of its subcomponents (from 
paper D) 

5.1 Definition of Value 

The questions “What is Value” and “What does value mean?” have been asked several 
times during the research. Despite people’s intuitive perception of the concept of value, it 
is not straightforward to translate it into a concrete definition to be used in preliminary 
design. Many interpretations of value are provided in literature, based on where the 
concept of value is used with many categorizations of the value aspect being proposed by 
different authors (see section 3.3).  

The empirical study in the aerospace industry has highlighted that a unique perception 
of what is value in a preliminary design context is missing. Some stakeholders perceived 
value as strictly related to cost reduction, others saw it just as another term to describe the 
fulfillment of the requirements cascaded, others considered it as related to company’s 
revenue, other again saw it as linked to customer satisfaction. In such context, in order to 
develop and eventually adopt a methodology for value-oriented decision making, it is 
necessary to share a common understanding of what value means and what should be 
considered as value in preliminary design. 

As discussed in paper E, the value definitions available in literature seemed not to 
address, or to address only partially, all the aspects that emerged as relevant when 
approaching a preliminary design from a value perspective. The definition of value as the 
ratio between performance and cost [54], and the definitions conceptualizing value as the 
customer willingness to pay for an artifact [55][56], were perceived to conceptualize value 
too objectively and monetarily, thus not encompassing the non-economically quantifiable 
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aspects that emerged as critical during the research. Further definitions of value as the 
perceived worth in monetary units received by a customer [58] or as a measurement of 
the customer’s desire to obtain or retain a product/service [59], are strictly related to 
customer perception and were perceived as being of limited use for enhancing engineers’ 
awareness during early decision making when there was poor availability of information. 
On the contrary, definitions of value strongly emphasizing its subjective nature, linking it 
to the personal perception of each customer (e.g. [65]), seemed to be more suitable from 
a marketing perspective, not providing useful and effective guidelines for those early 
stages of design where customers are far from experiencing the final product. 

Research both in SE and PSS design does not provide a unique definition of what 
value is, rather it focuses more on highlighting what determines value, thus, which aspects 
or properties are relevant to determining the value of a solution. This is the case with the 
intangible value layer proposed by Steiner and Harmon [71], of the evaluation of the ilities 
proposed by McManus et al. [68] and of the categorization of PSS value proposed by 
Kowalkowski and Kindström [73]. These works call for a widening of the engineers’ 
perspective when new design concepts are evaluated and, at the same time, suggests the 
need to change the Value Driven Design perception of value from a numerical encoding 
of preference [22] to a more subjective and qualitative assessment of the “goodness” of a 
design solution. The analysis of the literature has been used as a basis to understand the 
range of the value aspects to be considered to cover the multifaceted field needed for the 
value assessment. 

Interviews and workshops with engineers and designers showed that, in a preliminary 
design context, value was perceived ambivalently by participants: it was subjective from 
the differing viewpoints of different stakeholders and not fully quantifiable in economic 
terms, but needed to be objectively assessed in order to indicate how different design 
choices might impact on stakeholders. The value of a solution in the preliminary design 
stages should therefore not be seen as a property of the product itself. Rather, it should 
reflect the sum of all the impacts/consequences that the product generates in the 
environment in which it is developed and in the system in which it is going to operate, 
thus considering the impact on all the different stakeholders. 

A definition of value has to take into consideration the fact that any design is created 
for the purpose of satisfying needs. This suggests that the impact of a design solution on 
different stakeholders should be thought of as a measure of how much different 
stakeholders’ needs might be impacted or satisfied by a particular design solution. This 
statement, however, should be not confused with the idea that the maximization of the 
customer-perceived value should be the goal towards which the design decision should be 
driven. In fact, what could be perceived as extremely valuable by the customer (such as 
the delivery of a product with free related services) might turn out to be a complete 
failure for the company as it may not be able to earn an equitable economic return for the 
effort. Again, focusing decision making only on the maximization of the value perceived 
by the customers might cause the company to lose sight of what is needed internally, in 
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terms of, for instance, developing knowledge, freeing up resources for different projects 
or promoting research that might not have an immediate foreseeable impact on the 
customer, but generate profits in the long-term. 

Elaborating on this, the concept of  “value” adopted in this research for the 
development of the methodology for value-oriented decision making is defined as: 

 
the level to which a product, or a technical solution, fulfills internal and external stakeholders’ 

needs along its lifecycle. 
 
In such a definition, the essence of value is strongly related to the number and type of 

stakeholders that play a role in the lifecycle of the product. This definition introduces the 
explicit consideration of the value being linked to the capabilities of a product of 
satisfying needs along the whole lifecycle, a topic often highlighted by SE (e.g the “ilities” 
concept by MCManus et al., [68]) and PSS literature [73]. In this spirit, in theory, an 
ideal solution should fulfills all needs of all stakeholders, in practice it is worth 
highlighting that any decision in such context is based on a trade-off between different 
needs that might be positively or negatively correlated. 

This definition of value considers five types of stakeholders that are relevant along a 
product’s lifecycle; these are here listed using the aerospace context as example:  

 
• The end users (e.g. an aircraft passenger who wants to move from point A to 

point B): he/she is the one who will benefit from the final product, he/she is the 
individual from which the initial need to be fulfilled is generated. 

• The customers (e.g. an airliner, an engine manufacturer or an aircraft 
manufacturers): these can be one or more, from a business-to-business (B2B) 
perspective. Customers are supply chain partners that occupy the tiers above the 
company developing a product. From a B2B perspective, these stakeholders are 
the ones who define the original requirements and cascade them down to the 
manufacturer. They may provide parts, components, services or full products 
which are part of the whole offer. In a business-to-consumer context, the 
customers and the end users are the same. 

• The manufacturer (e.g. a component manufacturer): the company that is 
running the value assessment of a product under development. Here, the 
development process should consider internal needs, not just in terms of 
maximization of profits but also in terms of building knowledge and capabilities 
for the company’s future. 

• The institutions (e.g. European Aviation Safety Agency, National 
Government): national and supranational institutions that set the rules for 
competition and safety requirements. Since new policies are often discussed and 
announced in advance, it is important to consider them since the preliminary 
stages, not to be forced to costly design modification later in the development. 
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• The environment: the ecosystem in which we are living. It relates to 
sustainability, environmental impact, culture etc. 
 

It has to be highlighted that, generalizing such categorization beyond the aerospace 
industry, this list might not always apply. In particular, in a business to consumer situation 
there might not be difference between the customer and the end user, which should 
therefore be considered as a unique stakeholder. 

One can argue that the concept of value presented in this way is so wide and 
heterogeneous that it becomes impossible to be evaluated, thus leading to pure 
speculation about future scenarios. Given the fact that, pragmatically, decisions at the 
preliminary design stages need to be taken irrespective of the availability of suitable 
information, it is undeniable that the risk of speculation-driven design decisions is present, 
especially when dealing with complex and highly dynamic environments. However, the 
integration of a more value-driven perspective has the scope to enhance the awareness of 
people, without replacing human subjectivity in the decision. In this way, a wider set of 
information comes into play, combining technical information with more service and 
lifecycle-oriented perspectives. Being able to structure the communication of such a 
wider set of information in an effective way, allowing a preliminary assessment of the 
value of a solution, could become instrumental in enabling an explicit company value 
strategy to be made more evident to designers and engineers. The methodology for 
value-oriented decision making plays the role of structuring such information, allowing 
assessment and visualization of value. 

5.2 The reliability of value 

As discussed both in paper B and in paper D, another aspect that emerged during the 
empirical study is the importance for designers and engineers to have an indication of the 
reliability of the information that they are considering when making decisions. The data 
gathered in preliminary design may suffer from poor maturity and reliability. It is 
particularly important, therefore, to have indicators that can suggest at what level people 
may trust the information used for the value assessment. In this context, designers and 
engineers not only need support to assess the value of a potential solution, but also need a 
deeper understanding of how reliable the available information is. For example, 
information about well established industrial processes or about the performance of well 
know technologies will most likely have an higher reliability then information on the 
behavior of a new material/technology never tested before. In such case, the intrinsic 
subjectivity and qualitative nature of information has to be addressed and communicated 
to correctly support decision-making: engineers´ need to know how much they can trust 
the information considered in decision making. To this end, the use of the knowledge 
maturity scale proposed by Johansson [49] has been explored and an application is 
proposed in the methodology. Designers and engineers require deeper understanding of 
the status of the knowledge to be able to answer questions such as (from [49]): 
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• What is the reliability of the presented information? Does it reflect assumptions or 

verified facts? 
• Is the information current or out of date?  

• Are there specific knowledge assets that would need further development to 
contribute to the objective more clearly?  

• Is there a need to prioritize refinement of some aspects over others? 
 
Enabling designers to answer these questions was identified as a step towards increasing 

decision makers’ confidence in the trade-offs they need to make. For this reason, the 
research has highlighted the need to integrate the value assessment approach with the 
assessment of the reliability of the result.  

5.3 Step 1: Defining a Value Creation Strategy 

The success of the value assessment is based both on the selection of a useful approach 
and on the selection of criteria upon which the assessment itself is carried out. A deal of 
research effort, summarized in paper C, has been spent with the aim of defining the 
suitable aspects of value to be classified in a coherent hierarchical structure. 

An aspect emerging from industrial practice is the necessity of addressing a set of 
criteria that encompass all the relevant stakeholders involved in the process. Such criteria 
need to have two main characteristics: 

 

• They need to be relevant for engineers.  
• They need to express and communicate the original design intent to the supply 

chain partners.  
 
As far as this second point is concerned, an effective value assessment in preliminary 

design calls for the collaboration of all supply chain partners, committed to sharing their 
needs and direction of development, ahead of the final definition of the product 
requirements.  

The first step of the methodology addresses the issue of selecting criteria that are 
relevant for different stakeholders. The methodology uses, as a reference point, the 
concept of Value Creation Strategy (VCS), first proposed by Monceaux and Kossmann 
[17] to enhance traditional requirements management within an extended enterprise. The 
VCS is a document describing a specific context for a design project across the supply 
chain partners, enabling design teams working on long lead items to initiate the 
development work earlier than currently happens. The VCS collects the formulation of 
the different stakeholders’ needs at different supply chain levels. Without delving too 
deeply into technical details, the VCS aims to translate stakeholders’ needs and 
expectations into an understandable format that can be shared. 

Defining a common VCS should drive companies to focus their preliminary design 
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activities toward the same objective before the product requirements are fixed, reducing 
the resources spent in development on solutions that would not fit with future customers’ 
needs. 

Depending on the complexity of the project and the supply network structure, the 
VCS can feature one or more iterations between partners before reaching its final 
definition. Initially, a VCS includes a set of rank-weighted needs that have to be satisfied 
for identified stakeholders or customer profiles. Essentially, the concept of VCS targets the 
desire expressed by engineers to have a common platform, or framework, to make more 
explicit how valuable a new design solution could be in relation to the needs of supply 
chain partners. 

5.3.1 Value criteria 
While the VCS is the means through which the information are shared, the content of 

the VCS is defined by a number of criteria expressing the needs of the stakeholders 
involved.  Therefore sharing a VCS requires supply chain partners to agree on the 
definition of the criteria to be considered, defining their nature, function and hierarchy, 
to avoid miscommunication or misunderstanding.  

As discussed both in paper C and in paper E, needs can be formalized with different 
levels of detail and might feature hierarchical correlations; eventually, the presence of a 
hierarchical structure of value criteria also must be considered. For instance, the need to 
reduce fuel consumption of an engine might be positively correlated to the need to 
provide a more environmentally-friendly solution, but could also be negatively correlated 
to the need to provide more power to the system. In the same way, many value-related 
aspects might be correlated to environmental concerns, such as noise reduction or re-
manufacturability, but not directly linked to the fuel consumption. Therefore, being able 
to assess value in the preliminary design stages means also being able to create correlation 
and hierarchies is such a way that engineers and designers do not become overwhelmed 
by the huge amount of unstructured information. 

To provide a structure for the shared information, the VCS defines three families of 
value criteria, thus creating a hierarchical structure capable of highlighting correlation and 
relationships between different value aspects and their connection with the original need. 
These families are defined as “Value Dimensions”, “Value Drivers” and “Quantified 
Objectives”. 

Value Dimensions are directly derived from the needs description and represent 
directions of investigation that are suggested to have an influence on the value 
contribution of the product being designed. Examples of Value Dimensions for an aircraft 
engine are fuel consumption, robustness or comfort.  

Value Drivers express key engineering characteristics of the component/technology that 
are believed to influence the value perceived by all the stakeholders. Although less 
formalized and more volatile than the traditional requirements description, drivers carry 
contextual information that is often neither formalized nor shared by the manufacturer 
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with the collaborating partners, but that can support decision-makers in early trade-off 
decisions. A Value Dimension can be dissembled into many Value Drivers and, at the 
same time, a Value Driver can have an impact on one or more Value Dimensions. 
Examples of Value Drivers for an aircraft engine are weight, pressure, or knowledge 
reuse.  

Quantified Objectives are quantifiable criteria expressions for a specific solution direction, 
with specific target values or target functions. They are developed as a consequence of the 
defined value drivers to enable their assessment. Examples of Quantified Objectives for an 
aircraft engine are surface finishing, use of titanium, or the heat transfer coefficient. 
Quantified Objectives reflect a specific industrial solution and their use is limited to 
internal company evaluation; thus, they most likely would not be shared with the 
industrial partners. 

For instance, the need for an aircraft manufacturer to have an engine that is quieter 
than that of their competitors can be translated into the Value Dimension “Noise”. Many 
parameters affect the noise level of an engine, among them “drag” and the “pressure” 
generated by the air while flowing through a working engine both play a major role. 
Those parameters are the Value Drivers, that is, the key engineering characteristics that 
influence the value dimension. Such drivers have to be studied in more detail, examining 
their performances on the various engine sub-components. Taking, for instance, the 
intermediate case in an engine, drag and pressure have to be analyzed, based on its 
detailed characteristics. These characteristics, such as surface finishing, thickness or 
discharge of cooling fluid, are the Quantified Objectives. Figure 4 summarizes the 
hierarchy between the dimensions’ drivers and objective for the example described.

 

 

Figure 4. Example of hierarchy of needs, value dimensions, value drivers and quantified objectives 

 

5.3.2 Example of definition of a Value Creation Strategy  
Figure 5 shows a schematic representation of the process of defining the VCS in the 

case of the development of the intermediate case for an aircraft engine. The figure is a 
prescriptive representation of the VCS loops described in the Value Driven Design 
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methodology presented in Paper C. The figure represents two loops of the VCS along the 
supply chain: two joint analyses are preformed between aircraft and engine level and 
between engine and sub-system level. Every step brings to a new iteration of the VCS 
with the intent of having a quick feedback since the very initial stages of preliminary 
design, and to build a more and more detailed VCS as time proceeds. 

 

Figure 5. Example of two iterations of VCS within the Extended Enterprise for the development of a 
new aircraft (from paper C) 

 
The VCS initially included a set of rank-weighted needs, that were further detailed in 

value dimensions and value drivers. Rank-weighted needs emerged from the analysis of 
stakeholders’ expectations, which are typically collected via focus group meetings, 
individual face-to-face interviews or surveys. Expectations were complemented and 
interpreted in light of available information about customers, market segments, regulatory 
requirements and lifecycle considerations. Each identified need was cascaded down to a 
single value dimension, which was detailed in several value drivers, expressing value-
adding engineering characteristics for a specific problem context. 

As shown in Figure 5 the definition of the VCS starts with the definition of needs and 
value drivers at the highest tier of the supply chain (tier 1) and is then used to run a joint 
analysis with the direct supplier (Tier 2 – Engine level). The tier 2 company then, based 
on its internal needs and in the light of what communicated by the tier 1 company, adds 
its own value dimensions and value drivers to the VCS. Doing so the tier 2 company 
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correlates its own value drivers with what communicated by the higher tier. Such 
information is used to run a joint analysis with its own supplier (tier 3 – sub-system level). 
Based on the information received, the design team on tier 3 defines its own sub-system 
value drivers, which will represent the main criteria upon which the new component 
under development will be evaluated. Feedback from this phase can then be 
communicated back to tier 1 and tier 2 to start a second round of joint analyses to obtain 
a more detailed version of the VCS.  

Different VCSs can emphasize different system needs, thus the same Value Driver can 
be more or less relevant at sub-system level. With this approach, three levels of the supply 
chain are involved in the first quick iteration of the VCS at the very beginning of the 
design process, collecting the needs from different perspectives of the supply chain.  

In the case study, 10 different value drivers emerged as relevant to the sub-system 
manufacturer for the development of an IMC:  

 

• Temperature, Pressure, Weight and Drag, referring to engineering dimensions that 
affect the overall system behavior. 

• Reliability, Availability, Adaptability, Manufacturability and Weldability, capturing 
aspects related to the manufacturing, operational and maintenance phases. 

• Knowledge Reuse, summarizing the risk related to the development of a new 
component or technology.  
 

Such information was complemented by the list of value dimensions perceived as 
relevant by the system manufacturer (engine level) and communicated via the VCS. In 
the case study, seven value dimensions at engine level were defined: emissions level, 
specific fuel consumption, noise level, operational reliability, bleed air quality, direct 
operating costs and electrical power output. 

The relative importance of each sub-system’s value drivers is linked to the importance 
of the system’s value dimensions stated in the VCS. Figure 6 shows two different VCSs, 
one performance-oriented, the other comfort-oriented, that emerged from the case study. 
The first emphasizes dimensions such as Emission Levels, Specific Fuel Consumption and 
Direct Operating Costs. The second focuses on Bleed Air Quality and Electrical Power Output. 
These strategies influence the relative importance of the sub-system value drivers, as 
shown on the right hand side of Figure 6. Temperature, Pressure and Weight are less 
significant from a value perspective if the second VCS is applied to the problem. At the 
same time, Drag, Adaptability and Weldability are emphasized, as more comfort is also 
achieved by being able to adapt the sub-system to different operating conditions (e.g. 
through upgrading).  
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Figure 6. Value Creation Strategy impact on sub-system Value Driver weights (from paper D) 

5.4 Step 2: The EVOKE Process 

After the sharing of a VCS and the definition of the relevant value drivers and 
dimensions, it is necessary to make use of such information in a way that designers and 
engineers can pragmatically use it to evaluate different design alternatives. For this reason 
it is necessary to evaluate the impact that a technical solution of a potential design would 
have on the value aspects emerged from the VCS. The idea is therefore to provide an 
early assessment of the value of a potential solution by correlating its technical features 
(i.e. the quantified objectives) to the value drivers expressed in the VCS. However, in 
preliminary design the technical features of a potential solution might not be defined with 
certainty, especially if the engineers are dealing with the development of a radically 
product or technology. Therefore an indication of the reliability of such assessment 
becomes necessary not to confuse estimations and assumption with verified facts. 

For these reason Paper D describes the second step of the methodology consisting on 
the execution of the EVOKE process. The EVOKE process, an acronym of “Early Value 
Oriented design exploration with KnowledgE maturity”, takes as its input the 
information communicated by the VCS to run the assessment of a design at a sub-system 
level. It produces an overall “design merit” for the design alternative under consideration. 
EVOKE can be considered as an extension of the Customer Oriented Design Analysis 
(CODA) [77]. Compared to CODA as proposed by Wooley et al. [77], EVOKE adds 
more extensive correlation between needs and value drivers, adding the potential to 
simulate the impact of different VCSs on the final design merit. To cope with the need to 
assess the reliability of the information used in the assessment, EVOKE also introduces a 
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knowledge maturity model. 
 EVOKE is built on three matrices, namely: 
 

• The Weighting Matrix, which cascades down the system-level VCS to the local 
(sub-system) value drivers.  

• The Input Matrix which gathers information about the characteristics of each 
design alternative under consideration.  

• The Customer Oriented Design Analysis (CODA) based value assessment matrix 
[77], which produces a Design Merit (DM) for each design.    

 

5.4.1 The Weighting matrix 
EVOKE uses a weighing matrix that provides a set of normalized weights to link the VCS 

to the sub-system value drivers. Weights are obtained by combining system value drivers 
with sub-system value drivers as shown in Figure 7. A sub-system value driver can feature 
a strong, medium or weak correlation with a value driver at system level. These 
correlations are modeled using coefficients with values 0.9, 0.3 and 0.1. For instance, in 
the IMC case study, temperature and C02 emissions were strongly correlated because it was 
assumed that C02 production is significantly influenced by temperature changes in the 
IMC (therefore a 0.9 correlation was set). Temperature and particulates were designated a 
medium correlation, because the production of pollutants varies only within a restricted 
range due to changes in temperature (therefore a 0.3 correlation was set). Weight and 
particulates were given a low correlation (i.e. 0.1), because modifying the weight of the 
IMC will have a very small effect on the production of particulates (e.g. there will be a 
very small reduction because of a slightly lighter engine).  

For given value dimensions, correlation coefficients are summed along each sub-system 
value driver, to first obtain a sum of correlations. This process is repeated for all the sub-
system value drivers. The sum for a driver (such as for Temperature) is weighted against the 
sums for all the other drivers to obtain the relative importance of the driver for a given 
value dimension. Furthermore, this weighted sum is multiplied by engine value 
dimension weights, to obtain an overall impact score. These scores reflect the importance of 
the relationship between an engine value dimension and a sub-system VD within the 
entire set of needs provided. This operation eventually causes different VCSs to produce 
different aggregated scores, scores that are used later as inputs to the CODA-based value 
assessment matrix. 

With the help of the Weighting Matrix, two sequential activities are carried out, giving 
as an output a list of rank-weighted Value Drivers: 

 

• Correlation of local Value Drivers with each engine value dimension. 
• Calculation of the impact of the local Value Drivers by aggregating the 

correlations and balancing it with the value dimension weights 
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Figure 7. Extract from the weighting matrix (emission level vs. temperature) (from paper D) 

 

5.4.2 The Input matrix 
The EVOKE process requires the design team to define the main features of sub-

system alternatives; this is carried out with the input matrix. Based on its complexity, the 
sub-system can be divided into sub-components, whose main features can be analyzed 
independently and the results aggregated.  

In the input matrix, the main engineering characteristics of the future product are 
estimated, together with predictions related to production or to the availability of 
resources. These features are defined as quantified objectives. In other words, the input 
matrix is the place where quantified objectives are set for each component, or sub-
component, and estimated for the first time. In the input matrix, although all the design 
options share the same set of quantified objectives, the same baseline and the same upper 
and lower limits, nevertheless the value of each quantified objective will vary from option 
to option. The input matrix is the most human-intensive part of the process, since data, 
estimations and forecasts need to be input manually into the system. This matrix also 
contains information that is not shared in the VCS due to security issues, so it is exclusive 
to the company running the assessment. 

To summarize, the Input Matrix requires four sequential activities: 
 

• Identification of sub-systems parts 
• Definition of relevant Quantified Objectives for each part 

• Quantification of the Quantified Objectives 
• Setting of baseline and target levels for each Quantified Objective 

 
With respect to the IMC case study, two design options were considered, called 

Option #1 and Option #2. Due to the complexity of the product, the IMC structure was 
divided into 6 main parts: Mount Lugs, Outer Fan Case, Outlet Guide Vanes, Thrust 
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Lugs Support, Hub Outer Wall and Hub Inner Wall. For each of these parts, a list of 
quantified objectives was defined and data about the baseline, targets and estimated 
“performance” were input. Table 2 shows the input matrix for an IMC part, namely the 
Mount Lugs. The first column of the table shows the six quantified objectives: thickness, 
reuse of technology, housing of additional components, access to experts, production lead 
time and use of titanium; the second column shows which unit of measurement is used 
for each quantified objective. Column three shows the features of the baseline solution as 
they are in the actual configuration of the product. The fourth and the fifth columns 
show the estimated features of the two design options under assessment. Finally, columns 
six and seven show the upper and lower limits between which the quantified objective 
should fall. While the baseline value is directly expressed in column three, the target value 
can either correspond to the upper limit or to the lower limit, based on the nature of the 
quantified objective. For instance, the target value for “production lead time” 
corresponded to the lower limit, since a shorter lead time is preferable to a longer one; in 
contrast, the target of “housing of additional components” corresponded to the upper 
limit, since the potential to house more components is preferable. 

 The choice between upper and lower limits is made in the CODA-based value 
assessment matrix. 

 

5.4.3 The CODA-based value assessment matrix 
EVOKE uses a CODA-based matrix to map quantified objectives against value drivers 

and to obtain the overall Design Merit for the sub-system. 
The Customer Oriented Design Analysis (CODA) [77] was identified as being a 

suitable approach to contribute to the value assessment process. The CODA approach is 
an extension of Quality Function Deployment (QFD), introducing the key feature of 
using non-linear optimization type functions to map needs to engineering characteristics. 
This is believed to better approximate the customer response to changes in a product’s 
attribute [135].  

The CODA technique assumes that, in theory, an ideal design solution, that is a design 

Table 2. Extract from the input matrix (mount lugs) (from paper D) 

Quantified 
objectives Units Baseline Upper 

limit
Lower 
limit

Mount Lugs

Thickness
Reuse of technology
Housing for additional 
components/functions
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Production lead time

Line commonality

INPUTS - Sub-system level
Option #1 Option #2
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with perfect value [77], satisfies 100% of customer needs. In this sense, a key assumption 
of CODA is that the degree of need fulfillment is not linear but reflects the diminishing 
returns that are typical of utility curves. CODA uses three types of “Merit Function”, 
producing as output a Design Merit value and, analogous with the Taguchi Loss 
Functions [136], Maximize (Max), Minimize (Min) and Optimize (Opt) functions. Figure 
8 shows the values produced by the Max, Min and Opt functions while varying the value 
of a parameter ( ) and its neutral (or optimum) point ( ). With maximization and 
minimization type functions, the Design Merit assumes a value of 50% when a parameter 
is equal to the neutral point value. With an optimization type function, the DM assumes 
an optimum value of 100% when the parameter is equal to the neutral point value. Once 
the Design Merits are obtained for all parts, they are aggregated to obtain a Total Design 
Merit. Scores are then aggregated by means of weights, as with a traditional QFD 
approach. 

 

Figure 8. Relationship types in the CODA matrix (from paper D) 

 
In the CODA matrix, a level of correlation between each quantified objective and 

each value driver is set. Correlations express the extent to which a Value Driver is 
positively or negatively impacted by a change in the value of the QOs. Such correlations 
can be strong (0.9), medium (0.3), weak (0.1) or non-existent (0). With complex sub-
systems considered as the sum of smaller parts, such as in the IMC example, the quantified 
objectives of each part need to be correlated with all the value drivers. A key role in the 
calculation is played by the relationship type (i.e. Maximize, Minimize, Optimize) (Figure 
8) that has to be set between the quantified objectives and the value drivers. Such a 
choice is a key feature of the CODA-based approach. These correlations, linked to the 
relative weight of each value driver in the weighting matrix and linked with the estimated 
Quantified Objectives “performance” in the input matrix, allow the aggregated weighted 
evaluation of the design merit of a particular design option.  

For each sub-system part, the CODA-based matrix allows the setting of: 
 

• The correlation of local Value Drivers with Quantified Objectives. 
• The definition of correlation functions (maximization, minimization and 
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optimization). 
• The definition of neutral and optimum points. 

• The calculation of the Design Merit of each Quantified Objective. 
• The calculation of the Design Merit for each part based on Quantified 

Objective weights. 
 

The overall design merit of a component (e.g. the overall IMC value) is then 
calculated based on the weighted average of the design merit of each part. 

Table 3 shows an extract of the CODA-based matrix used for the evaluation of the 
IMC alternatives. The table shows the correlation of the quantified objective “surface 
finishing” of an IMC part (namely the Inner wall) with three value drivers “drag”, 
“knowledge reuse” and “manufacturability”. The first column lists the value driver under 
consideration. The second column is linked to the weighing matrix and shows the 
relative importance of the value drivers based on its relationship with the weighting 
matrix. In the third column, the level of correlation is input and, in the fifth column, the 
relationship type is chosen. The choice of the relationship type  

 
also determines the definition of the neutral or optimum point in column 4: if an 
optimization function is chosen, an optimum point (i.e. corresponding to 100% of Design 
Merit) for the function needs to be selected; if a maximization or minimization function 
is selected, a neutral point for the function can be selected, corresponding to 50% of 
Design Merit. Finally, the last two columns show the final tolerance of the measurement 
for the optimization functions and the design merit for the value driver. 

In the IMC example, Surface finishing (which is expressed as friction coefficient) features 
a strong correlation (0.9) with Drag, a medium correlation (0.3) with Manufacturability and 
a weak correlation (0.1) with Knowledge Reuse. In the example, Drag is improved when 
the friction coefficient is minimized and when Manufacturability and Knowledge Reuse are 
maximized (because a better surface finishing increases production lead time and requires 
a higher level of expertise of manufacture). In the example shown in Table 3, no 
optimization functions were considered.  

Table 3. Extract from the CODA matrix (from paper D) 

Design 
parameter 0.11

Constraints
(Upper and 

Lower)
15.00 1.00

Value drivers

Normalized 
weights Correlation

Neutral point 
or optimum 

point

Relationship 
Type

(Min, Max, Opt)

Tolerance
(for type Opt) Design Merit

Drag 13.77% 0.90 8.00 Min 39.60%

Knowledge reuse 6.56% 0.10 3.00 Max 92.13%

Manufacturability 12.19% 0.30 8.00 Max 61.44%

Surface finishing
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Figure 9 shows an example of the results of the value assessment for the two design 
options compared to the baseline and the target, detailing the value contribution for each 
sub-system Value Driver. The figure shows that Option #2 (topping 50,68%) produces a 
higher Design Merit compared to Option #1 (48.35%), but that both options do not 
meet the target set for the design activity  (56.71%). The team has to decide whether to 
invest resources in optimizing this design, to reject it, or to approve it for further 
development. The information displayed in Figure 9 might also highlight areas that 
necessitate more detailed value studies, as well as areas where excellent performance can 
be traded-off with others whose value contribution is lower. 

 

Figure 9. Results of the CODA matrix. 

 
In conclusion, Figure 10 summarizes all the steps of the EVOKE process, highlighting 

how the process is run time-wise. The process starts with the retrieval of the information 
form the VCS, then the calculations on the weighting matrix and on the input matrix are 
run concurrently. The outputs from both matrices are then used to initiate the calculation on 
the CODA-based matrix, which is run separately for each sub-system part. The calculation 
of the overall Design Merit is the final output of the process. 
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Figure 10. The EVOKE process 

5.5 Step 3: The Knowledge Maturity Assessment 

EVOKE is based, to a large extent, on assumptions and populated with figures 
characterized by different levels of confidence (i.e. for known technologies, the input data 
can be widely known and assessed, but for radically innovative solutions they might just 
be an educated guess). Hence, the intrinsic subjectivity and qualitative nature of the 
process have to be addressed and communicated to correctly support decision-making.  

 

Figure 11. Knowledge Maturity assessment high level process (from paper D) 

 
As described in paper D, EVOKE assesses knowledge maturity in the way proposed by 

Johansson et al. [49], thus building over three dimensions - Input, Method and Expertise 
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(Figure 11). 
The knowledge maturity evaluation considers the following elements in the 

calculation: 
 
• The QOs in the Input Matrix may both be derived from lab tests and statements 

from independent sources (high KM), or may simply reflect the opinions of the 
design team, without the support of factual data (low KM). This dichotomy is 
particularly evident when assessing the lifecycle behavior of the product: 
correlation coefficients might reflect what observed and reported from a number 
of system implementations, or might be derived by interpolation means. 

• In the Weighting Matrix the design team might not have a clear perception of the 
correlations between VDs at engine and sub-system level. In some cases, they 
might mirror well-known mathematical functions (high KM); in other cases they 
might just reflect the opinion of experts (low KM).  

• In the CODA Matrix, correlations, functions, neutral/optimum points and 
tolerances might reflect well-known phenomena, which are supported by 
experimental evidence and cases (high KM), or might be just a structure of 
imagination with poor experimental evidence and rationale (low KM). 

• Eventually, the design team might have a long and verified experience within all 
the disciplines/areas the VDs point to (high maturity), or only within a few of 
these areas (low maturity). 

 
Knowledge Maturity is expressed by a single scalar, ranging from 1 (lowest maturity) to 5 

(highest maturity), as proposed by Johansson [49]. A Knowledge Maturity matrix collects 
such information to produce an overall maturity score for a design.  

Figure 12 displays the value analysis outcomes together with the results of the KM 
assessment. A major issue in Figure 12 is that Baseline, Option #1 and Option #2 feature 
very similar DM scores; therefore decision makers do not have a clear perception of 
which alternative to pursue. Adding a KM perspective, they will likely prefer Option #1, 
because the value contribution of Option #2 is based on less mature knowledge, and 
might be riskier to develop.  
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5.6 Step 4: The Value Representation 

Value is not the only criterion, but rather one of many criteria, upon which designers 
and engineers make decisions in a design process. There is a risk that the value 
contribution is lost in the crowd of other factors, such as technical performances and cost. 
The development of value assessment capabilities achieves its goal better when coupled 
with an appropriate strategy to communicate the results to the engineers, managers and 
designers involved in the design process. Given the problem of information overload, the 
study within the aerospace industry has highlighted the need to communicate value 
information in a form that seamlessly integrates with the day-to-day work of engineers 
and designers. This need reflects the desire not to further complicate the design process by 
adding an additional tool or source of information, because supporting the design decision 
would fail due to that increased complexity. The potential to merge heterogeneous 
information into a single interactive, visual environment emerged as a relevant field of 
investigation from the early research stages. The research has then focused on 
investigating a suitable way of representing value, to enable designers and engineers to 
integrate this information into their day-to-day work without being forced to restructure 
their established working practices.  

The use of color-coded graphical visualization in a CAD environment has been 
acknowledged by industrial experts to provide a better overview of the problem under 
consideration when compared to numerical tables of results, to better contextualize the 
information by giving a more intuitive representation of the system in which the studied 
product is operating and to make it easier to discover patterns and find outliers in the 
analysis. 

As described in paper E, the acknowledgement of such benefits has led to the idea of 
visualizing value information in the same way as traditional engineering information, so 
with color-coded CAD models. Users of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) have long since 

Figure 12. EVOKE results with related knowledge maturity levels (from
paper D) 
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realized the importance of linking the visualization of the value information with the 
geometry/shape of the product under evaluation. In particular, the recognition of 
“patterns of behavior” to expert eyes (i.e. the recognition of recurrent effects of a design 
decision) and the communication of contextual information not directly evident 
otherwise have been perceived as highly relevant. The visualization of value-related 
information linked to the product geometry has emerged as a powerful communication 
enabler for decision-making. The link between value information and colored 
representations has been proven to make it easier for that part of the audience – especially 
at a managerial level – not knowing specific components terminology, to ask questions 
and increase their interest. As stated in one of the interviews in the companies:  

 
“If you take a modeling approach to value, you start to decompose into system and sub-systems, 

you have data with certain fidelity or made by assumptions, you rate a technology that might be the 
aggregation of hundreds or thousand other technologies In this kind of aggregation, having the color-
coding mapping of the data is more attractive. It actually appeals to people and they start to relate to 
that, they start asking questions.” 

 
The use of color-coding was therefore perceived as a means to capture the attention of 

people on aspects that would otherwise not been considered properly. This would 
enhance the reflection about the correlations that are present in the complexity of 
information under consideration. 

Based on the potential of such visualization that emerged in the empirical study, an 
approach has been proposed that displays the outcome of the value assessment using 3D 
color-coded CAD representations. The representation consists of visualizing the outcome 
of the value assessment using color-coding (i.e. associating each feature, part, or assembly 
with a color), ranging from red (lowest value contribution) to green (highest value 
contribution), representing the relative distance to the baseline and the target. Once the 
value scores are mapped onto the color scale, colors are displayed using 3D CAD models. 
Scores and colors are translated into CAD model properties in a CAD/PLM 
environment. This step requires neither advanced computational capabilities nor 
technological improvements, because the visualization of colored properties in parts or 
assemblies is a feature currently available in most CAD environments. 

The use of basic colors has not been preferred as experiments have shown that they do 
not split out “exceptionally well” [137] and that, for specific applications, chromatic 

Figure 13, Color scale for value visualization 
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gradation within hues or color categories may be more appropriate. The color scale 
selected features different color hues as shown in Figure 13, ranging from red (lowest 
value contribution, Sn=1) to green (highest value contribution, Sn=9). 

Colors are merely the chromatic translation of the value scores expressed at different 
levels. In theory, there is no limitation to the level of granularity of the color-coded 
visualization, as far as a relevant system feature has a value score associated to it. To enable 
the color-coded visualization to span both vertically, representing value with different 
levels of granularity and horizontally, along different value dimensions and drivers, the 
underlying value models need to include weighting mechanisms, able to emphasize the 
importance of particular value drivers over others. 

Value scores can then be aggregated and balanced, depending on the wishes of the 
value analysis team and a color-coded visualization can characterize parts, sub-systems, 
complex assemblies or whole systems. For instance, a team focusing on the design of a 
whole aircraft engine might be interested in visualizing the value performances associated 
to main sub-systems and components, without going into the details of each part. 
Another team, dealing with the design of a aero-engine component, would most likely 
focus the value analysis on how each part of the component contributes to the realization 
of the final design objectives. 

To summarize, the use of color-coded CAD models for value representation was 
perceived as allowing value-robust solutions to be more easily recognized if placed in the 
right context and related with the other design information. The potential of this 
representation to allow a streamlined navigation through the assessment of the value of an 
assembly/product structure was perceived to be a facilitator for information capture and 
interpretation. 

This research has led to the definition of a process translating the Design Merit, output 
from the EVOKE process, into a color scale. 

5.6.1 Translating the value analysis outcome into value scores 
As stated before, the empirical investigation has shown that more than just producing 

absolute value scores, teams are interested in understanding how a concept compares 
against relevant benchmarks; how much better or worse a solution is compared to 
previous ones. A clear preference towards establishing two benchmarks emerged: a 
product baseline (i.e. the actual product performances) and a target (i.e. the specification 
of a perceived product emerging from long-term forecasts). Hence, the first step of the 
visualization using CAD models consists of normalizing the outcomes of the value 
assessment results using the baseline and target references, as described in Paper E. 

The results of EVOKE are mapped against a numerical scale to facilitate trade-off 
analysis between value drivers that are different in nature. The scale chosen is a 9-point 
scoring system conceptually derived from the Technology Readiness Level [150] scale. 
The scale transforms EVOKE results into scalars by applying an algorithm that uses as its 
input the Design Merit (DM) for a given option (DMn) for the baseline (DMb) and for 
the target (DMt), and outputs the concept value score (St). The value score (Sn) for the 
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given option is calculated using the formula: 
 

          (1) 

 
where (Sb) represents the value score for the baseline, which is a-priori set to 3, while 

(St) represents the value score of the target, which is a-priori set to 8. Solving this formula 
the value score of a new concept is given by: 

 

      (2) 

    
It has to be noted that the formula is only applicable when the design merit of the new 

concept is minor of the design merit of the target and when the design merit of the new 
concept gives a value score (Sn) major then 1. Therefore the equation is applicable when: 

 

       (3) 

 
This implies that for the equation to be applicable, given that the value of St and Sb are 

fixed, the Design Merit of the new concept has to be: 
 

        (4) 

 
On one hand, for the case in which: 
 

        (5) 
 
the algorithm automatically assigns a score of 9 to the design alternative. Sn = 9 

denotes a design better in value compared to what was considered to be the most 
desirable outcome for the eventual solution.  

On the other hand, for the case: 
 

        (6) 

 
the algorithm automatically assigns a score of 1. Sn=1 indicates a design score 

significantly below the baseline.  
 
The scoring system outputted from the algorithm is organized as described in the 

following list.  
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The scoring system output from the algorithm is organized as follows:  
 

• Designs significantly below the baseline (1, 2), no-go areas: engineers are asked to 
rethink the concept and modify the component/system, even radically, if the 
result is significantly below the baseline (1). Based on the criticality of the 
driver/dimension, this result may cause the design to be discarded for not 
satisfying the minimum requirements set by the baseline; otherwise, if the 
criticality is low, engineers may decide to accept a lower value score if this allows 
for other, more important dimensions to be improved.  

• Designs close to the baseline (3, 4), rework area: engineers realize that the new 
solution satisfies at least the performance that the existing products deliver. 
Engineers need to focus more on product improvement as the solution in its 
present form will not generate any innovation. Although the score highlights that 
basically no improvement in the performance has been achieved, this score might 
be considered satisfactory to the engineers if the criticality is low and major 
improvements have been adopted for more important dimensions. When such 
values are for dimensions that are critical to the product, with limited time and 
money for the rework activity, this score may also lead to the decision to stop the 
development of the design.  

• Designs better than the baseline (5, 6, 7), go areas: engineers have positive 
feedback on the design they are developing as the score highlights that the design 
is moving in the right direction, although some refinement can still be made in 
order to achieve even better performance. 

• Designs that fit the target or are better than the target (8, 9), go areas: engineers 
can be confident in the value of the concept; the target has been achieved and the 
dimension/driver may have even better performance than originally desired. The 
“over-the-target” dimensions are the ones where engineers are invited to study 
the trade-off with other lower performing dimensions, being free to decrease the 
value of the one in order to increase the value of another. 

5.6.2 Value Representation Prototype 
Paper F describes the prototype of the value visualization approach in a commercial 

CAD/PLM environment. The CAD/PLM software produces a conditional formatting 
(color-coding) of the assembly according to the particular data criteria under examination. 
The color-coding remains for as long as a report is used, allowing the user to work on 
objects of interest without losing focus on the report results. Figure 14 shows an example 
of a color-coded IMC model for a value driver (Availability). The results of the value 
studies conducted on each part of the assembly are first translated into colors, and then 
associated to the geometric model. By aggregating the results obtained for each part, it is 
possible to obtain the overall value contribution of the IMC assembly (using an 
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appropriate weighting algorithm). 
 

 

Figure 14. Prototype of color-coded value visualization (from paper F) 

The CAD environment enables the users to navigate the value model results within the 
product structure at different levels of detail. For instance, a design team studying the 
design of a single aircraft engine component will most likely focus the value analysis on 
how the different parts (or features) behave in order to achieve the final design objective 
for that single component. A second design team, focusing of the design of a whole 
aircraft engine, might instead prefer a value study with less detail, that shows the value 
contribution of the whole IMC, without close examination of the visualization of each 
part. Using the functionality of the CAD environment, users can, for instance, display the 
values scores of the components for an individual part and their individual colors, or the 
overall value of the assembled components, coloring the assembly as one entity. 

Multiple see-through settings give various methods for removing complexity from the 
model, displaying the components of interest. Selective focus and data rollup help users to 
navigate around the product structure. Additional information and detail is accessible by 
drilling down through interactive tags. The integration of knowledge maturity 
visualization has been explored, first through a superimposed transparency layer on the 
CAD model and, later, with the use of tags linked to the product components. Further 
research about the most suitable form of integration is needed. 

5.6.3 Study of the effect of Color-Coded 3D Representation  
A set of experiments has been run with design teams in a laboratory environment with 

the purpose of quantitatively verifying the effectiveness of value visualization using color-
coded 3D models. The features and results of the experiments are described in paper G 
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and are summarized in this section. 
 

Table 4. Micro-strategies adopted for the protocol analysis and their categories (from paper G) 

Name Code 

Analyzing Problem A 
Analyzing a Problem AP 
Questioning a Problem AQ 
Justifying a Problem AJ 
Agreeing about a Problem AA 
Disagreeing about a Problem AD 
Evaluating a Problem AE 
Analyzing Previous Evaluation AAE 
Justifying Previous Evaluation AJE 
Questioning Previous Evaluation AQE 
Postponing Analysis of the Problem APA 
Proposing Solution S 
Proposing a Solution SP 
Clarifying a proposed solution SC 
Retracting a previous solution SR 
Making a Design Decision SM 
Consulting External Information SCE 
Postponing a Design Action SPO 
Looking Ahead SLA 
Looking Back SLB 
Analyzing Solution Z 
Analyzing a Proposed Solution ZA 
Justifying a Proposed Solution ZJ 
Justifying a Proposed Solution through previous evaluation ZJE 
Calculation for a Proposed solution ZC 
Postponing an Analysis of Action ZP 
Evaluating a Proposed Solution ZE 
Explicit Strategies E 
Referring to Application Knowledge EAK 
Referring to Domain Knowledge EDK 
Referring to Design Strategy EDS 

 
Since the integration of value-related information in CAD software visualization is 

currently at an early development phase, with no software available on the market at 
present offering such functionality, the experiments simulated the use of printouts of 
color-coded 3D CAD models reflecting the visualization layout of the computer 
environment. 

The aim of the experiments was to test the hypothesis “The value visualization approach 
in color-coded CAD models enhances the awareness about the problem to be solved, leveraging the 
way value-related information is used in PSS conceptual design”. Additionally, the research has 
studied if, and to what extent, the availability of printouts of color-coded CAD models 
caused a variation in the sequence of activities undertaken by the design teams along the 
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conceptual design session timeline. In order to do this, the timeline of the experiments 
was divided into four, each of them lasting the same length of time. 

Protocol Analysis was used to analyze the experiments through the use of two coding 
schemes, one consisting of 26 micro-strategies focusing on design activities and another 
made up of 9 dimensions related to the components of a PSS offer. The time spent on 
each micro-strategy and on each PSS dimension was considered as the main metric for 
the analysis. Table 4 lists the micro-strategies adopted for the study and their categories, 
while Table 5 shows and defines the PSS value dimensions adopted for the protocol 
analysis. 

Dimension Definition Example 

Needs (N) Captures the discussion related to the definition 
or clarification of customers’ and stakeholders’ 
needs. It also considers the discussion related to 
the information made available from the 
previous assessment, as it represents a way to 
clarify the needs of the forthcoming solution 

‘…Yes, but what is the 
need we focus on when we 
want it inside?...´ 

Knowledge 
Reuse (KR) 

Captures the discussion related to designers’ 
personal knowledge that was recalled during the 
experiment in order to fulfill the design task 

‘It is the same when you are 
cooking with a pan, you 
just put the cover on and it 
keeps warm’ 

Design 
Rationale (DR) 

Refers to documentation, discussions, 
argumentations or reasons behind decisions 
made when designing a system or artifact 

´Why was it better with 
plastic?´ 

Engineering 
Characteristics 
(EC) 

Captures the discussion related to the structure, 
mechanical characteristics, technical features or 
material related to the PSS hardware 

´…If we take away the 
welding and try to make it 
more…´ 

Usage Phase 
(UP) 

Includes all the statements related to the 
operating phase of the product when the 
customer is physically using the artifact 

´If you look at what is here, 
if you talk about 
ergonomics, it should be 
easier to use.´ 

Service (S) Embeds all those statements related to activities 
activated by the customer’s request to benefit of 
the product, but that are not directly visible by 
the customers, such as transportation or 
assembly at the customer’s place. 

´it would take a lot of less 
time instead of pushing it 
into the garden…´) 

Lifecycle 
Activities (L) 

Contains all those statements related to the 
lifecycle of the product, from the production to 
the dismissal. The Usage Phase, in which the 
customer physically uses the artifact, is not 
considered here. This dimension differs form 
the Service since it embeds all those activities 
that would be present even in the absence of a 
customer request for the PSS (e.g. production, 
assembly, storage, dismissal) 

´We can have a foldable 
one that is easier to store, 
but then is harder to 
assemble.´ 

Table 5. PSS value dimensions adopted in the protocol analysis (from paper G) 
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Periphery (P) Captures the statements about support 
equipment, technical periphery, tools and 
infrastructure related to the PSS execution 
system, similarly to what defined by Müller 
(2009) 

´I am thinking not roll it 
into the truck, but having a 
small crane that can…´ 

Finance (F) Includes all the discussions about cost-related 
aspects, either related to production, 
maintenance or servicing of the PSS 

´Perhaps the burners are the 
most expensive part, those 
ones…´ 

 
The experiments consisted of a design session in which the 8 design teams worked 

separately on the same task, which was the design of a new model of barbecue going to 
be provided as a PSS solution. All the teams shared the same goal and received the same 
information, with the only difference being in the way value-related information was 
visualized. Four teams received value-related information in the form of a printout of an 
Excel spreadsheet i.e. the results of the benchmarking were visualized as numbers from 
one to nine in an Excel table, with each table cell filled with the corresponding color. 
The other four teams received the value assessment results on color-coded printouts of 
3D CAD models. In this case, the report did not show any numbers, but the benchmark 
information was directly visualized as component colors on the printout of the barbecue 
CAD model. During the session, the teams were free to choose and discuss any issue or 
topic they perceived as useful to fulfill the final goal, with no interference or interruptions 
from outside. 

Each experiment started with 20 minutes of introduction followed by 25 minutes of 
teamwork dedicated to problem analysis and idea generation. The analysis focused on the 
problem analysis and idea generation phase, which was further divided into quarters, each 
lasting between 6 and 7 minutes, with the aim of studying the different design behaviors 
in the early parts of the design session, in the central part of it, and in its closing stages. 

As shown in table 6, teams using the color-coded CAD models (i.e. CAD teams) spent 
a much higher percentage of time carrying out an AEE micro-strategy (i.e. analyzing 
previous evaluations) compared to teams using the tables. Furthermore, the CAD teams 
spent more than 50% of the total time spent on problem analysis discussing the value-
related information communicated in the value report (Table 7), while teams using the 
tables spent only 28% of the problem analysis time carrying out the same activity. 

Table 6. Percentage of time spent in analyzing previous evaluation (AAE) by all the design teams (from 
paper G) 

Table teams % of time spent on AAE CAD teams % of time spent on AAE 

Team 1 5.2% Team 5 10.9% 
Team 2 1.3% Team 6 31.4% 
Team 3 6.9% Team 7 11.4% 
Team 4 5.3% Team 8 6.9% 
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Table 7. Percentage of problem analysis spent on value reports (from paper G) 

Time spent for: Tables CAD 

Problem analysis 31.3% 39.5% 
Value report analysis during problem analysis 8.8% 21.2% 
Ratio 28.2% 53.8% 

 
To summarize, some of the main results of the analysis of the experiment show that: 
 

• Design teams using printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spent more time 
consulting value-related information compared to teams using spreadsheet-based 
visualizations during problem analysis (up to 54% compared to 28%) (Table 7).  

• Design teams using printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spent more time 
analyzing the problem in the early phases of the conceptual design session (about 
63% of total time compared to 37%) (Figure 15 a).  

• Design teams using printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spent less time 
generating solutions in the early phases of the conceptual design session (about 
17% of total time compared to 34%) (Figure 15 b). 

• Design teams using printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spent more time 
discussing needs during the experiments (25% of total time compared to 14%) 
(Table 8), with a remarkable difference in the early phases of the conceptual 
design session (55% of total time compared to 15%) (Figure 16 a). 

• Design teams using printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spent less time 
discussing the engineering characteristics of the future product in the early phases 
of the conceptual design session (about 16% of total time compared to 30%) 
(Figure 16 b).  
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Figure 15. Trends of activities in the design session quarters (from paper G) 

 
Such results indicated that the use of printouts of color-coded CAD models drove the 

design teams to have longer discussions about the needs of the solution to be developed, 
while encouraging the use of value-related information to analyze the problem and 
propose new solutions. 

Such findings support the hypothesis that the value visualization approach using color-
coded 3D CAD models enhances the awareness of the problem to be solved, improving 
the way value-related information is used in conceptual design. These results fit with the 
designers´ need to handle a wide range of aspects and dimensions from the early design 
stages [14], when critical decisions about the value of a future product are made [10].  

The results also suggested that the models have stimulated the teams to consider the 
problem statement and the value-related information more thoughtfully before moving to 
the generation of design solutions. Agreement with this idea can be found in the analysis 
of an additional set of data concerning the number of value drivers that were effectively 
discussed during the experiments. Through the analysis of protocols and video material, it 
was observed that the four table teams discussed, or at least cited, respectively 12, 13, 15 
and 12 of the 18 value drivers originally provided. The four CAD teams instead discussed 
a wider set of them, respectively 17, 17, 15 and 15 out of the original 18. 
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Table 8. Percentage of time spent on each PSS dimension (from paper G) 

DIMENSION CAD teams Tables teams CAD-tables SD CAD SD Tables 

Needs 25.46% 13.45% 12.01% 4.78% 6.79% 

Knowledge Reuse 6.28% 6.07% 0.21% 0.96% 3.48% 
Design Rationale 3.50% 5.42% -1.92% 1.44% 1.72% 
Engineering  
Characteristics 

28.75% 32.37% -3.63% 
5.84% 6.66% 

Lifecycle 
Activities 

4.33% 6.83% -2.50% 
1.92% 3.71% 

Usage phase 4.07% 9.60% -5.53% 1.36% 2.10% 

Periphery 0.66% 2.53% -1.87% 0.56% 2.38% 

Service 7.53% 5.09% 2.44% 4.92% 5.19% 

Finance 4.35% 5.34% -0.99% 0.66% 3.04% 

No dimension 15.07% 13.29% 1.78% 5.29% 3.77% 

 

 

Figure 16. Trends of discussion about PSS Dimensions along the timeline (from paper G) 
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6 DISCUSSION  
In this chapter the results of the thesis are discussed in the light of their contribution to the Value 

Driven Design field, together with other reflections about strengths and weaknesses of the proposed 
methodology for value-oriented decision making in preliminary design. 

 
In the past few years, the concept of Value-Driven Design has had increasing attention 

from the scientific community, with its applications and main features being increasingly 
discussed. Collopy and Hollingsworth [22], in their work in the aerospace and defense 
sectors, saw VDD as a movement that transforms systems engineering to better utilize 
optimization in the design of complex systems. They have highlighted the need to 
improve conceptual and preliminary design work by decreasing the computation effort 
needed to evaluate the change of an attribute. They have also highlighted the potential of 
intuitively visualizing the performance of a system or the relationships between the system 
attributes. Recognizing the relevancy of the approach, authors have started to write about 
the unexploited potential, limitations and unexplored questions of VDD, leading to the 
formulation of a VDD research agenda [23]. Monceaux and Kossmann [17] have 
promoted the definition of a methodology for VDD that couples the evaluation of 
qualitative and quantitative value aspects with the requirements evaluation process. From 
their perspective, VDD is no longer limited to the mathematical optimization of value 
functions, rather it involves a more qualitative assessment in an extended enterprise 
setting. Agreeing with this idea, the findings of this thesis have shown the limitation of 
only interpreting VDD as a mathematical optimization. The original formulation of VDD 
by Collopy and Hollinsworth [22] was perceived as not applicable by practitioners to 
preliminary design settings featuring many supply chain partners. In particular, it was 
perceived as barely usable for components or sub-system manufacturers to promote more 
value-oriented decisions and enhance the trade-off analysis. The reason for this can be 
found mainly in the complexity of the decision-making activities that involve several 
aspects to be considered, often not reducible to a unique mathematical calculation. 

This thesis recognizes the potential of VDD as a methodology to promote more value-
oriented decisions in the preliminary design stages and agrees with the questions raised by 
Soban, Hollingsworth and Price in the VDD Research Agenda [23]. Several research 
questions need to be asked (and this thesis addresses some of them) before VDD evolves 
into a comprehensive methodology exploiting all its potential benefits. The methodology 
presented in the thesis has therefore to be considered as one of the steps toward the 
definition of a VDD methodology to promote value-oriented decision making in 
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preliminary design. 
The concept of VDD has been defined and discussed in the aerospace industry, and no 

trial of generalization to other industrial contexts is nowadays available in literature. 
Nevertheless the ideas behind VDD, and thus the need to promote more value-oriented 
decision making in design, might be valuable in other industrial contexts. This thesis does 
not identify any critical barrier preventing the application of VDD approaches in contexts 
other than aerospace design, but contributes to answer some fundamental questions about 
definition, assessment and communication of value, that might represent a starting point 
from the study of how to export the VDD in other fields. 

The definition of value proposed in this thesis emerged from the understanding of 
what is the goal of preliminary design work in contexts characterized by long supply 
chains and enterprise collaboration. Such a definition is grounded on the idea that a 
“pure” definition of value is not possible, rather that value assumes a different meaning, 
based on the context in which it is considered. The definition proposed should therefore 
not be considered as the unique definition solving the problem of interpretation of value 
by different stakeholders; it has, instead, to be seen as the answer to a specific need 
highlighted in a preliminary design context.  

The concept of value, as it is presented in the thesis, is strongly linked to the capability 
of obtaining information from different industrial stakeholders. Enterprise collaboration is 
therefore critical for the application of the Value Driven Design methodology, thus a 
shared commitment among stakeholders toward its implementation is necessary. In this 
spirit, partner companies has to be able to “speak the same language”, that is, they need to 
share a common understanding of the main terminology used. To this concern the terms 
“value dimension”, “value drivers” and “quantified objectives” have been proposed to 
guide the value analysis. Those terms have been defined from the empirical study in the 
aerospace sector, and should not be seen as the unique answer to the need of establishing 
a defined terminology. Eventually a different terminology might result to be more 
suitable in context other then aerospace design. 

Some of the concepts adopted in the proposed methodology are not new, but have 
been taken from the available theory and their application is proposed. This is the case 
with the Value Creation Strategy (taken from Monceaux and Kossmann [17]), with the 
Knowledge Maturity concept (from Johansson [49]) and with the CODA-based matrix 
(from Wooley [77]). The idea of defining a Value Creation Strategy has been developed 
in the framework of the research project, emerging from the shared understanding of a 
lack of enterprise communication that needed to be fulfilled. The idea of measuring 
knowledge maturity during decision-making comes from the work of Johansson [49], 
conducted a few years before the beginning of the research presented in this thesis. The 
Customer Oriented Design Analysis has existed for more than a decade [77] but its 
application and evaluation in an industrial context are poorly documented in the 
literature. 

Due to the novelty of these approaches, an extensive body of literature studying their 
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effectiveness in an industrial case, that is, verifying if they really fulfill the goal for which 
they were defined, is missing. The same realization is also true of the methodology 
presented in this thesis, where such approaches play a relevant role.  

Due to the length and the complexity of design processes, especially in aerospace 
product development, a unique evaluation of the effects on the final product of applying a 
new methodology for product design would require several years, or maybe even 
decades. Nevertheless, a preliminary validation of the methodology, to try to understand 
its potential and its effectiveness, seemed necessary from the beginning of the research.  

The strategy used to understand if the methodology achieved its intended goal 
consisted of validating single activities on which the methodology was built, rather than 
trying to evaluate the methodology as a whole. Concerning the EVOKE process, the 
validation has entailed qualitative feedback from engineers and designers working for the 
main project partners. Workshops have been organized to allow engineers to try using the 
EVOKE matrices so as to collect qualitative feedback about their usability and potential. 

A more advanced stage of validation has been reached for the value visualization. Here, 
besides the qualitative feedback obtained from the industrial practitioners, a choice has 
been made to organize experiments to observe the effect of the visualization during a 
design session with university students. Although the observation of design teams in a real 
working scenario would have been preferable, this was not possible within the time frame 
of the research. Therefore, students from the last year of a masters course in product 
development were considered as suitable surrogates for decision-makers, considering 
them to be “advanced beginners”, capable of recognizing the complexity of the design 
problem as stated by Kleinsmann et al. [138]. Furthermore, most evaluations of 
information visualization tools are still carried out in artificial laboratory settings [139], 
where the same design task can be repeated several times and recorded, the latter point 
being particularly important as video and audio recordings are often not permitted by 
industrial companies (an issue stressed by Ahmed [140]). 

The context in which the methodology has been developed is, at the same time, its 
strength and its limitation. It is a strength because the methodology targets a specific 
problem in the aerospace industry proposing a solution that is the result of the 
collaboration between different supply chain partners. Therefore, it solves a design 
problem perceived as relevant by all the stakeholders. In contrast, the context is a 
limitation because the same willingness to share information might not be found in other 
industrial contexts featuring different relationships between customers and suppliers. In 
particular, the willingness to share a Value Creation Strategy requires enterprise 
collaboration. The stakeholders at higher tiers of the supply chain have to understand the 
benefits of communicating information to the lower supply chain levels while sub-system 
manufacturers should be able to demonstrate that such information is relevant to drive the 
design of solutions that will finally create value for their customer. In other words, all the 
stakeholders involved have to perceive some benefit in spending time on sharing a Value 
Creation Strategy. Such a condition is met in the aerospace product development 
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context, where outsourcing has become a major phenomenon over the last decade [18] 
and the willingness to collaborate is mainly driven by the delays and technical problems 
that have plagued the development of the last generation of aircraft (Boeing 
Dreamlinerviii, AIRBUS A380ix & A350x). These delays have resulted in billion dollar 
losses throughout the entire aeronautical supply chain [141][142][143]. However, product 
development in contexts other than aerospace might not involve the same interest in 
sharing information, either because of a higher number of possible suppliers, or because of 
much shorter design lead times and smaller capital commitment. Nevertheless, even if the 
whole methodology might not be directly generalizable for other industrial settings, the 
findings at its root have a higher generalizability, being grounded on investigation and 
literature research that do not target a specific industrial problem, but put at the center the 
three original research questions dealing with the definition, assessment and visualization 
of value in preliminary design decision-making. 

The EVOKE process featured in the methodology fits the assessment of a new design 
from the perspective of a sub-system manufacturer and has not been applied to other 
supply chain levels. The amount of work required to fill the EVOKE matrices has to be 
offset by the relevancy of the assessment under consideration. Value drivers are proposed 
to guide the assessment of how a technical solution contributes to a complex product. 
The definition of such drivers is a critical step in the process. They have to be customized 
for each development, balancing stakeholders’ needs and company objectives. On the one 
hand, they have to be generic enough to be both meaningful from a design perspective 
and to be grasped by those stakeholders without a technical background. On the other 
hand, they must be specific enough to be measured, to allow the benchmarking of 
alternative concepts with sufficient confidence and detail. This links to the need of 
defining a proper number of value drivers, not too many to avoid adding complexity to 
the assessment but enough to allow a consistent assessment. The methodology does not 
deal with the issue of quantifying the preferable number of value drivers, leaving the 
definition of them to the subjective decision of the stakeholders. Furthermore, as used in 
the EVOKE process, value drivers should be linearly independent, a condition that might 
not always occur in reality. EVOKE strongly relies on the data used for the Input Matrix, 
implying that engineers and designers have to have a common understanding of the 
engineering characteristics (i.e. quantified objectives) of the new design that is being 
studied. In design contexts not as established as aerospace components design, it might be 
overly complex to fill the Input Matrix with data about the radically new parts of a 
forthcoming product. Such a characteristic represents both a limitation and a suggestion 
for future improvement of the EVOKE matrices. To this end, at the time of writing, the 
EVOKE process is undergoing tests, both with industrial practitioners and university 
students, to verify its ease of use. Based on the results of such testing, EVOKE could 
                                         

viii  http://www.boeing.com/boeing/commercial/787family/ 
ix http://www.airbus.com/aircraftfamilies/passengeraircraft/a380family/ 
x http://www.airbus.com/aircraftfamilies/passengeraircraft/a350xwbfamily/ 
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feature further development or modification, also including the opportunity for 
downsizing EVOKE for specific design contexts to improve its ease of use. 

With respect to value visualization, it has to be emphasized that its use does not play a 
role in limiting the amount of information available for decision-making (i.e. its use does 
not reduce or increase the quantity of information to be considered). Rather, it aims to 
communicate information in a more effective way, improving associative processing with 
the use of a color-coding scheme in a CAD environment. The proposal of the value 
visualization approach is grounded on the benefits described in the literature about color-
coded representations. They are claimed to function as coordinative artifacts [144] or 
boundary objects [145], that, by challenging an individual’s perception of the knowledge 
base, helps individuals to synthesize what they know, sharing perceptions and creating 
new knowledge. Thus, the proposal of the approach relied on the hypothesis, preliminary 
tested by means of design experiments, that color-coded CAD models enhance the 
awareness of the problem to be solved, improving the way value-related information is 
used in PSS conceptual design. Nevertheless, a limitation of the visualization approach is 
that it is based on the existence of a reference geometry, a condition that might not be 
satisfied in some industrial contexts. In the specific case of aerospace design, engineers and 
designers work on products which feature the integration of several components into a 
complex system. In this context, radical innovations that upset the established system 
design and the activities of other actors within the supply chain are not likely to happen 
readily. This is particularly true when dealing with components with critical requirements 
for safety and reliability. In practice, this means that innovative hardware designs are often 
variants of an existing technology platform and are composed of the same basic building 
blocks, thus enabling the use of existing reference geometries for value visualization. 
Other design contexts might not exhibit the same characteristics, so the visualization of 
value might not be directly applicable. However, the visualization could be applied to 
highlight the impact of a radically new component on its operating system. In this case, 
the difference is that the visualization does not relate to the specific component any 
longer, rather to the entire system in which it is operating (that is, it is possible to 
visualize the consequences that the radical innovation has on a system that “remains the 
same”). A second limitation of the color-coded value visualization is linked to the 
technological enabler for the visualization. The integration of the color-coded 
visualization into a CAD environment is now in prototype form, making use of the 
standard features for color-coded visualization of product geometry already available in a 
good deal of CAD/PLM software. Moving towards a full integration of value 
visualization into a CAD environment, attention would need to be paid to the ease of 
access and use of such information, enabling communication between stakeholders who 
may not have particular skills related to the use of a CAD system. 

Working with color-coding in visualization, a number of respondents have highlighted 
the importance to keep in mind that many individuals suffer from problems with 
recognition and understanding of color images and videos. Color deficiency problems are 
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relatively common in an aging population. Some estimates indicate that, for the male 
population, approximately 7.40% of Europeans, 4.17% of Asians and 2.61% of Africans 
have some kind of red-green color vision deficiency [146]. Commonly, issues related to 
color deficiency are addressed by running an appropriate re-coloring algorithm. Image re-
coloring is a method of altering the color composition of an image in such a way to make 
it accessible to a color vision-impaired audience [147]. As mentioned in a recent paper by 
Culp [148], image re-coloring research has developed 24 algorithms, broken down into 
four categories (color contrast enhancing, gamut mapping, daltonization, conversion to 
gray scale). The issue of image re-coloring was not addressed during this research. The 
problem has been brought to the attention of the CAD-PLM provider collaborating in 
the research project but no steps toward the implementation of a re-coloring algorithm 
have been taken yet. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter draws the final conclusions of the thesis in relation to the three research questions 

stated in the introduction. 
 

The research presented in this thesis has focused on the concept of value in preliminary 
design, on identification of its features and on how to enable its assessment and 
visualization to enhance engineers’ awareness when making decisions. The research has 
been carried out in close collaboration with industrial partners in the aerospace industry 
and the concept of Value Driven Design has been used as a reference point for the 
initiation and development of the research.  

The research has highlighted that both the original Value Driven Design framework 
[22] and the strategies for cascading requirements typical of Systems Engineering [16] 
show some limitations in addressing the problem of promoting value-oriented design 
decisions in the preliminary design stages of a complex product such as an aircraft. On the 
one hand, the original form of Value Driven Design [22] proved to be far too oriented to 
the mathematical optimization of well-defined functions, not allowing a process of 
evaluating a number of service-related and intangible aspects which are not 
mathematically quantifiable due to their nature. On the other hand, Systems Engineering 
strategies, based on the fulfillment of different kind of requirements cascaded along the 
supply chain, proved to be limited when driving decisions in a preliminary design context 
in which requirements are, in most cases, poorly defined or not defined at all.  

The research has identified the concept of value to be the object around which 
preliminary design decisions should evolve and has led to the definition of a methodology 
for value-oriented decision making in preliminary design. 

The research has been guided by three research questions. The first has addressed the 
concept of value in preliminary design stages, with the second and third addressing how 
the value of different design alternatives can be assessed and communicated in order to 
guide better decision making, ultimately leading to the selection of designs that add more 
value.  

To summarize, in relation to the first research question (i.e. “What does value mean when 
making a preliminary design decision?”), the research has highlighted that: 

 

• The concept of value in preliminary design is not perceived in the same way by 
different industrial stakeholders. Nevertheless, engineers and designers need clear 
guidance as to what value is and what they should pursue when making 
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preliminary design decisions. To this end, the concept of value in preliminary 
design decisions has been defined as the level to which a product, or a technical solution, 
fulfills internal and external stakeholders’ needs along its lifecycle. 

• Value has to carry all the information about context and intent that are necessary 
to select the best concept during the preliminary design stages. Thus, value should 
not be limited to the economic aspects; it should also include those intangible and 
service-related dimensions that are usually outside the technical horizon of the 
engineers. Hence, value in the preliminary design phases of a project has 
multifaceted aspects, involving quantitative as well as qualitative criteria.  
 

In relation to the second research question (i.e. “How can the value of a design alternative be 
assessed to support preliminary design decisions?”), the research has highlighted that: 
 

• Assessing the value of a design alternative by its level of requirements fulfillment is 
a too limited approach, first because it does not allow more intangible and 
service-related information to be considered and, second, because requirements 
are often unavailable or poorly defined in preliminary design. Thus the results of 
the assessment of value and knowledge maturity need to complement 
requirements information available to the engineers. 

• Value-related information is not mature enough to populate quantitative value 
models, therefore it is more relevant to highlight gaps and no-go areas for further 
investigation than provide exact figures for “value”. Thus, designers and 
engineers do not need an absolute measurement of the value of a design 
alternative; rather, they need it assessed on the basis of benchmarking between a 
baseline and a target design. 

• The needs from different internal and external stakeholders have to be 
considered, thus collaboration amongst stakeholders is essential. To this extent the 
use of a Value Driven Design methodology is acknowledged to enable the 
necessary sharing of information needed for a value assessment.  

• Given the necessity of collaboration among different companies, and in order to 
avoid misinterpretation of information, a shared and established terminology to be 
used when referring to value aspects is needed. To this concern the concepts of 
value dimension, value drivers and quantified objectives, are proposed.  
 

An approach for value representation has also been proposed in order to address the 
third research question (i.e. How can the value of a design alternative be communicated to support 
preliminary design decisions?). The research has highlighted a set of preferences towards the 
visualization of value analysis results. The use of color-coded features to visualize 
information was perceived as beneficial to capture people’s attention and interest, 
allowing increasing the attention and raising questions on aspects that would not be 
directly evident otherwise. These preferences have guided the development of an 
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approach for value visualization using color-coded features in a CAD environment. 
Addressing the research question, the research has highlighted that: 

 

• Value should be visualized in an intuitive way, through a visual representation 
encompassing a number of key parameters and should be linked to the product 
geometry/shape.  

• Value should be visualized in ways that seamlessly integrate with the current 
working practice and environment of engineers and designers.  
 

These last conclusions are supported by the findings from experiments carried out 
during the research. These experiments, showed that color-coded CAD models 
performed better in leveraging the way in which value-related information is used in 
preliminary design, compared to numerical tables. 

7.1 Industrial implications 

The research presented in this thesis has been performed targeting the applicability of 
the results in an industrial context. The research has started from the recognition of an 
industrial problem to be solved and the methodology proposed in the thesis is though to 
provide a solution to such problem. 

The Value Driven Design methodology for value-oriented decisions making in 
preliminary design has been developed in the aerospace industry and applied to the case 
study of the development of an aircraft engine component. The feasibility of the 
methodology has been verified with the industrial partners receiving qualitative feedback 
from engineers and project stakeholders about its strengths, opportunities and weaknesses. 
Due to the novelty of the methodology and the long lead time typical of the 
development of aircraft engine components, a quantitative analysis of the eventual 
benefits achieved by the introduction of the methodology has not been possible over the 
time frame of this thesis. Nevertheless, the expected impacts of the application of the 
methodology were discussed by means of workshops and interviews with different 
industrial stakeholders, in order to estimate the industrial implication of its application. To 
summarize, the methodology is expected to enhance: 

 

• The awareness of the relative importance of the needs cascaded down from the 
system integrators, enabling the design teams to better identify the most 
important dimensions to prioritize at the beginning of the design activity, 
reducing rework later in the process.  

• The awareness of the relationship between system-level needs and the 
engineering characteristics of the specific component designed, mainly because 
non-linear merit functions are believed to better approximate the customer 
response to changes in product attributes compared to QFD or other approaches. 
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• The awareness of the reliability of the value analysis, through the use of 
knowledge maturity assessment into the conceptual trade-off analysis. 

 
These three points have been seen as particularly important for aerospace sub-system 

design where the designers would benefit from a methodology that keeps track of the 
original stakeholders’ needs, in order to support decisions that do not focus on the local 
optimization of a product/component but on the contribution that the design would 
generate at the system level, thus enabling innovation to move up through the supply 
chain.  
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8 FUTURE RESEARCH 
This chapter suggests fields of research relevant for further investigation. More general issues about 

VDD are presented together with suggestions on how to expand the specific findings of this research. 
There are many more fields of research and questions to be answered than highlighted here, especially 
in relation to the VDD research agenda. However, this list does not pretend to be exhaustive but 
rather describes the research topics more strictly related to this thesis. 

8.1 Structuring value information in different product development 
processes 

An important aspect relevant for future research is the analysis of how value 
information can be structured in product development processes in different contexts. 
The research presented here has mainly been carried out in the aerospace industry. 
Nevertheless, interest has been shown in different industrial contexts that have similar 
value-related issues but feature different structural characteristics (e.g. automotive 
industry, construction equipment industry). More research has to be conducted in such 
contexts to understand the benefits and drawbacks of the application of a value-driven 
design methodology, to understand if, and in which environments, it can be beneficially 
applied. Research should especially study the trade-off between the benefits of using a 
VDD methodology and an ultimately increased process complexity generated by its 
introduction.   

8.2 Using a Value Driven Design methodology for soft products 

This research has focused on the design of products or components that will eventually 
be integrated into an offer including some related service. An interesting field for future 
research is to cross the boundaries of product-centric design and study the applicability of 
value-driven design for soft products, that is, for the development of service-intense 
solutions.  

Research into the service-intense context, such as communication or health care, has 
to study the effectiveness of value-driven design in an environment that features both 
business-to-business and business-to-consumer relationships. The possibility of applying 
the methodology for value-oriented decision-making presented in this thesis to soft 
product development should be studied, with the relevancy of each of its steps (i.e. the 
definition of a Value Creation Strategy, the EVOKE process, the assessment of 
Knowledge Maturity and the Visualization of value) being evaluated in relation to the 
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different needs and expectations of the new design environment. 

8.3 The role of internal stakeholders in the VDD process 

As stated in the VDD research agenda [23], the role of stakeholders is critical in a VDD 
process. Whereas the external stakeholders are easier to identify, research has to be 
undertaken to clarify the role of the internal stakeholder in VDD. In particular, research 
has to address the identification of the best stakeholders to be involved in order to bring 
to the process the right competences and knowledge to ensure a reliable value assessment 
process. Such research should clarify if new figures, role or competences need to be 
created to fulfill the goal of VDD.  

8.4 Refining the methodology for value-oriented decision making 

The methodology developed in this research, and each of its building block, are open 
to future research and improvement. The EVOKE process is in its early stages of 
development. The actual version is built on three matrices that are full working 
prototypes developed in a Microsoft Office environment. Despite the fact that the logic 
behind its definition is tested and mathematically sound, demonstration and validation 
work is still in its infancy and future work is planned to gather more factual data about the 
effectiveness of the approach over a range of design situations. Besides the study into the 
ease of use of the EVOKE process, the mathematical logic needs to be experimented with 
in a context of increased complexity. A sensitivity analysis of the EVOKE matrices also 
needs to be carried out in case studies different from the one presented in the thesis. 

With respect to the Knowledge Maturity concept, both the empirical study and the 
literature recognize the potential of coupling such information to a value assessment. 
However, the concept of knowledge maturity is quite new and, besides the theoretical 
definition, few examples of applications are available in reality to test its effectiveness and 
analyze the consequences of its application in decision-making. The ideas produced by 
this thesis suggest that there should be future research to experimentally test the usefulness 
of the knowledge maturity assessment, in order to exploit its potential in the VDD area. 

Further research is also suggested on value visualization, especially in studying in more 
detail the effect of visualizing information in color-coded CAD models. The experiments 
with the use of the color-coded CAD models for value communication have shown that 
teams initially strongly focus their attention on the needs to be fulfilled, causing the 
discussion about specific engineering characteristics of the product to occur later in the 
process. This finding suggests an interesting effect of the value visualization, since 
previous research demonstrated that early switching between activities does not help 
design teams and frustrates the individual members [149]. This aspect is worth analyzing 
in more detail in relation to the level of design fixation in early design stages, a topic not 
studied in this thesis.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Making the correct choice in the preliminary design phase impacts 
the entire product life cycle in an order of magnitude that could span 
from making the product being a big success, to generating, 
instead, a total business failure [1]. This statement gains more and 
more relevance when the product is characterized by a long 
lifecycle, when the technology is highly capital-intensive and when 
later life cycle modifications imply huge expenditures in terms of 
money and labor. In the effort of being competitive in the globalized 
market, a common and intuitive strategy for companies is to cut 
costs while increasing structure efficiency [2]. However, this 
approach does not always lead to success. Cost competition does 
not ensure long-term value added, because of the real risk of 
engaging in a cost-based fight against market followers [3]. So far, 
what becomes a real target to any company who wants to lead, or 
keep on leading, the market, is to provide the highest value to the 
system in which the company is competing. This concept should be 
considered not only from the final product seller focusing on end 
user, but also by all those companies that are relevant business 
partners in the supply chain. Collopy [4] stated that a product to be 
successful should maximize the value generated for the customer 
and for the system; how the profit is then divided between 
companies is instead decided by the market.  
To do so it is necessary to adopt a wide vision of the system, 
understanding how some changes in the sub-system impact on 
system level. This process is of relevant difficulty, because it implies 
the acquisition of an enormous knowledge about how the system 
works, and it needs therefore collaboration from upper-level 
companies, those could be reluctant to share core information 
about strategies and future actions with other product stakeholders. 
Nevertheless, in some business contexts all major companies of the 
supply chain can be interested in sharing this information. That is 
the case, for instance, of business deal implying revenue sharing, 
or concerning products embedding top-level technologies. 
 

2 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of the paper is to propose an approach to 
evaluate sub-system technology concepts from a life cycle 
perspective. Emerging from a real example the development of an 
aircraft engine component, the paper illustrates how the traditional 
functionality-performance analysis can be complemented by a more 
value-oriented assessment to enable more lifecycle-oriented 
decisions in a conceptual phase. The final aim of the paper is to 
contribute to the ongoing discussion about methods and tools to be 
used, in the preliminary design phase, to assess the value 
associated to a design alternative, in order to provide useful 
instruments to help design teams in choosing the solution that 
maximizes the value for the system. 
 
3 RESEARCH APPROACH 
The approach emerges from the analysis of real industrial problems 
rather then from a theoretical investigation. The initial problem 
statement has been defined in collaboration with major European 
industrial and academic partners in the aerospace sector, and has 
been further refined by interacting with an aircraft engine sub-
system components provider. The approach for value assessment 
has been defined through workshops, physical meetings, informal 
interviews and company site visits. Such findings have been further 
analyzed in view of theory; improvements and implications have 
been proposed using as a reference the scenario created together 
with the industrial partner. 
 
4 DESIGN CONCEPTS ASSESSMENT IN A LIFE CYCLE 

PERSPECTIVE 
In an ideal scenario, companies should always select design 
concepts able to increase the added value for their customers and 
stakeholders. Being able to calculate a priori, in a transparent and 
repeatable way, the value of a given solution is, however, not a 
straightforward process. As stated by Anderson and Narus [5] 
remarkably few firms have the knowledge and capability to actually 



assess value and, by consequence, gain an equitable economic 
return for the value delivered to customers. This problem is further 
exacerbated when the product grows in complexity and when the 
development activity moves from a “system” to a “sub-system”, or 
even “component”, perspective. Here the need for a methodology 
that could help the design team in assessing the lifecycle value 
contribution of a concept becomes evident.  
The concept of “value” radically change the way decisions are taken 
at all the levels of detail the design activity is conducted. The 
optimal design solution has not to be merely found at the 
intersection of the “Performance” and “Functionality” axes, rather a 
third dimension, encompassing the “life cycle option” perspective, 
as shown in Figure 1, should be considered. The adoption of a life 
cycle value creation perspective allows designers to judge different 
alternatives considering a more complete set of information that 
could lead to a more value-oriented choice. 

 
Figure 1: Choice dimensions. 

To exemplify this concept, let’s consider a sub-system manufacturer 
(company A) providing engine components to an aircraft engine 
manufacturer (company B). Company A is therefore bound by 
contract agreements to satisfy given functionality and performance 
requirements. Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF, 20000 flight 
hours) and weight (70 kilos) represent two main requirements for a 
component under development. Design A1 has an MTBS of 20,010 
hours and weights 69 kilos, while design A2 weighs 50 kilos and 
has a MTBF of 19,990 hours. The two alternatives are then identical 
in any other technical aspect. Although Design A2 does not meet 
the requirements, is really A1 better than A2?  
Now consider that company B decides to change its selling policy, 
moving from the traditional selling of a product to providing life cycle 
commitment, keeping the ownership of the product along the life 
cycle until disposal. This choice has deep effects also on company 

A that has now a wider set of information to work on when deciding, 
in a preliminary phase, which technology/component to be further 
developed. Company A, in fact, needs now not only to think in 
terms of performances and functionalities but also to consider, for 
example, how to make the components easier to maintain, or how 
to make them easier to re-use and recycle. The paper provides 
guidelines to drive designers toward a more value-oriented choice, 
allowing a divergent multi-dimension analysis, so to consider life-
cycle options as basilar to define and assess the importance of the 
product main value drivers.  
 
5 LIFE CYCLE OPTIONS ANALYSIS: AN APPROACH 
The conceptual approach elaborated for sub-system technologies 
value assessment is composed by 5 main steps or activities, Figure 
2 describes the approach and links each activity to the most 
relevant actors and stakeholders involved. To define the approach, 
a large cross-functional network of product stakeholders was 
established. This allowed the decomposition of the original problem 
into sub-problems reflecting product needs and requirements.. 
5.1 Problem decomposition and requirements identification  
The requirements gathering process is usually a very complex affair 
and can represent a major obstacle to successful system 
development. It is argued that one reason for development projects 
poor performance, or even failure, is the mismatch between what 
expressed by the customers and what specified by the developers 
in terms of system requirements, a mismatch triggered by the 
differences in the cultural background of both sides [6]. 
Problem decomposition and requirements identification are the first 
steps of the methodology. Value assessment represents a big 
challenge for every design team, and thinking of facing it in a 
unique solution could lead to the rise of a big set of problems that 
could affect the results reliability. It is therefore inconvenient to 
consider it as a “unique box” to be solved; it is instead preferable to 
adopt a strategy of problem decomposition. [7]. Studies reveal that, 
analysis–synthesis–evaluation is a design method largely adopted 
and discussed in literature [8][9]. Analysis refers to the 
decomposition of the problem into sub problems; synthesis refers to 
the recomposition of sub problems in different ways; and evaluation 
refers to the test of the performance of new structures/systems [8]. 
As described by Simon [9] designers tend to decompose ill-
structured problems into several sub problems. Additionally 
stakeholders’ expressed expectation needs to be collected by the 
design team. Designers should then interpret and reformulate the 
information acquired, in order to redefine expectations and validate 
them in a second round with stakeholders.  

 

 
Figure 2: Value assessment process.



Without losing the focus on expectations and adopting a life cycle 
perspective, the team should be able to translate the expectations 
into needs. A needs analysis should then be performed in order to 
highlight the conflicts between needs. 
5.2 Value drivers definition 
Once the problem has been decomposed and the relevant 
innovation topics have been defined, it is necessary to set a number 
of relevant and measurable value drivers for the value assessment. 
In order to facilitate both a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation, 
some value criteria are first defined. These represent the key fields 
on which the product directly or indirectly impacts. Each criteria 
clusters the value drivers that refer to the same field so to make 
easier a comparison between the different alternatives. To define 
coherent value drivers the team in charge of the activity needs to 
access to information regarding needs and requirements, defined in 
the previous step. 
Moving from high-level value criteria [10], a cross-functional panel 
of expert is asked to formulate relevant value drivers for a given 
component under analysis. Value drivers are, in fact, specific 
instantiations of generic value criteria. The value drivers for a 
compressor blade, for instance, may significantly differ from those 
specified for an intermediate case, simply because they differ in 
terms of geometry, material, expected lifetime, etc., and because of 
different customer expectations. 
A large number of stakeholders are involved in this part of the 
process. Product development and customers still plays a relevant 
role as in the requirements identification phase, but a wider vision 
on the system is needed. In order to avoid focusing too narrowly on 
the performance-functionality axes, members with knowledge from 
different backgrounds has to take part to the process. Introducing a 
system view on the future product, including in the decision team a 
wider set of stakeholders such as top management, marketing and 
production managers, could help to create a value assessment 
result more reliable. However team composed by heterogeneous 
actors with very different background could prove to be difficult to 
manage, since the members do not have a convergent perspective 
on their own specialization. Therefore there is the need of a figure    
that possesses knowledge about how the whole process works on a 
system level, having a deep understanding of the dynamics and of 
the knowledge generation sources that involve the product along all 
his life cycle. Hence the figure of the Value Analyst is introduced 
with the aim of providing a life cycle oriented perspective to the 
design team along all the product development process. 
The process of defining value drivers can vary in different context; 
however experience and deep requirements analysis are 
fundamental instruments to help facing this activity, as far as focus 
groups and interviews are useful methodologies to reach the goal.  
5.3 Concepts generation 
The aim of conceptual design is to develop promising concepts. 
This requires generating a wide range of concepts, to prevent 
overlooking valuable concepts, and evaluating/selecting these soon 
enough, to restrict their number from getting too large to allow 
meaningful consideration. [11] 
The new concepts can imply incremental improvement of existing 
products or radical innovation. In both case several methodologies 
are nowadays applied to enhance creativity and innovation in the 
design team. Some important examples, largely discussed in 
literature, that can differently be applied basing the choice on the 
final goal the design team wants to achieve.  Brainstorming [12], is 
a group creativity technique designed to generate a large number of 
ideas for the solution of a problem, it is a valuable methodology 
when talking about radical innovation, it has the quality of 
enhancing creativity promoting the creation of a high number of 

ideas [13] that, however, could often fall outside the technological or 
practical constraint of a product. Introducing the Value Analyst in 
the process as a moderator in the brainstorming session could drive 
the team toward more value-oriented ideas. Delphi [14], is a 
structured interactive forecasting method which relies on a panel of 
experts and is performed anonymously in order to avoid 
bandwagon effect. It is a methodology oriented more on forecasting 
the future, and used for marketing and demand forecast analysis 
[15], so it is more suitable for concepts evaluation than for new 
concepts generation. TRIZ [16] is a problem solving, analysis and 
technology forecasting tool derived from the study of patterns of 
invention in the global patent literature [17]. TRIZ implies a 
structured approach on the problem providing general guidelines for 
system evolution but could be weak when focusing on detailed 
design. It focus on technological evolution not enhance a divergent 
value-oriented thinking. Focus groups [18] are interactive group 
setting where participants are free to talk with other group 
members. Organizing focus group allows the team to focus deeply 
on the problem, however it could limit creativity and create 
bandwagon effect among the group [19]. Focus groups are powerful 
methods if the discussion is well driven by moderator and if a 
collaborative spirit is spread among the group. The value analyst 
should play the moderator role keeping the attention of the group 
focused on the goal. 
5.4 Concepts evaluation 
The fourth step of the methodology is the concept evaluation. It 
represents a complex phase that can be structured as a process 
itself. During this phase is of primary importance the sharing of 
knowledge from the upper system levels. The project coordinator 
acts as a link between different stakeholders, both internal and 
external. Concept evaluation is the most critical phase in the 
methodology and has been addressed in detail in the ´Life cycle 
oriented concept evaluation process` chapter. 
5.5 Concept selection 
Last phase is concept selection, intended as an iterative process 
that does not always output a dominant concept immediately after 
the evaluation. A design alternative could prove to be more valuable 
in a value dimension and show to be weak under another point of 
view. A multi attribute decision-making problem [20] arises every 
time we need to decide between different complex design solutions. 
Nevertheless, it is important that the decision team can access all 
the data resulting from the evaluation in an easy and readable form, 
in order to have a complete set of information to base the decision 
upon. For this reason the concept selection phase is strictly linked 
to the value visualization. An easy and quick visualization of the 
value contribution of different alternatives can help decision-making 
team in choosing the best solution in a limited period of time. The 
amount of data to be evaluated in fact could be massive, generating 
therefore confusion, make people unable to judge the different 
alternatives from a wide value perspective. Current research efforts, 
in the value-driven design field, tend to focus on the development of 
a means to quickly visualize and evaluate one or more solutions in 
a rapid manner. [4]  
6 LIFE CYCLE ORIENTED CONCEPT EVALUATION 

PROCESS 
Assessing the value contribution of a solution is an activity that 
cannot be reduced to the a mere cost and revenue calculation; it is 
instead a combination of quantitative and often qualitative studies, 
which results needs to be weighted on the base of qualitative 
forecast and expectations. In general, there is currently no way to 
talk about better or worse with respect to an ad hoc aggregate of 
components. What is required is a process or rule for comparing 
designs to highlight what is better.  



Since a relevant part of the parameters cannot be evaluated in a 
coherent quantitative way, it is often better to recur to a qualitative 
evaluation based on the comparison between a baseline value, for 
example the minimum value requested by customer requirement, 
and a target value, that could represent the ideal parameter result. 
Considering the engine component example mentioned before, we 
fix a MTBF of 20000 hours and a weight of 70 kg as a baseline, and 
we fix at 50000 hours the targeted MTBF and 60 kilos the targeted 
weight we would assign a radically different value to the solutions. 
Qualitative ranking comparison is therefore necessary to run the 
value assessment.  
A second critical aspect in the concept evaluation is the ability of 
correctly weighing the value drivers, to obtain a reliable final result. 
Depending, for example, from product nature, market requests, 
market forecast and company’s objectives, some value drivers need 
to be considered more relevant than others. The weighting is 
obtained through the definition of a scale of values, e.g., form one 
to ten, or through a percentage estimation of the value drivers 
impact over the total product value. 
The activity of weighting value drivers is a key step in the approach. 
It is basilar for a designer to know which characteristics, qualities, or 
performances, are critical. This is a phase where life cycle options 

play a crucial role. Different lifecycle perspective can deeply 
influence the relative importance of a value driver compared to 
another. Consider for example a traditional product selling structure, 
meaning that the product is sold in a unique solution, and a 
product/service system selling architecture, that implies keeping the 
ownership of the product along all its life, the two different company 
strategies hugely impact on product life cycle, creating the need to 
consider new value drivers, as well as different relative importance 
for the already existing drivers. 
Figure 3 summarizes the process of concept evaluation highlighting 
activities, methodologies, actors and outputs. 
The following paragraphs describe the four activities citing as a 
case study the evaluation of two different intermediate compressor 
cases (IMC) for aircraft engine. The evaluation took place 
considering two different life cycle perspectives, the traditional 
selling, and the selling of the Product/Service System (PSS) [21]. 
The case study involved a sub-system technology that needs to be 
integrated in the aircraft engine structure. Different selling 
strategies, and therefore different life cycle and ownership 
alternatives, for the aircraft engine, impact the value assessment in 
the IMC design phase.  

Figure 3: Concept evaluation process.
6.1 Costs and revenues analysis 
The evaluation of costs and revenues concerns the estimation of 
the economical performance of an investment. Different 
methodologies are proposed by literature and broadly applied in 
industry. Between the most used it is possible to cite cash flow 
analysis [22], net present value and adjusted present value [23], 
internal rate of return calculation [24] and break-even analysis [25]. 
These activities are almost completely in charge of finance 
departments and cost managers. 
Most of the concepts concerning costs and revenues analysis have 
been stated fifty or more years ago, however these instruments are 
currently still in use in many companies. Recently more 
methodology, i.e., the Modified Diatz Method [26], have been 
introduced in order to weigh individual cash flows by the amount of 
time that those cash flows are held, or absent, from the portfolio. 
These analysis, even if still valuable, provides as an output a value 
related only to the financial performance of the product, ignoring all 
other aspects related to the value perspective, i.e., the results are 
calculated in term of money, related to a single product/investment 
and the phenomena related to the whole value generation for the 
company are not considered. On a value driven design perspective 

cost and revenue analysis is still necessary but cannot be 
considered sufficient for a value assessment. 
Considering the case study the adoption of a selling + maintenance 
and service policy implied the consideration of additional variables, 
such as spare part cost per year, service start-up costs, 
disassembly costs, recycling costs, remanufacturing cost per unit, 
service logistic costs, maintenance costs.  
6.2 Risk Estimation 
Every new product or component implies a certain level of risk. A 
large number of risk categories and a conspicuous set of 
methodologies is discussed in literature to estimate risk in new 
product development. Walker [27] presents a lightweight approach 
to technical risk estimation through a probability impact analysis. 
Altman and Saunders [28] propose an approach for credit risk 
measurement built around a mortality risk framework. Bangia et al. 
[29] describe a methodology for modeling liquidity risk in correlation 
with market risk measurement and management. Research is also 
focusing on regulatory risk measurement, exploring how a change 
in the regulation impacts the decision of an investment. Manteghini 
and Scarpa for example [30] describes how regulatory constraints 
affect a firm's investment choices when the firm has an option to 
delay investment. William [31] focuses on product development 



process design and on the response to market, technical and 
regulation risks, exemplifying with ten company case studies how 
different processes manage different risks.  
Current methodologies used in industry are able to provide a 
satisfactory risk estimation in this phase of the process, hence no 
new methodology are proposed, but a combination off a set the 
techniques that could consider the broadest risk horizon is 
recommended. 
Considering the risk analysis from the IMC design point of view, 
different weights for the risk dimensions needs to be considered. 
For example a PSS solution has been considered more critical in 
term of technical risk, since an originally bad design impacts the 
costs of maintenance and repair until the product disposal; or in 
terms of market risks, since the company doesn’t know which will 
be the real response from the customers. In fact, considering the 
case of an IMC exclusively designed optimizing a PSS engine, the 
failure of the selling policy could cause big losses to the sub-system 
technology provider. 
6.3 Performance analysis 
Performance analysis is the most engineering intensive and 
technical activity of the process. Performance analysis provides 
quantitative data related to the in-field usage of the product. In case 
of a PSS, this category encompass also the value related to all the 
aspects concerning remanufacturing, maintenance, delivery and 
discard of the product.  
Product performances are strictly linked to the requirements set in 
contracts or needed by the end user. Most of the time requirements 
fulfillment represents the basilar condition for a product to enter the 
market, especially in business-to-business situation.  
Furthermore, performance analysis has to encompass not only 
performances relevant for the customer, but it is necessary to pay 
attention to a second performance dimension: the internal company 
performances. These performances are related to company 
organization and process structure e.g., process lead-time, process 
mean time between maintenance, process mean time between 
failure, machine saturation index, setup time. These aspects are 
measurable and needs to be taken into consideration when 
evaluating new design alternatives, in order to avoid indirect 
impacts on the overall company activity. 
Different methodologies can be applied for product performance 
analysis. To test the ´in-field´ performance of a product, physical 
and virtual testing, such as finite element analysis, are the most 
common methodologies in use. Instead, considering the internal 
performances, process simulation methodologies can provide a 
useful instrument to evaluate the response of the realization of a 
new product. Interesting examples of application can be found in 
Abdulmalek and Rajgopal [32] and in Smith et al. [33]. 
Considering an intermediate compressor case, the “in usage” 
performances need to be satisfied both for traditional product and 
PSS, in order to fit safety and customer requirements. However the 
PSS perspective can allow, in particular situation, the design of 
cheaper components with shorter life expectation, but that could be 
substituted more often, instead of choosing life-long and expensive 
components. 
6.4 Intangible Value evaluation 
Intangible value is a category that encompasses all those aspects 
not strictly related to product performances but that impact on the 
overall system. A various set of characteristics can be defined as 
providing intangible value. These dimensions are outside the 
technical horizon of the engineer, they cannot be easily captured 
[34]. 

An intangible value could be the relevance of the engineering 
solution in relation with the flexibility of the environment, in which it 
operates. Aspects to be taken into consideration are, for example, 
the degree of compatibility to the external environment and how 
much an unexpected modification impacts the product function. 
More undefined, but not less important value is the effect of a 
choice on brand acknowledgement or in new knowledge 
acquisition. These aspects cannot be immediately translated into 
tangible performance, but contribute to the generation of 
competitive advantage in the long run. 
In the case study analysis, considering a PSS life cycle, aspect like 
new knowledge acquisition, continuous improvement enhancement, 
robustness to external constraint modification or brand 
acknowledgment, are important, and, by consequence, a big 
attention has been paid to them during the definition of value drivers 
weights. 
 
7 CONCLUSION 
The described approach represents a potential instrument to 
increase the awareness about requirements and value embedded 
in a design alternative.  
In authors´ belief the adoption of such a process for assessing the 
value of sub-system technology would help companies to move a 
step forward a value-driven design, granting good economic 
performance in the long run. Companies able to correctly assess 
the value of their sub-technologies, considering the value they 
provide to the system, would in fact maximize the economic return 
on their investment. 
The advantage of the proposed approach is to increase the 
knowledge about the real value provided to the system by a sub-
system technology, and take advantage form this since the 
preliminary design phase. Traditional cost or performance analysis 
doesn’t possess such capability of looking to the value of a product 
from a system perspective.  
The proposed methodology has been developed in collaboration 
with an industrial partner, acting as a components provider for 
aircraft engines. The approach has been validated through 
discussions and workshops together with other international 
partners in the aeronautical sector, collecting positive and 
constructive feedback. It does not pretend to be exhaustive neither 
to offer a final solution to the problem. It is instead open to 
discussion, improvement, and future research both inside and 
outside the aeronautical field. 
Due to the complexity of the problem and the conspicuous need of 
data, it is difficult to foresee a large-scale application of the 
methodology in the short term. However we believe that knowledge 
sharing and communication are the key words to allow this 
approach being more and more applied in companies. In addition, 
the creation of automatic updates form company’s database and 
models will mark a decisive improvement towards the automation of 
the process.   
The authors are currently involved in studies aiming to capture, 
model and understand customers’ and stakeholders’ needs and 
expectations. Moreover some methodologies and tools to help 
teams making decision at a gate, as for example the LIVERY, Light 
Weight Visualizator, proposed by Bertoni [35], are currently object 
of research. 
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TOWARDS ASSESSING THE VALUE OF AEROSPACE 
COMPONENTS: A CONCEPTUAL SCENARIO  
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ABSTRACT 
The development of complex products, characterized by long lifecycles and deep supply chains, 
requires enhanced capabilities to assess, in an early design stage, the value of a solution not merely 
from a requirements fulfilment perspective. The paper proposes a conceptual scenario, described in 
terms of activities, inputs, outputs, actors and mechanisms, which details how aircraft components can 
be developed and assessed with a focus on their value contribution at system level. Moreover, the 
paper proposes an approach to communicate the lifecycle value contribution of design solutions across 
a heterogeneous set of value dimensions, drivers and criteria, directly through 3D CAD models. The 
scenario, together with the methodological and technological tools enabling value assessment, has 
been created and preliminary validated together with major European aerospace manufacturers.  

Keywords: Value driven design, Decision making, Knowledge maturity, Value visualization 

1 INTRODUCTION 
All designs are created for a purpose. When dealing with “tame” problems [1] only, such purpose is 
well mirrored by the product requirements, which often provide a good enough basis to identify the 
best of the available design alternatives. However, when paying increasing attention to “wicked” 
problems [1], the capability of a solution to add value to customers and stakeholders is more difficult 
to be assessed without explicitly linking the product features to the initial needs and expectations. In 
this context, measuring requirements satisfaction is no longer sufficient to assess the “goodness” of a 
design, therefore the technical product performances need to be complemented by more qualitative 
criteria to better understand the value of a solution from a system and lifecycle point of view.  
When collaborating with several partners for the development of new products/services, the initial 
purpose is often lost when the requirements are cascaded down to suppliers and sub-contractors. 
Hence, the sub-system manufacturers tend to target local optimal designs minimizing the costs, rather 
than to comprehend how a radical innovative technology might add value to the overall system and to 
the different customer levels.  
This issue is particularly evident in the commercial aerospace business. Comfort, timeliness, 
entertainment and environmental consciousness are emerging driving forces in new aircraft 
development programs [2][3]. On a more technical level, this demands for altered functions in the 
engines to improve the efficiency in energy use [4], which turns into new requirements for the engine 
sub-systems and components.  
At component level, a good understanding of the intended use of the forthcoming solutions (i.e., of the 
purpose of the system) is crucial to realize the relative importance of derived requirements and, 
eventually, to make the right decisions on the technologies to be developed. Not communicating such 
purpose to the designers increases the possibility of generating sub-optimized solutions adding un-
necessary risk and costs to the entire system. The development of value-assessment capabilities can 
support the sub-system manufacturers in better satisfying the “needs that matter”, avoiding large, 
expensive, and ultimately unsuccessful redesign cycles at all levels of development.  

2 MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES 
Nowadays, raising the designers’ awareness on the overall value delivered by radical innovative 
design solutions at component level is a major challenge for the aerospace sub-system manufacturers. 
The concept of value is far more difficult to manage and communicate than technical- and cost –
related information, and the knowledge used for calculating the value contribution of a solution is less 
intuitive to formalize, access, validate and share than other product properties [5].  
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This calls for a methodological and technological approach to simulate and communicate, in an 
objective and transparent way, the value contribution of alternative design options and technologies 
early in the product development process. The objective of the paper is to propose a conceptual 
scenario, described in terms of activities, inputs, outputs, actors and mechanisms, which details how 
design concepts at component level can be developed and assessed with a focus on their value 
contribution at system level. The scenario is mapped against the Stage-Gate® process developed by 
Cooper [6], and highlights how the design activity needs to be complemented when introducing value 
as main measurement criterion in an early stage. Furthermore, the paper describes an approach to 
communicate the lifecycle value contribution of design solutions directly through 3D CAD models, as 
a means to enable more value-driven, lifecycle-oriented, decisions during conceptual development. 

3 METHODOLOGY 
The research can be methodologically likened to action research, which is commonly described as a 
set of iterative activities performed jointly by practitioners and researchers [7]. The value assessment 
approach proposed has been developed within an European Commission’s Seventh Framework (FP7) 
Programme project, which has provided access to several aerospace companies (i.e., major aircrafts, 
engines and sub-systems manufacturers and other companies with experience in aerospace 
development projects).  
Action research follows a particular diagnosis, invention and reflective learning cycles [8], which is 
aligned with how the authors have performed the research in the project. Empirical and qualitative 
data have been collected through the authors’ active participation in physical and virtual work-
meetings with the industrial partners. The discussions with the aerospace companies in the diagnosis 
stage have contributed to the clarification of the problem domain, to the definition and validation of 
the scenario and to the development of the visualization approach. Reflective learning has been aided 
by the continuous participation in debriefing activities, held by the research team in relation to the 
work-meetings. The findings have been iteratively discussed and validated with the project partners, 
which have actively participated with their knowledge and expertise to the development of a 
preliminary mock-up for value assessment and visualization. 

4 EMERGING DECISION-MAKING ASPECTS IN PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
Stage-Gate® [6] is a common process in aerospace to guide the development projects from idea 
generation to product launch. The key components of the Stage-Gate® are the Stages, where 
information-gathering activities (summarized by deliverables) take place, and the Gates, where 
information is assessed and decisions are made.  
As identified in previous research [9], the deliverables brought to the Gate meetings include summary 
documents, criteria documents, design rationale documents, technical reports, analysis results, and test 
reports, as well as the tacit knowledge of the people performing the work. Yet, the empirical study 
shows that value-related information is not reported at the gate in a clear, transparent manner, thus 
value-oriented decisions are difficult, because lacking of adequate supporting documentation. 

4.1 Value Assessment 
Considering that every system exists to deliver value to stakeholders [10], at the time of making a 
decision the analysts need to establish a link between the technical parameters and the customer value, 
in order to identify the best alternatives. As pointed out by one of our contacts in the aircraft engine 
manufacturing business, today the advantage of a solution is mainly expressed by technical 
performance figures and cost: “Nowadays you can easily tell why a solution is the optimal one in 
terms of performances, however it is not straightforward to see if it is optimal also from a value 
perspective. Hence, we have to look at people, tools, processes for developing the optimal solution 
both from a business as well as customer viewpoint”. 
In spite of the centrality of the value concept, in literature there is a wide diversity of opinions and 
many speculative assertions on the real meaning of value, and on how decision makers should assess 
and trade-off design concepts against value-related criteria. 
Value Driven Design (VDD) [11], for instance, aims to enhance existing systems engineering methods 
by “introducing economics in the decision making process and enabling optimum solution strategies 
to be instantiated during the conceptual and preliminary design stages of a product”.  
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VDD can be seen as an overall scoring system, feeding a vector of attributes (Extensive attributes) into 
a function (Value model) with the purpose of producing a scalar number (Surplus value) to rank a 
design. Surplus value is a surrogate object for profit, which may take the form of Net Present Value 
(NPV) when the product generates revenues over long periods. Extensive attributes are attributes of 
the system being designed, or of its components, such as all performance attributes, reliability, 
maintainability, safety, cost, schedule and technical risk.  
For a system characterized by high costs, a long lifecycle, complex interdependencies between its 
components and dynamic operational contexts, value is also determined by the capability to maintain 
or improve the function in presence of change [12]. Tradespace exploration [13] considers customer 
value embedded in the customer process context and utilizes various “ilities” [14] (i.e., Survivability, 
Adaptability, Flexibility, Scalability, Versatility, Modifiability) as criteria to evaluate the system 
robustness under changing operational conditions. The “Epoch” framework proposed by Ross et al. 
[12] allows the systematic creation of trade-space models to quantify these “ilities”. Other valuation 
methodologies do exist (e.g., Real options for flexibility [15] [16]) but only for a few of these criteria.  
Furthermore, value is often intangible [17], perceived by the customer as an individual rather than 
objectively defined by a provider [18]. Goods and services can be arrayed on a continuum of relative 
tangibility, with goods being more tangible and services more intangible [19]. Intangibles are often 
associated with knowledge, emotions and experiences, dimensions that cannot be experienced by the 
customer before using the product. Steiner and Harmor [20] have proposed an extended model of 
customer value, which includes intangible criteria (such as epistemic emotional or image value) to be 
used for assessing the overall value of a system in the beginning of a product development project.  

4.2 Knowledge Maturity 
Making a decision is often about dealing with trade-offs among conflicting parameters. Trade-offs are 
more difficult to handle as uncertainties in the problem definition and in the knowledge base increase. 
Relevant value knowledge is typically dispersed across many different functions in the organizations, 
it is often poorly formalized and agreed, rarely readily available, and difficult to communicate in a 
similar way as technical- or business-related product characteristics [5]. Moreover, value knowledge is 
mostly tacit, poorly validated and difficult to readily associate with the product in question. This 
means that the decision makers need to know, when analysing a trade-off, if the figures provided in 
relation to a given value criteria are reliable, or are based on flawed or missing information [21] (e.g., 
placeholder values [22]), as well as on assumptions lacking of completeness, trustworthiness, or 
accuracy [23].  
Raising the awareness of what such flaws entail is a first step towards increasing decision makers 
confidence in the trade-offs they need to make. From a value perspective, it is necessary to critically 
evaluate the status of the knowledge on which the value model is built. Some of the questions 
regarding how to assess the readiness of information or how actionable the value-related knowledge 
are: How much trust can be put in the output of the value assessment activity? What is the level of 
completeness of the information used for the value calculation? Are there any uncertainties? What 
assumptions have been made? Is there any information missing? Are there needs for further 
developments of knowledge assets to contribute more clearly to the objective? Is there tacit knowledge 
to complement (or perhaps challenge) the formal documentation and how well is it aligned?  
In these situations, there is a degree of uncertainty that needs to be handled, perhaps not by directly 
focusing on reducing the uncertainty, but rather by assisting the decision makers in achieving a better 
understanding of what those uncertainties, ambiguities, and assumptions actually involve [24]. The 
concept of knowledge maturity [9] is therefore crucial as a practical decision support for value 
assessment. The objective is to support decision makers in the process of challenging value-related 
assumptions, of evaluating cause-and-effect relationships and of assessing the accuracy, quality, 
stability, completeness, and relevance of value-related knowledge at hand. Knowledge maturity can 
increase decision makers’ awareness of the knowledge base on which the value assessment is based 
and support cross-boundary discussions on the perceived maturity of available knowledge. 

5 SCENARIO DEFINITION: VALUE ASSESSMENT OF AN IMC COMPONENT 
In the future, aircraft engines are expected to become larger in diameter to increase the bypass flow, 
thus reducing fuel consumption and obtaining other desirable effects. Engines are also expected to 
support a More Electrical Engine concept [4], an innovative architecture that aims to replace electric, 
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hydraulic and pneumatic systems with one single, globally-optimised, electrical system, enabling the 
proper integration of propulsion and secondary power into the airframe. 
In the light of these trends, it becomes less intuitive for an engine sub-system manufacturer to 
understand which component/technology might offer the highest value contribution in 10, 20 or 50 
years. Considering, for instance, the development of an innovative engine intermediate case 
technology (IMC - Figure 1), engineers and designers must be aware, early on, of the impact of their 
design choices in a lifecycle perspective. 

 
Figure 1: a) IMC (dark grey) position in the engine and b) IMC in a front view. 

In the aerospace industry today, preliminary design decisions are strongly driven by requirements 
fulfilment. High/low cycle fatigue, limit/ultimate load capability, hale ingestion, strength and stiffness, 
corrosion, oxidation and creeps are the main criteria used for the evaluation of IMC concepts at the 
gate [25], complemented by cost/benefit analysis and feasibility/manufacturability studies. Targeting 
lifecycle commitments, these “traditional” dimensions need to be further complemented by criteria 
able to assess the “goodness” [26] of a design alternative from a system (i.e., assessing the impact on 
the overall engine/aircraft system) and lifecycle point of view (i.e., assessing the impact on the way 
the product is operated, maintained, serviced, dismissed, upgraded or recycled).  
Moving from these needs, and using as a reference the IMC, the authors have developed a conceptual 
scenario aiming to support the design teams in making more value-conscious decisions in preliminary 
design. Figure 2 shows the set of activities, the actors and the related documentation that characterize 
the scenario, mapping it on the Stage-Gate® process adapted from Cooper [6]. 
 

 
Figure 2: Scenario phases mapped into the Stage-Gate® [6] process model. 

5.1 Phase 1: Defining value drivers and scales 
The first activity in the scenario concerns the development and negotiation of the value drivers and 
scales, which includes the definition of a baseline (minimum acceptance level) and a target (ideal 
situation) for benchmarking the design concepts from a value perspective.  
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The project leader, together with the members of the management team, kick-off the development 
activity by detailing the project context and its metric, on the basis both of the requirements list 
received from the engine manufacturer and of the specific company’s strategy and objectives. Once 
the high-level objectives are set, they are cascaded down to component-specific value drivers with the 
help of a value analyst. The value analyst is a key player in the scenario. While managers and 
designers are often too deep inside their own working field to have a complete understanding of the 
implications of a given technical solution, the value analyst possesses wide knowledge and a deep 
understanding of the dynamics of the product within the overall system and along its lifecycle. 
Value drivers are defined from six generic lifecycle-oriented value dimensions, intended as generic 
value parameters applicable to products of different kinds. These criteria have been identified and 
developed together with the industrial partners to capture the main value aspects to be addressed by 
aerospace projects. They are: Performance attributes, Risk, Profitability, Operational Performances, 
Ilities and Intangibles [27].  
The project leader and the managers, supported by the value analyst, specify each driver into criteria, 
which are more product-specific and directly related to the component under development. Given a 
value dimension such as Profitability, the team might define machine commonality as a relevant 
driver, which might be further cascaded down to criteria such as: % of reuse of existing turning 
machines. Similarly, the value contribution in terms of Operational Performances of two IMC 
concepts, such as Concept A and Concept B, might be evaluated, using availability as a driver and 
Mean Time Between Maintenance, Mean Time Between Failure, etc., as criteria. Radar plots can be 
used to visualize and compare, using a scale from 1 to 9 and (baseline=3, target =7), the value 
contribution of different IMC concepts (Figure 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Comparison of two IMC concepts against value dimensions, drivers and criteria. 

Some aspects of the product lifecycle may be more important then others, so the team has to assign 
weights to each dimension, driver and criterion, as well as a baseline and a target for each parameter, 
growing from the previous experience with the product in question. Weights, baselines, targets and the 
final value scales are reviewed by the stakeholders and accepted by the management, which sets the 
expectations for the next gate meeting. After the work is initiated, the Project leader communicates 
expectations (scales definitions and acceptance criteria) to the project team. If necessary, the project 
leader assigns resources, such as, additional expertise or additional manpower, to meet the acceptance 
criteria as closely as possible. 

5.2 Phase 2: Gathering value/maturity knowledge from the later lifecycle steps  
Once the value drivers, their weights and the acceptance criteria are set, the value analysts prepares the 
ground for the value assessment task, by establishing links with stakeholders and sources that might 
possess value-relevant knowledge to compute the value contribution of the sub-system.  
The value assessment activity cannot be based merely on the geometrical, cost and sales information 
available within the company, but requires an additional set of models, owned by the customers, to be 
properly executed. In the IMC example, the value analyst needs to evaluate the IMC integration with 
the engine, assessing the impact of an IMC concept according to attributes such as payload, range, fuel 
burn, weight, reliability, maintenance cost, manufacturing cost. Furthermore, he needs to evaluate the 
impact of a solution at aircraft level, such as on the fuselage, wings, avionics, landing gears, etc. From 
an operational perspective, it is essential to provide a sound estimation of the expected airline 
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profitability, gathering knowledge about fleet size, turnaround time, overhauls, etc., and assess how a 
design alternative can contribute to leverage these parameters. Eventually, when possible, the value 
analyst might assess the impact of an IMC alternative in terms of intangibles, i.e., in terms of how a 
component can, mostly indirectly, impact on the passenger satisfaction, feeling and emotions.  
Such models, when available, are typically dispersed within the extended enterprise. There are, 
therefore, severe challenges in identifying and sharing them in a satisfactory manner. Privacy, 
security, and interoperability issues are main inhibitors for an effective sharing, thus value assessment 
requires an enhanced degree of openness, trust and cooperation throughout the supply chain to 
facilitate the free exchange of information. 
A feasible approach in this context is to treat the models as black boxes, i.e., sharing the location of a 
particular model and retrieving only the results of a particular calculation, without seeing how the 
model is configured. The concept of black boxes implies that an object is viewed only in terms of its 
inputs, outputs and transfer characteristics without any knowledge of its internal workings, that is, its 
implementation is "opaque". In this context, the concept of web services can offer a feasible solution 
by allowing the client (a company that is part of the virtual enterprise) to access a value model. 
If value models do not exist, the value analyst needs to contact experts in the extended enterprise and, 
together with them, develop an ad-hoc model. In case the development of quantitative models is too 
labour-intensive (or based on immature knowledge), the value analyst might gather a multidisciplinary 
panel of experts that will be in charge of providing a qualitative feedback on the value contribution of 
a given design alternative.  

5.3 Phase 3 & 4: Computing the value models and updating current designs 
During the Stage the value analyst, together with the project leader and the designers, initiates the 
evaluation of the value contribution of the available design concepts. The information about the IMC 
alternatives developed up to this point is fed into the value models obtained in the previous step, to 
highlight negatively impacted areas and to establish the necessary corrective actions and to produce a 
ranking of the current designs.  
During the empirical study many stakeholders have expressed a preference towards a single numerical 
metric for value, both to make easier the comparison between dimensions very different in nature and 
to mitigate the problem of deriving reliable absolute figures for all the criteria in a preliminary stage. 
In a nutshell, once a value study is performed for a given component, the outcome of the analysis is 
expressed in terms of a “delta” between the baseline (i.e., minimum requirement) and the target (i.e., 
expected outcome). In the spirit of stressing the value contribution of radical designs, the baseline for a 
new product/service is set on closely related development projects characterized by incremental 
improvements, while the target is defined on the basis of the customer needs and expectations as well 
as emerging from system-level long-term forecasts. The output of the value study is eventually 
expressed using scalars from 1 to 9, which represents the degree to which the design satisfies these 
two benchmarks. Scalars also work as common denominators that allow the analyst to compare the 
results of studies targeting heterogeneous value dimensions. All the information regarding the value 
contribution of such work-in-progress concepts is then fed back to the designers to suggest 
improvements or areas perceived as weak. 
How to facilitate engineers and designers in linking the “value” dimension to the product components, 
so to enable more value-oriented decisions (and to reduce information overload), has been subject of 
discussion with the industrial partners. The “theory of cue summation” [28] has been seen as 
particularly interesting to enhance information processing and to address the problem of information 
overload. Colours have emerged as one of the key cues for value representation because of the several 
beneficial effects for decision-making that have been reported by Karayanidis [29] and McNab [30]. 
The processing of colour has been found to precede the processing of other attributes [29] and, at the 
same time, to be highly associative [30], creating a constant link between value information and the 
product model.  
Colour-coded 3D CAD models have been proposed as a way to communicate value-related 
information to the designers. A preliminary mock-up has been realized with the intent to provide a 
discussion base for value and visualization. The LIVERy (LIghtweight ValuE visualizatoR) [31] 
conceptual mock-up is intended as a plug-in for a 3D CAD software that exhibits the value 
contribution of a component as an additional layer of the product structure. The value contribution is 
displayed across each value dimension and driver using a scale of colours, typically from green (i.e., 
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high value contribution) to red (i.e., low value contribution). A conceptual representation of the 
LIVERY interface is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Conceptual mock-up of the LIVERY tool (based on Concept A). 

Supported by this information, the engineers can review their design, and any necessary changes are 
considered. If some value dimensions are below the acceptance criteria, the designers can discuss with 
the project leader the necessary corrective actions, such as modifying of a geometry, introducing a 
new material or involving of external resources to support the development work. 

5.4 Phase 5: Documenting value contribution for the Gate meeting  
In the Integrated Analysis step, the team compiles all the material needed at the gate. The deliverables 
are prepared by the team members and forwarded to the project leader. The final value models are 
computed and included in a Value report, which provides feedback to the decision makers about the 
level of maturity/fidelity of the models used for the value computation.  
The value analyst, assisted by the project leader, computes the state of readiness of the knowledge 
used to build, populate and compute the value models, using a narrative scale from 1 to 9 over three 
dimensions: input, method (tool), and expertise (experience) [9]. A rank as 5 indicates an Excellent 
knowledge maturity, meaning both that: 1) the content and rationale have been tested and proven, 
reflecting a known confidence; 2) the procedure to produce the content and rationale reflects an 
approach where tried out methods are used; 3) the workers continually reflect and improve and where 
lessons learned are recorded. Level 4 is defined as Good and level 3 as Acceptable. Knowledge 
maturity is Acceptable when: 1) the content and rationale are standardized; 2) there is a greater extent 
of detailing and definition; 3) the procedure to produce the content and rationale is stable (compared to 
previous levels) with an element of standardization and repeatability. Level 2 is ranked Dubious and 
level 1 as Inferior. A knowledge maturity level ranked 1 means that the content and rationale is 
characterized by instability (e.g. poor/no understanding of knowledge base) and the procedure to 
produce the content and rationale is dependant on individuals and formalized methods are non-existent 
(i.e., ad-hoc). The deliverables are finally sent to the management team, who will read the 
documentation and act as decision makers at the gate meeting. In conclusion, the material is ready and 
the gate meeting can be held. 
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5.5 Phase 6: Evaluating value trade-offs at the gate 
At the gate meeting, the decision material is reviewed, a questions and answers session with the 
project leader is performed and a decision is made about the continuation of the project. The 
discussion between managers, project leader and value analyst aims to resolve the trade-offs between 
the alternative concepts, mainly focusing on value areas that are perceived as weak (i.e., being below 
the acceptance level - orange or red). Attention is also given to the areas that substantially differ in 
perception between the project leader’s statement and the managers’ understanding of what they have 
reviewed. This session focuses both on the numbers (i.e., value) and on the level of maturity/reliability 
of the knowledge behind the numbers (i.e., the knowledge maturity). Where needed, additional value 
analyses are requested to verify the correctness of the value statement and to decide among the trade-
offs. Eventually, the gate is opened and expectations for the next gate are communicated to the project 
leader. To complete the phase the acceptance criteria for the next gate are decided and resources are 
allocated to the project leader. 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
It is a common practice for aerospace sub-system manufacturers to evaluate the “goodness” of a 
product/service mainly from a “requirements fulfilment” point of view, not taking the bigger picture in 
consideration. A main limitation of the current practices is that radical designs that would be preferred 
adopting a system view, tend to be rejected when merely evaluating their technical performances. 
The aim of the paper has been to propose a conceptual scenario describing how design alternatives can 
be developed and assessed with a focus on their value contribution at system level. The scenario aims 
to improve decision-making in an early development phase, triggering decisions able to add value to 
customers and stakeholders along the entire product lifecycle. The work has shown that it is crucial to 
provide continuous feedback to the designers about how a given material/geometry/feature impact the 
way the product is operated/serviced/maintained/dismissed in order to drive value-oriented choices. In 
this spirit, an approach to visualize such contribution directly in a 3D CAD model (across a set of 
value criteria, dimensions and drivers) has been proposed and it is currently under development. 
The scenario and the methodological/technological enablers proposed in the paper can be generalized 
in other product development contexts, especially in the ones dealing with complex products and 
featuring Stage-Gate® processes - such as in the naval and automotive industry. The development of 
an innovative brake-by-wire solution exemplifies well how the proposed approach can be adopted 
outside the aeronautical domain. Brake-by-wire represents the replacement of traditional brake 
components such as the pumps, hoses, fluids, belts and vacuum servos and master cylinders with 
electronic sensors and actuators. At sub-system level, this decision is not merely determined by the 
degree to which the solution address the list of requirements communicated by the car manufacturer, 
but needs to take into account a wider set of criteria encompassing how the different customer levels 
perceive the product from a value perspective. The steps in the scenario can guide the designers in 
evaluating the trade-offs at the gate, i.e. in defining, weighting and comparing drivers and criteria 
related to the different value dimensions of the product. The visualization approach can be used to 
communicate the system level impact of the solution, raising the designers’ awareness on the 
worsening features (such as weight, part counts, etc.) as well as on the improving features (energy 
savings, reduced maintenance, etc.) of the solution compared with more traditional options.  
Several issues still remain open to make the scenario successful in real life product development 
projects. Firstly, value assessment requires the sharing of a number of models, heterogeneous and 
dispersed across the extended enterprise, which requires enhanced enterprise collaboration capabilities 
to address security and trust issues. Moreover, together with the problem of defining relevant baselines 
and targets for the value drivers, value assessment suffers from the lack of quantitative data for the 
value calculation that makes difficult to evaluate trade-offs at the gate, Although the knowledge 
maturity approach discussed in the paper aims to cope with this issue, further work is needed to make 
the scenario more transparent and robust. 
Despite a preliminary validation has been received through the interaction with several major 
industrial partners, especially for what concerns value visualization and knowledge maturity, the 
research is still in its infancy and needs to be followed by a piloting activity in a live product 
development context. The current efforts are oriented towards the development and refinement of the 
colour-coding visualization approach, together with the detailed definition of a black-box approach for 
sharing the value models. 
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Abstract. Current systems engineering (SE) standards do not address ‘Value’ in much detail. 
Yet, understanding what drives the generation of stakeholder value in a given business context, 
is fundamental to promoting a common and clear vision throughout the extended enterprise, of 
what should be the focus of their early, conceptual work at all levels of development. This 
paper presents a Value-Driven Design (VDD) methodology designed to strengthen the value 
and requirements maturation process within an extended enterprise setting. The work presented 
is the result of a three and a half year European program (CRESCENDO) within the aerospace 
sector. The VDD methodology is introduced and explained in an industrial aircraft 
development context and a selection of enabling methods and tools associated to the VDD 
methodology is presented.  

Introduction and Background  
Traditionally, the basis for any work at any level of this extended enterprise would be the 
technical requirements, which are signed off as part of the respective contracts between directly 
interfacing partners within the extended enterprise. However, there are strong pressures to 
develop ever faster, better and cheaper. In order to respect the short development schedules 
within aircraft development programs, organizations tasked with the development of long lead 
items, such as the aircraft engines or the landing gears, have to start working a long time before 
mature aircraft requirements are made available to them. 
 
Such organizations traditionally have a number of options regarding how they could deal with 
such a situation: (1) they could wait and only start working after they have received their 
validated input requirements from the top level; (2) using previous experience and a number of 
assumptions, they could start working at their level, without exactly knowing what their input 
requirements will be; or (3) they could ask for preliminary versions of their input requirements 



 

in order to start their work based on those.  
 
The above options have some serious drawbacks. Option (1) means that these organizations 
will work on a sound basis, but won’t have much time to develop their long lead items, i.e. this 
option could result in delays for the overall aircraft program. Option (2) would be much riskier 
and prone to corrective rework, which could lead to unplanned costs and delays. Also, this 
would potentially lead to conservative rather than innovative design solutions. Option (3) 
would imply a high degree of risk, too, as the development efforts would be based on immature 
input requirements, invariably leading to high levels of corrective rework, which in turn will 
lead to unplanned costs and delays, as well as conservative rather than innovative design 
solutions. In addition, even as requirements has been decomposed and validated, there still 
remain a risk of misconception and delay due to the simple fact that requirements need to be 
interpreted, and their context understood. Since aircraft requirements are typically cascaded 
several times before being available by sub-system manufacturers, retaining their governing 
intent and rationale is by nature difficult.  
 
The objective of the paper is to present a Value Driven Design (VDD) methodology, developed 
within an EU FP7 project in aeronautics named “Collaborative and Robust Engineering Using 
Simulation Capability Enabling Next Design Optimisation” (CRESCENDO, 2012), which 
targets the need for design iterations to be executed in the very beginning of an aircraft 
development program. The aim of the proposed methodology and associated support tools is to 
support the requirements establishment process and strengthen the value contribution focus 
into the development organization. This is expected to reduce development risks and corrective 
rework considerably. 

The Value-Driven Design Methodology  
The Value-Driven Design (VDD) methodology proposed in the paper aims to complement 
traditional systems engineering (SE) processes (INCOSE, 2011) by using the concept of value 
for early design concepts generation and selection. The methodology is inspired by previous 
VDD approaches proposed in literature (Castagne et al., 2009, Collopy and Hollingsworth, 
2011) and aims to enable what-if assessment loops to be executed at all levels of the supply 
chain in the very early stage of the aircraft design process, well before detailed requirements 
are made available by the aircraft manufacturer. Compared to previous work in INCOSE 
(Roedler et al., 2005), the proposed framework adopts an information driven approach that link 
customer expectations to characteristics and enabling value fulfillment as drivers for design 
within an extended enterprise through iterations. 
 
The Value Creation Strategy (VCS) is the entity (or document) that carries preliminary design 
information across the supply chain partners, and enables their teams working on long lead 
items to initiate the development work earlier than what happens today. A VCS is a description 
of a specific context for a project. Initially, it includes a set of rank-weighted needs that have to 
be satisfied for identified stakeholders or customer profiles. In later iterations it also 
encompasses a list of rank-weighted objectives with corresponding measurement criteria and a 
set of Value Drivers (VDs). VDs indicate key engineering characteristics given a specific VCS 
(i.e. for a specific stakeholder profile and context). They represent solution directions that seem 
to have a significant influence on the value perceived by the customer (or by the stakeholders) 
in a given problem context. VDs are not attached to a target value or function, but they tend to 
result in measurable objectives and later, based on these, in requirements. The VDD 
methodology follows a series of linked activities, tailored to facilitate iterations (Figure 1):  



 
Figure 1. High level Value-Driven Design process 

The first step (1) deals with capturing and validating stakeholder expectations, which are then 
organized and interpreted in terms of needs, which are further rank-weighted on the base of 
their importance for a given context (2), such as the low-cost carrier market segment that the 
aircraft program aims to target. A first VCS is developed for the given context (3) and contains 
a context description, the rank-weighted needs for the context and a list of suggested VDs 
(essentially, system characteristics that are expected to particularly contribute to stakeholder 
value). Later in the development cycle, a hierarchy of Quantified Objectives (QOs) with 
specific target values or target functions is identified for each rank-weighted need (4). Given 
this input, a second VCS iteration can be developed (5), containing a refined description of the 
context and of the VDs for the study. It also contains an optimum selection of QOs that 
represent design concepts or solutions that have been recognized to satisfy the targeted 
stakeholders’ needs. This loop helps to increase confidence that the business case in terms of 
the retained set of objectives is sound, and that the proposed concepts or solutions are 
achievable.  
 
The VCS is then used as input to perform optimization of early design concepts at different 
levels of the supply chain (6), using a range of approaches as described in the following 
sections. Once the most value adding design concepts are identified, requirements are 
established based on the rank-weighted QOs (7) and can be communicated in a third iteration 
VCS, which summarizes the updated context information and makes reference to the validated 
requirements.  

The extended enterprise view of the VDD methodology 
Within the extended enterprise, the VCS can be collaboratively built much earlier than is the 
case where merely a traditional approach to Requirements Management is deployed (see 
Figure 2), and can be more easily communicated from one level to the next (Monceaux and 
Kossmann, 2012). The aircraft level VCS description, which contains high-level information 
on frame, power-plant and cabin design, is initially cascaded down to engine level. The engine 
manufacturer uses the VCS, together with other information, to rank-weight engine needs. The 
description of the rank-weight engine needs is added to the VCS, and is cascaded further down 
to the engine sub-system level, and so on. 
 



 
Figure 2. VDD enhances traditional RM within the extended enterprise 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 exemplify how two aircraft level needs are cascaded down in the supply 
chain and  how they can be re-elaborated locally by the partners. 

- Need 1: ‘To be known for passengers first.’ 
- Need 2: ‘To be the most fuel efficient.’ 

 
Figure 3. Translating Value Drivers from one level to the next (Comfort)



In Figure 3, the need ‘to be known for the passengers first’ is translated at aircraft level in three 
main VDs, such as ‘cabin air quality’, ‘cabin noise level’, and ‘seat spacing’. Of course, there 
could be additional value drivers such as ‘cabin lighting’, ‘vibration level’, or more detailed 
value drivers, e.g. ‘leg room’ and the ‘texture of seat surfaces’. The initial selection of the value 
drivers at A/C level can be communicated in a first iteration of the VCS to the engine level. The 
‘cabin noise level’ VD can be translated, into more detailed drivers at engine level, such as 
‘engine noise level’ regarding air transmitted noise, and ‘engine vibrations’ regarding structure 
transmitted noise. Furthermore, they are cascaded one level down and further characterized by 
the sub-system manufacturer. 

 
Figure 4. Translating Value Drivers from one level to the next (Fuel efficiency) 

In Figure 4 the need ‘to be the most fuel efficient’ is translated at aircraft level in three main 
VDs, such as ‘aircraft weight, ‘air drag’, and ‘fuel consumption’. Also in this case, the VDs can 
be re-used from one level to the next in the cascade. This initial selection of VDs at aircraft 
level can be communicated in a first iteration of the VCS to the engine level. The ‘aircraft 
weight’ driver can be related to ‘engine weight’, and, further down in the supply chain, to 
‘sub-system weight’. 

The VDD methodology in detail 
Figure 5 provides a high level view of the simplified VDD process across three example levels 
of development in the extended enterprise, the aircraft, engine, and sub-system level. These 
levels are simplified, for instance, the aircraft level comprises at least the aircraft program, the 
aircraft and the cabin and cargo levels. These levels have been selected to demonstrate how the 
VDD process could work within the extended enterprise. 
 



Figure 5. The VDD process within the Extended Enterprise (simplified) 

The VDD process is built around several iterations of VCS at each concerned level, with joint 
analysis phases between two interfacing levels between each such iteration. In the following, 
the generic VDD iterations are explained in more detail. 

First iteration at aircraft level 
- Based on captured, analyzed and validated expectations as well as other relevant 

context knowledge, a list of external and internal high-level needs is formulated for a 
given context. 

- These needs are analyzed, validated and rank-weighted with the relevant stakeholders 
(and a suitable value dimension is selected as an attribute of each need). 

- Initial value drivers are identified for each need, as something which is expected to 
have a significant impact on the achievement of the corresponding stakeholder need. 

- A first iteration VCS is formulated, containing a free context description, the list of 
rank-weighted needs and the initial value drivers. 
 

First iteration at engine level
- Based on captured, analyzed and validated expectations as well as other relevant 

context knowledge, in particular the first iteration VCS at aircraft level, a list of 
external and internal high-level needs at engine level are formulated for the given 
context. 

- These needs are analyzed, validated and rank-weighted with the relevant stakeholders 
(and a suitable value dimension is selected as an attribute of each need). 

- Initial value drivers are identified for each need, as something which is expected to 
have a significant impact on the achievement of the corresponding stakeholder need. 
These value drivers are likely to at least partly differ from the value drivers defined at 



 

the aircraft level. 
- A first iteration VCS is formulated, at the engine level, containing a free context 

description, the list of rank-weighted needs and the initial value drivers.  
 
First iteration at engine sub-system level 

- Based on captured, analyzed and validated expectations as well as other relevant 
context knowledge, in particular the first iteration of the VCS at engine level, a list of 
external and internal high-level needs are formulated for the given context. 

- These needs are analyzed, validated and rank-weighted with the relevant stakeholders 
(and a suitable value dimension is selected as an attribute of each need). 

- Initial value drivers are identified for each need, as something which is expected to 
have a significant impact on the achievement of the corresponding stakeholder need. 
These value drivers may differ from the value drivers defined at the engine level. 

- A first iteration VCS is formulated, at the sub-system level, containing a free context 
description, the list of rank-weighted needs and the initial value drivers.  

 
Second iteration at aircraft level 

- Based on feedback from the joint analysis and in light of the first iteration of the VCS at 
engine level, as well as more detailed value modeling activities at aircraft level, 
relevant quantified objectives are elaborated that are expected to jointly satisfy the 
stakeholder needs. 

- This set of quantified objectives will be subject to specific value modeling activities by 
means of suitable methods and tools, in order to optimize the overall value of the entire 
set of quantified objectives. 

- The initial set of value drivers is either confirmed or modified in light of the above 
value modeling activities. 

- A second iteration VCS is formulated at aircraft level, containing a refined free context 
description, the list of rank-weighted needs, the confirmed or updated value drivers, 
and the set of rank-weighted quantified objectives.  

 
In summary, the VDD methodology comprises of a series of generic activities that can be used 
at any level or within any organization. To be able to use the VDD in practice, the concept 
needs to be modeled and supported by an information model so ensure consistent use. In 
CRESCENDO – the VDD methodology was described in the Behavioral Digital Aircraft 
(BDA) – model. The BDA information model is a core result from CRESCENDO 
encompassing not only the VDD aspects, but support for several different engineering oriented 
business processes  (CRESCENDO, 2012). It has enabled the use of information 
communication and integration using web services to access data and simulation models.  

VDD Methods and Supporting Tool Prototypes  
The VDD methodology needs to be supported by methods and tools. In the following sections 
we present first how to formally capture and issue a VCS. Secondly, we present how to use 
modeling and simulation tools to assess the value contribution. A method to use the VCS 
information for concept down selection is briefly described and finally we show how to assess 
value on sub-system level technologies.  

The building and sharing of a Value Creation Strategy  
In our approach, Value Drivers (VDs) are used to capture and make stakeholders needs 
explicit. First stage of this process takes place after that needs have been captured by using 



 

customer focus groups or by other methods. Needs are analyzed and validated with the relevant 
stakeholders and a suitable value dimension is selected as an attribute to classify each 
stakeholder need. Initial value drivers are identified for each need, as something which is 
expected to have a significant impact on the achievement of the corresponding stakeholder 
need. Table 1 shows a set of example data from the aircraft level linking captured stakeholder 
needs with their dimensions and associated value drivers. 

Table 1: Aircraft level Need – Value dimension – Value drivers 
Stakeholder needs Value Dimensions Value Drivers 

The AC needs to be available for 
operational use as predicted and 

planned. 

Maintenance 
(scheduled and 
unscheduled) 

Accessibility 
Inspectability 
Reparability 

Maintenance complexity 

The expected fuel consumption needs to 
be perceived as the lowest. 

Fuel Consumption 

A/C Drag 
Electricity consumption 

Energy consumption 
Engine fuel consumption 

The A/C needs to be perceived as setting 
a new standard in terms of entertainment 

(both on ground and in flight). 

Entertainment / 
Passenger 

Connectivity 

Availability of WiFi 
Bandwidth 

Availability of electric sockets 
Availability of electricity 
Installed IFE systems 

Cyber Security 

The A/C needs to be perceived as setting 
a new standard in terms of passenger 

comfort. 
Comfort 

Legroom 
Cabin air quality 
Cabin noise level 

Cabin lighting 

The A/C needs to serve direct 
connections from Singapore to any major 

American airport. 
Range 

A/C Drag 
Engine thrust 
Tank volume 

Electricity consumption 
Availability of critical equipment/systems 

Engine fuel consumption 
Flight Missions and Operational models 

Both the A/C itself and the enabling 
product need to be perceived as 

environmental friendly 

Environmental 
friendliness 

Green fuel 
A/C Drag 

Electricity consumption 
Thermal behaviour / Thermal Management 

Engine fuel consumption 
Noise emissions 
Cox emissions 
NOx emissions 

Recyclable materials 

 
In order to demonstrate the approach, we establish one or several explicit and rank-weighted 
sets of VDs to consider in the context of a project or a study and we represent them as 
structured data usable for a further value modeling stage using the CODA method (see the 
following section for the CODA methodology). To that purpose, a survey process involving a 



panel of interviewees is used to collaboratively elicit and rank the VDs. A web application (see 
Figure 6) allows capturing and structuring the stakeholder needs through a succession of votes 
regarding successively who are the key stakeholders, which of their value dimensions and VDs 
(in relation with needs) are judged most relevant, and finally what is the VDs’ dependency with 
regards to customers’ (airlines’) profiles. Several VCSs can output from this process; a VCS 
being a relevant and contextualized set of criteria against which we can (later on) assess and 
down-select alternative aircraft concepts. 
 

 
Figure 6. Voting tool 

The resulting votes file is then exchanged through the BDA web services, as a set of structured 
data that can be managed in relation with its context (applicable program, trade studies, etc.) in 
order to facilitate the sharing of value information between people and the interoperability 
between tools. The BDA web services allow creating and executing cross-company workflows 
whilst protecting company intellectual properties. 
 

 
Figure 7. VCS structured data 



As examples of sharing services, we have demonstrated how the VCS data is imported and 
managed, at some given partner’s place, using the local Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 
tool, ENOVIA V6. We also demonstrated how the VCS data is analyzed and transformed using 
a process flow execution engine, Isight (see Figure 7), in order to automatically generate a 
prefilled “Need” part of a ‘blank’ CODA template, where the conceptual work to assess design 
alternatives using ranked weighted value information is managed. The approach stores the 
design rationale so that the need data used in the VCS can be used and shared.  

The assessment and simulation of value  
In order to demonstrate a VDD approach in the concept down selection process of alternative 
engine architectures, a conventional aero-engine and a more electric engine are compared in 
terms of surplus value (SV) they generate during their operational life. Considering an ever 
increasing demand for in cabin electric power from fare paying passengers, the aircraft 
manufacturer asks for more electrical power options from the aero-engine manufacturer. In this 
scenario, the aero-engine manufacturer has to assess different engine architectures by using 
performance, cost (unit, maintenance, life-cycle, etc.), SV, and design merit or ‘goodness’. The 
most straightforward implementation on a conventional aero-engine is to replace the 
mechanical oil system with an electrical oil system by using electric oil pump and scavenge 
system and electric accessory gear box oil scavenge system. These changes would not impose 
any design change on the aircraft design, but they would eliminate the daily oil top-up 
maintenance on the engines, thus reducing the overall maintenance cost and increase the SV 
generated during their operation. These models are implemented in Vanguard Studio 
(Vanguard, 2012) and a schematic view of them is presented in Figure 8. Preliminary 
simulations for conventional and more electric aero-engine architectures resulted in a decrease 
in the whole engine unit and maintenance cost and thus an increase in the SV of an aircraft fleet 
using more electric engine. 
 

 
Figure 8. Schematic view of the unit and maintenance cost, and SV models

The concept down selection using CODA  
Once the VCS has been initiated, the conceptual development work can be started, and the 
following questions are raised – What conceptual product alternatives contribute most to the 
desired VCS? Can we derive a “design merit” that represent the value contribution of 
conceptual alternatives, and use this for down selection? The Concept Design Analysis 
(CODA) methodology (Woolley et al., 2000, Woolley et al., 2001, Feneley et al., 2003) was 
used and refined to enable such task. This methodology involves the following steps: 



1. Identify customer needs (surveys, customer focus groups, etc.) as expressed in the VCS 
2. Find percentage weights of each customer need (a binary weighting model is used, but 

other methods can also be utilized). 
3. Identify engineering characteristics and their lower and upper limits that have an effect 

on any number of customer needs. 
4. Decide on the mappings between customer needs and engineering characteristics. (See 

Figure 9) 
a. Is there a strong, medium, weak or no correlation? 
b. Decide if there is a minimization, maximization, or optimization relationship 

between customer need and engineering characteristic. 
c. What is the neutral point where the customer satisfaction level is 50%? Or for 

optimization relationship, what are the optimal and tolerance values? 
d. Calculate the individual merit value. 

5. Repeat step 4 for each customer need and engineering characteristic. Note that there 
may be no relationship between some of them. 

6. Calculate the overall design merit.
  

  
Figure 9. An excerpt from the CODA calculation sheet 

In general, there are several possible ways to define and assess value, each with their advantages and 
limitations. The CODA model presented here uses a relative value indicator which can be seen as a 
percentage scale describing design merit or overall customer satisfaction level. More economic based 
models utilizing surplus value as the objective function for design assessment (Collopy et al., 2009, 
Cheung et al., 2012) and utility theory based models for conflicting customer needs (Zhang et al., 
2012a, Zhang et al., 2012b) exist in the recent literature. 

Assessment of value at sub-system level  
At sub-system level, methods and tools are needed to use the VCS information to benchmark 
conceptual component/technology alternatives on the base of their “goodness” at system level, 
and to eventually adjust early design decisions. EVOKE (Early Value Oriented design 
exploration with KnowledgE maturity) elaborates on the CODA matrix and adapts it to the 
purpose of understanding which concept contributes most to the desired VCS.  



 

EVOKE produces, as CODA, a design merit score, which is calculated across a list of 
sub-system value drivers that are believed to reflect the system-level contribution of a design 
concept. To do so, EVOKE employs 3 matrices: the Weighting Matrix (WM), which cascades 
down the system-level VCS to sub-system (local) value drivers, the Input Matrix (IM) which 
gathers information about the characteristics of each design alternative under consideration, 
and the CODA matrix, which renders the Design Merit score. EVOKE has been demonstrated 
using an aircraft engine intermediate compressor case (IMC) as reference design. Figure 10 
shows the results of the assessment performed on two IMC concepts, on the basis of the 10 
value drivers used in the IMC study. 
 

 
Figure 10. Results of the CODA matrix 

Weighting matrix. After having defined a list of relevant sub-system (local) VDs for the 
study, the WM is used to rank-weight them on the basis of information from the VCS. Different 
VCSs emphasize different aspects of the local solution. A VCS that prioritizes fuel 
consumption at engine level emphasizes local drivers such as temperature and pressure in the 
component, which are less crucial when focusing on passenger comfort or noise. The weighted 
sub-system VDs are used as input in the CODA matrix. 
Input matrix. The design team needs then to define the high-level features of sub-system 
alternatives that will be assessed using CODA. Using reference designs as benchmarks (such 
as a baseline design and a target one), the design team creates a number of alternative concepts 
for the IMC, which differ in terms of shape, material, reuse of technology, production 
lead-time or maintainability characteristics. The characteristics of each concept are formalized 
in a list of so called Quantified Objectives, which are also inputted in CODA. 
CODA matrix.  CODA is used to evaluate the fulfillment of a sub-system value driver given 
the list of QOs for each design option. In the same way as described in the previous section, 
CODA renders a total design merit for a design by aggregating the merits for each VD.  
Knowledge Maturity. EVOKE matrixes are largely built on assumptions and populated with 



 

figures characterized by different levels of confidence (i.e., for known technologies the input 
data can be widely known and assessed, for radically innovative solutions they might just be an 
educated guess). A Knowledge Maturity (KM) model is used then to provide a feedback to the 
designers about the reliability of the value analysis results. A KM score from 1 (lowest 
maturity) to 5 (highest maturity) is associated to each QO, correlation and function in the 
EVOKE matrixes. They are then aggregated in an overall KM score for each design. KM helps 
to orient the decision makers’ choice by highlighting the assessment that is based on the most 
mature knowledge (e.g., Option 1 in Figure 11). 
 
The main reason for not using CODA As-Is when working at component level, is that here 
designers do not work directly with end user and customer needs (e.g., ‘cabin noise level’), 
rather their receive as input a list of dimensions and drivers that interpret them from the 
standpoint of the system provider (e.g., ‘engine noise level’). The Weighting and Input Matrix 
reflect the need for translating such interpretations in term that are more meaningful at 
sub-system level, while Knowledge Maturity captures the uncertainty in the information 
caused by the cascading process. The purpose of EVOKE, as well as CODA, is not to have an 
exact measurement; rather it is to have a common denominator that triggers the debate around 
the team members’ perception of value contribution, especially when opinions differ. In this 
spirit, the work has also brought to the development of an approach that uses color-coded CAD 
models to display the results of the value assessment activity, and in this way improve 
communication and collaboration in the within and across the design team. The approach has 
been implemented in SIEMENS NX environment and tested both in industry and in design 
sessions with students (Bertoni et al., 2012).  

Conclusion and discussion 
The Value Driven Design methodology and associated methods and tools presented in the 
paper have been designed with the objective to complement and strengthen the requirements 
establishment process and introduce a more explicit way to focusing end user value 
contribution into product development. In particular, the ability of align work methods within 
an extended enterprise require a common way of working. Consequently the methodology has 
been mapped and represented into a BDA model – an information model enabling efficient 
sharing of information between systems and organizations.  
 
This approach of communicating iterations of increasingly detailed VCS between different 
levels of the extended enterprise, allows early conceptual work that is directed towards areas of 
highest added value in a given context. In case some privacy issues arise because certain needs 
and stated preferences in the VCS reflect internal business strategy, the key elements of a VCS 
can still be communicated, namely the selection of rank-weighted needs or QOs, with their 
classifying value dimensions and associated value drivers. Also, the very process of going 
through iterations of VCS generation will greatly enhance the efficient and effective 
development of requirements that are directly driven by stakeholder perceived value. The 
identified risks and issues related to early development work prior to having validated input 
requirements may be effectively mitigated, thereby reducing overall development times and 
costs, while improving quality and stakeholder perceived value. 
 
The Value Driven Design Methodology strengthens the requirement establishment process by 
emphasizing the maturation of the requirements through iterations within the developing 
enterprise. Secondly, VDD emphasizes the value focus and ensures it to remain into the 
sub-sequent development work. The VDD has been shown to be supported by several methods 
and tools, such as the CODA model for concept down selection and the EVOKE for comparing 



 

technologies and including maturity assessments. Importantly, the VDD methodology 
formalizes associated ontologies and establishes a common reference information model 
enabling coherent implementation of information systems using standardized web services. 
 
The VDD has been developed to a degree where it has been shown to be practical, and 
contribute to the early phases of development, yet there are several areas for improvement and 
maturation. For extended enterprise collaboration, the opportunities and potential benefit is 
significant, but so are also the challenges. Examples include Configuration Management of 
Value Generation data and the apparent fact that as several VCS’s are created there is a need to 
handle conflicting content of VCS’s. The VDD methodology should be integrated with related 
SE processes rather than having several independent processes in parallel. The methodology in 
particular, but also Value Generation in general is multi-disciplinary and therefore has to be 
considered in the comprehensive context of Systems Engineering rather than in isolation. 
 
Further areas include management of information maturity evolution, the role of strategic 
partnerships within the extended enterprise, implementation/deployment strategies and VDD 
in the extended enterprise as an optimization problem. 
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Value-oriented concept selection in 
aero-engine sub-systems design: the 

EVOKE approach 

 
Abstract. Value Driven Design methodologies extend the Requirements Management and 
Systems Engineering processes to reduce time and costs needed to identify the right solution 
direction to be pursued in detailed design. Emerging from the findings of an EU FP7 research 
project, the paper describes an approach, named EVOKE, that uses value as a basis for 
preliminary concept selection in the design of system components. EVOKE takes as input a 
list of value dimensions and drivers communicated by the system integrators, together with 
information about the high-level engineering characteristics of a candidate design, to enable 
early stage value analysis to be executed the by sub-system manufacturers. The approach and 
its technological enablers are described in detail through the use of a case study related to the 
design of new intermediate compressor case for turbofan engines. 

 
Introduction 

Aerospace industries are becoming similar to automakers in the way they deal with customer 
value. Operational cost is still the main success factor for a new aircraft development 
program, but dimensions such as comfort, timeliness, entertainment and environmental 
consciousness are becoming critical to attract passengers and eventually airlines. For 
instance, the Boeing 787 is marketed as “passenger-friendly” and aims at improving 
passenger experience thanks to better air quality and higher cabin pressure. Similarly, the 
AIRBUS 350 XWB has been designed with passenger wellbeing at the forefront, offering 
wider panoramic windows, larger overhead storage space, improved purity and humidity of 
cabin air and more precise temperature control zones. 
Such features require radical changes at aircraft level. For instance, providing entertainment 
onboard means feeding the cabin with more electricity. The additional electrical power to be 
extracted from the engine turns into the need of redesigning engine components to host larger 
generators mounted on the core of the engine. This raises the level of integration required 
between the different parts of the system, which in turn asks for design activities to be better 
coordinated across suppliers since a very early phase, to deliver a unique product. This is 



 

particularly challenging nowadays, because development activities in the commercial 
aerospace sector are often conducted in large consortia, featuring hundreds of work packages 
and a wide network of sub-contractors.  
Contractual requirements, signed off between directly interfacing partners, are the main 
reference for any work at any level of the aerospace supply network. While ensuring 
consistency they also introduce delays, because they are shared within the consortium only 
when mature enough to end up in contracts, often many months after the development work 
at aircraft level is initiated. In turn, they are made available to subcontractors with even more 
delay, which poses a problem to those manufacturers dealing with long development 
lead-time items. In order to ensure deliveries within the project timeframe, sub-system 
manufacturers initiate development activities on the basis of forecasts and market trends, with 
the risk of wasting time and resources in the wrong direction. This problem could be 
addressed by exchanging information on the intended use of the forthcoming solutions in a 
very preliminary design phase, establishing mechanisms to enable design loops to be 
executed before requirements are made available.  
Targeting this industrial need, the European Commission’s Seventh Framework (FP7) 
“Collaborative and Robust Engineering using Simulation Capability Enabling Next Design 
Optimisation” (CRESCENDO, http://www.crescendo-fp7.eu/) project has proposed an 
approach that uses “value dimensions” and “value drivers” to enable such feedback loops to 
be executed in the preliminary design stages of a commercial aerospace product.  
This paper takes the perspective of an aero-engine sub-system manufacturer and describes an 
approach for preliminary design concept selection named “Early Value Oriented design 
exploration with KnowledgE maturity” (EVOKE). EVOKE takes as input the value 
dimensions and drivers communicated by the system integrators, and uses them to rank early 
design concepts using value as metrics. The paper initially summarizes the Value Driven 
Design methodology developed within CRESCENDO (Isaksson et al. 2013), highlighting its 
distinguishing features. Then it describes and exemplifies EVOKE in a case study related to 
the development of an aero-engine intermediate compressor case (IMC) technology. A 
discussion section follows, reporting on implementation and validation issues. 

Context 
CRESCENDO proposes a methodology complementing traditional Systems Engineering (SE) 
(Systems Engineering Handbook, 2010) processes that uses the concept of value for early 
design concept generation and selection (Figure 1). The methodology is inspired by previous 
Value Driven Design (VDD) approaches proposed in literature (Castagne et al. 2009, Collopy 
and Hollingsworth 2011), and enables what-if assessment loops to be executed at all levels of 
the supply chain in the very early stage of the aircraft design process, before detailed 
requirements are made available by the aircraft manufacturer.  
The Value Creation Strategy (VCS) is the entity (or the document) that enables the sharing of 
preliminary design information among the parties in the supply chain. A VCS carries the 
description of a specific context, which initially includes a set of rank-weighted needs for the 
aircraft and (later) for the aero-engine, and that it is further detailed in value dimensions and 
value drivers. Rank-weighted needs emerge from the analysis of passengers, customers and 
stakeholders expectations, which are typically collected via focus group meetings, individual 
face-to-face interviews or surveys. Expectations are complemented and interpreted in the 
light of available information on airlines, market segments, regulatory requirements and 
lifecycle considerations. Each need is then cascaded down to a single value dimension, which 
is detailed in several value drivers, which express value-adding engineering characteristics 
for a specific problem context.  
The underlying hypothesis of the proposed methodology is that the VCS allows each 



manufacturer to reach a more advanced stage in the development of its components compared 
to what happens when only requirements are made available. Value Drivers (VDs) indicate 
solution directions that are acknowledged to influence the customer and end user perceived 
value in a given context. Although less formalized and more volatile than the requirements 
description, these dimensions carry contextual information that is neither formalized nor 
shared by the aircraft manufacturer with the collaborating partners, and that can support 
decisions makers in early trade-off decisions. Depending on the complexity of the project and 
from the supply network structure, the VCS can feature one or more iterations.  

 
Figure 1. The CRESCENDO Value Driven Design Methodology (Isaksson et al. 2013) 

Moving from the description of value dimensions and drivers, the design team sketches 
alternative solution directions. These early design concepts are specified in terms of 
Quantified Objectives (QOs), which describe, from a more engineering point of view, how to 
satisfy a list of needs. In the later iterations, QOs become part of the VCS, and are 
communicated back to the system integrators to influence architectural decisions. They are 
also used locally to establish a first list of requirements for the solution.  

EVOKE process description and application example 
The VCS is essentially the metrics against which the sub-system manufacturer can evaluate 
what to develop, by assessing how a solution concept contributes to engine and aircraft value 
in a more structured way than basing the decision on experience and forecasts. 
What should be the measure of such “contribution”, and how it should be measured, is an 
open problem in literature (Soban et al. 2011). Value assessment requires an intuitive and 



 

meaningful value function that enables direct comparison among alternatives (Collopy and 
Hollingsworth 2011). Monetary units, such as dollars, are then used as convenient, practical, 
and universally understood metrics for value (see; Hazelrigg 1997, Collopy and 
Hollingsworth 2011). However, VDD is also a fundamentally social activity, whose 
effectiveness is strongly related to the phenomena of group dynamics and sensemaking 
(Collopy 2012). Engineers discuss value both within their sub-system and with other 
sub-systems, while program managers communicate amongst themselves, with their design 
teams and with other stakeholders. Monetizing value attributes is often cumbersome and 
meaningless in an early phase, and can potentially impede the timely communication of 
critical information between all these actors (Soban et al. 2011). This asks for the 
development of a value function that is more qualitative and that focuses both on 
physical/functional and relationship-based aspects (Soban et al. 2011). 
Emerging from this gap, the authors have developed a structured method that use the 
information contained in the VCS to perform a qualitative value assessment and, eventually, 
to rank design alternatives on the basis of their “goodness” at system level (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2. The EVOKE process 

EVOKE is based on 3 matrixes: the Weighting Matrix, which cascades down the system-level 
VCS to local (sub-system) VDs, the Input Matrix which gathers information about the 
characteristics of each design alternative under consideration, and the Customer Oriented 



 

Design Analysis (CODA) matrix (Woolley et al. 2001), which renders a Design Merit (DM) 
for each design. These matrixes are complemented by a method that provides a feedback to 
the designers about the reliability of the value analysis results, which is about the Knowledge 
Maturity on which the value models are built. 
 

 
Figure 3. Intermediate Case (IMC) position in a Rolls Royce Trent XWB engine 

 
EVOKE has been exemplified and demonstrated in a case study related to the development of 
an aero-engine intermediate compressor case (IMC) (Figure 3). The IMC supports 
surrounding parts, keeps the airflows separated, off-takes bleed air and transfers the thrust 
from the engine to the airframe. 

Weighting matrix 
Development activities at sub-system level are initiated when the VCS is retrieved from the 
aircraft and engine manufacturers. As previously explained, the VCS is composed of 
rank-weighted value dimensions and related VDs. For simplicity purposes, in this example it 
features only 7 value dimension at engine level, which refer to 7 major needs: Emissions 
Levels, Specific Fuel Consumption, Noise Level, Operational Reliability, Bleed Air Quality, 
Direct Operating Costs and Electrical Power Output.  
After retrieving the VCS, the design team defines sub-system VDs. Emerging from the 
engine architecture preliminary description, and from generic sub-system value dimensions 
of interest (such as Long Term Profitability or Risk), the work has brought to the definition of 
10 different drivers for the IMC:  

• Temperature, Pressure, Weight and Drag refer to engineering dimensions that 
affect the overall system behavior; 

• Reliability, Availability, Adaptability, Manufacturability and Weldability capture 
aspects related to the manufacturing, operational and maintenance phase; 

• Knowledge Reuse, which is more intangible, summarizes the risk related to the 
development of a new component or technology.  

 
These drivers are identified by the design team in the very early beginning of the value 
assessment process, and represent the main criteria upon which the value of an IMC concept 
will be judged. Ten was considered as a good trade-off between simplicity and detail, 
allowing the drivers to be managed without being overwhelmed with too many details.  
The weights in the value assessment matrix (i.e., the importance of the VDs in terms of value 
fulfillment) depend from the VCS. Different VCSs emphasize different needs and, in turn, 
aspects of the local solution that play a stronger role in the fulfillment of customer 
expectations. Figure 4 shows 2 different VCS, one performance-oriented, and one 



 

comfort-oriented, as emerged from the case study. The first emphasizes dimensions such as 
Emissions Levels, Specific Fuel Consumption and Direct Operating Costs. The second 
focuses on Bleed Air Quality and Electrical Power Output. These strategies influence the 
relative importance of the sub-system VDs, as shown in the right end side of Figure 4. 
Temperature, Pressure and Weight are less significant from a value perspective if the second 
VCS applies to the problem. At the same time, Drag, Adaptability and Weldability are 
emphasized, as more comfort is achieved also by being able to adapt the sub-system to 
different operating conditions (e.g., through upgrading).  
 

 
Figure 4. VCS impact on sub-system VD weights 

EVOKE uses a Weighing matrix that renders a set of Normalized weights to link the VCS to 
the sub-system VDs. Weights are obtained by coupling engine and local (sub-system) VDs as 
shown in Figure 5. A local VD can feature a strong, medium or weak correlation with a VD 
at engine level. These correlations are modeled using (0.9), (0.3) and (0.1) coefficients. For 
instance, Temperature and C02 Emissions are strongly correlated, because it is assumed that 
C02 production is significantly influenced by temperature changes in the IMC (therefore a 0.9 
correlation is set). Temperature and Particulates feature a medium correlation, because the 
production of pollutants varies only within a restricted range due changes in temperature 
(therefore a 0.3 correlation is set).  Eventually, Weight and Particulate feature a low 
correlation (i.e., 0.1), because modifying the weight of the IMC will have a very minor effect 
on the production of particulate (e.g., a very small reduction due to a slightly lighter engine).  
For a given need, Correlations coefficients are summed along each sub-system VD, to first 
obtain a Sum of Correlations. This process is repeated for all the sub-system VDs. The Sum 
for a driver (such as for Temperature) is weighted against the Sums for all the other drivers, 
to obtain the relative importance of the driver for a given need. Furthermore, this weighted 
Sum is multiplied for engine value dimension weight, to obtain an Overall Impact score. 
These score reflect the importance of the relationship between an engine need and a 
sub-system VD within the entire set of needs provided. This operation eventually causes 
different VCSs to render different aggregated scores, and therefore to influence the way the 
total Design Merit for a solution is computed in the CODA matrix.   



 
Figure 5. Extract from the weighting matrix (Emissions Levels vs. Temperature) 

The list of weighted sub-system VDs is the first inputs of the CODA matrix for value 
assessment. 

Input matrix 
The assessment process requires the design team to define the high-level features of 
sub-system alternatives that will be later benchmarked using the CODA matrix. For 
simplicity purposes, the analysis has been reduced to 2 main alternative concepts, Option #1 
and Option #2, which differ mainly in term of manufacturing technology and implementation 
of a bleed-air off-take function.  

• Option #1 embodies a traditional design, exemplified by a fully casted IMC 
featuring 8-10 inner struts and 16-20 outer struts. It includes also a casted hub 
that implements a bleed off-take function.  

• Option #2 features a more radical design, characterized by an increased use of 
composite material. This design features a fabricated Hub that, for safety reasons, 
does not implement a bleed air off-take function. 

The empirical investigation has shown that the sub-system manufacturer is more interested to 
understand how much a solution is better—or worse—than existing options, than to obtain an 
absolute value score. Hence, the value assessment needs to be supported by solid benchmarks 
to enable more effective decision-making. The manufacturer expressed a preference toward 
using a product Baseline (reflecting the value of an existing solution) and a Target (reflecting 
a vision emerging long-term forecasts, calculated in this example as 110% of the baseline 
value contribution) as references for the value study. To describe in detail these 4 options, the 
IMC has been divided into 6 main parts, as shown in Figure 3: Mount Lugs (ML), Outer Fan 
Case (OFC), Outlet Guide Vanes (OGV), Thrust Lugs Support (TLS), Hub Outer Wall 
(HOW) and Hub Inner Wall (HIW). These parts have been detailed with information about 
geometry, shape, material, reuse of technology, production lead-time and accessibility to 
experts (typically with different levels of confidence, see the Knowledge Maturity section). 
Once quantified, these inputs were named Quantified Objectives (QOs) (Table 1). 



Table 1: Extract from the Input Matrix (Mount Lugs) 

 

Upper and lower limits (from historical series of data) are also elicited to enable the value 
assessment calculation in the following step. The list of QOs for each part of each sub-system 
alternative is the second inputs for the CODA-based value assessment matrix. 

CODA-based value assessment matrix 
EVOKE adapts uses the Customer Oriented Design Analysis (CODA) matrix to map QOs 
against VDs, and to obtain an overall DM score for each part of the system. The scores are 
later aggregated to obtain the overall sub-system value. The CODA approach is an extension 
of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) (Akao and Mizuno 1994) and uses non-linear 
optimization type functions (positive or negative) to map needs to engineering characteristics. 
This is believed to better approximate the customer response to changes in a product attribute 
(Andersson and Sullivan 1993). Table 2 shows an extract of the CODA matrix used for the 
evaluation of the IMC alternatives. 

Table 2: Extract from the CODA matrix 

 

As first task, the design team defines the correlation between a QO and a VD, which can be 
strong (0.9), medium (0.3) and weak (0.1). The selection of these coefficients is discussed 
further in the Sensitivity Analysis section. In the IMC example Surface finishing (which is 
expressed as friction coefficient) features a strong correlation (0.9) with Drag, a medium 
correlation (0.3) with Manufacturability and a weak correlation (0.1) with Knowledge Reuse. 
Correlations express the extent to which a VD is positively or negatively impacted by a 
change in the value of the QOs. This impact is further modeled by a Relationship Type 
(Maximize, Minimize, Optimize). In the example, Drag is improved when the friction 
coefficient is minimized, while Manufacturability and Knowledge Reuse when is maximized 



(because a better surface finishing increases production lead time and requires an higher level 
of expertise to be executed). For some QOs, an optimizing function offers a more viable 
alternative than minimization and maximization.  

 
Figure 6. Relationship types in the CODA matrix 

 
A main assumption of CODA is that the degree of need fulfillment is not linear but 
exponential, to reflect the diminishing returns that are typical in utility curves. Figure 6 shows 
the values rendered by the Max, Min and Opt functions while varying the value of a QO ( ) 
and its neutral (or optimum) point ( ). In maximization and minimization type functions the 
DM assumes a value of 50% when a QO is equal to the neutral point value. In optimization 
type function DM assumes the optimum value 100% when the QO is equal to the neutral 
point value. Once DM scores are obtained for all parts, they are aggregated to obtain a Total 
Design Merit (TDM). Scores are aggregated by means of a weighted sum. Weights are 
obtained from the Weighting Matrix, as described in one of the previous section. 

 
Figure 7. Results of the CODA matrix 



 

Figure 7 shows the TDM for all four options, detailing the value contribution for each VD 
(already considering the VD weight). Although Option #2 renders the highest Total Design 
Merit, topping 50,68%, it does not yet meet the Target set for this design activity. The team 
has to decide if to invest resources in optimizing this design, to reject it, or to approve it for 
further development. The information displayed in Figure 7 also highlights drivers that 
necessitate deeper value studies, as well as areas where to trade off excellent performances 
with others where value contribution is lower. 

Knowledge Maturity assessment 
Value models attempt to quantify a generally subjective and qualitative arena, namely 
making preliminary design decisions with relatively little information. There is a risk 
associated with such early phase "quantification" of choices, because the matrixes used in 
EVOKE are to large extent built on assumptions and populated with figures characterized by 
different levels of confidence (i.e., for known technologies the input data can be widely 
known and assessed, for radically innovative solutions they might just be an educated guess). 
The use of value models has the potential to effectively devalue the engineering process itself 
by giving the appearance that engineering is occurring. Hence, the intrinsic subjectivity and 
qualitative nature of the process have to be addressed and communicated to correctly support 
decision-making (Blanco et al. 2007). Uncertainty needs to be handled by assisting the 
decision makers in achieving a better understanding of what these uncertainties, ambiguities, 
and assumptions actually involve, which is the level of maturity (Grebici et al. 2007) of the 
knowledge on which the value model is built.  
 

 
Figure 8. Knowledge Maturity assessment high-level process 

 
Bohn (1994) defines maturity of knowledge as “understanding the effects of the input 
variables on the output” (ibid, p.63). Emerging from this definition, EVOKE proposes an 
approach for Knowledge Maturity (KM) assessment, which answers questions such as:  

• Does the output of the value model reflect assumptions or verified facts?  
• Are there specific knowledge assets that would need further development to 

clarify the meaning a value score?  
EVOKE computes Knowledge Maturity over three dimensions - Input, Method and Expertise 
(Figure 8), similarly to what proposed by Johansson et al. (2011). 
The assessment process considers the following elements in the calculation: 

• The QOs in the Input Matrix may both be derived from lab tests and statements 
from independent sources (high KM), or may simply reflect the opinions of the 
design team, without the support of factual data (low KM). This dichotomy is 



particularly evident when assessing the lifecycle behavior of the product: 
correlation coefficients might reflect what observed and reported from a number 
of system implementations, or might be derived by interpolation means. 

• In the Weighting Matrix the design team might not have a clear perception of the 
correlations between VDs at engine and sub-system level. In some cases, they 
might mirror well-known mathematical functions (high KM); in other cases they 
might just reflect the opinion of experts (low KM).  

• In the CODA Matrix, correlations, functions, neutral/optimum points and 
tolerances might reflect well-known phenomena, which are supported by 
experimental evidence and cases (high KM), or might be just a structure of 
imagination with poor experimental evidence and rationale (low KM). 

• Eventually, the design team might have a long and verified experience within all 
the disciplines/areas the VDs point to (high maturity), or only within a few of 
these areas (low maturity). 
 

Knowledge Maturity is expressed by a single scalar, ranging from 1 (lowest maturity) to 5 
(highest maturity), as proposed by Johansson et al. (2011). A Knowledge Maturity matrix 
collects such information (for each VD) to produce an overall maturity score for a design.  
Figure 9 displays the value analysis outcomes together with the results of the KM assessment. 
A major issue in Figure 7 is that Baseline, Option #1 and Option #2 feature very similar DM 
scores; therefore decision makers do not have a clear perception of which alternative to 
pursue. Adding a KM perspective, they will likely prefer Option #1, because the value 
contribution of Option #2 is based on less mature knowledge, and might be riskier to develop.  

 
Figure 9. Value analysis results complemented by Knowledge Maturity 

Sensitivity analysis 
The 0.9-0.3-0.1 (low/medium/high) scale was considered a reasonable choice dealing with 
highly volatile data. A more granular scale would have given the impression that engineering 
(quantitative evaluation) was occurring, while the approach is mostly subjective and 
qualitative. Not only it would have increased complexity, but also it would have been more 
difficult to agree upon, requiring more time and effort to populate the value model. Rather, 
the purpose is to provide a tool for quick what-if analyses to be executed in an early stage. 
EVOKE was tested for sensitivity following the approach proposed by Ghiya et al. (1999). 
Sensitivity can be defined as the probability of observing large changes in relative worth 



 

when switching rating scale or weighting method (Takai and Kalapurackal 2012). The 
authors have tested the effects of using different correlation scales in the Weighting and 
CODA Matrix, de-emphasizing the importance of the strong and weak relationships.  
Table 4 shows the results of this analysis for a representative VCS. Overall, the ranking 
between the design alternatives is not impacted by the changes in the correlation scale. The 
Target option is always the most desirable, and is followed by Option #2, Option #1 and 
Baseline. The largest route mean square is recorded when the weights are changed from 
0.9-0.3-0.1 to 0.9-0.3-0.0, which is when the weak relationship is not considered in the 
model. In all the other cases the route mean square reaches a maximum of 1.02%.  
 

Table 3: Results of the EVOKE sensitivity analysis 

The same analysis was conducted in the extreme situation of setting the rank-weight of an 
engine value dimension to 100%, while the others to 0%. Even in this case the ranking is not 
impacted by the changes in the correlation scale (Table 5). The exception is the 0.9-0.3-0.0 
scale, which renders a Baseline more value adding than Option #1. The root mean square 
change analysis does not significantly differ from the previous. A small increase is 
perceivable (1.19%) when using the 0.4-0.2-0.1 weights. Again, the 0.9-0.3-0.0 metric shows 
behavior not aligned with the others, underlying the inadequacy of these correlation weights. 
 
Table 4: Results of the EVOKE sensitivity analysis (with n-1 value dimensions = 0%) 

 

Conclusions 
EVOKE is an approach for preliminary concept selection that uses value as a basis for 
decision. It enables qualitative value analyses to be executed early on, before detailed 
requirements are made available, by taking as input the value dimensions and drivers 



 

communicated by the system integrators by means of the so called Value Creation Strategy, 
together with information about the high-level engineering characteristics of the sub-systems 
under consideration.  
The feasibility of the approach was verified with the industrial partners. By means of live 
demonstrations, the authors have received qualitative feedback from engineers and project 
stakeholders about strengths and opportunities related to the implementation of EVOKE for 
aero-engine sub-system design. As main findings from these preliminary validation activities, 
the authors observed that the approach could enhance awareness on: 

• The relative importance of the needs cascaded down from the system integrators, 
enabling the design teams to better identify the most important dimensions to 
prioritize at the beginning of the design activity, reducing rework later in the 
process.  

• The relationship between system-level needs and the engineering characteristics 
of the specific component designed, mainly because non-linear merit functions 
are believed to better approximate the customer response to changes in product 
attribute compared to QFD or other approaches. 

• The reliability of the value analysis, through the use of knowledge maturity 
assessment into the conceptual trade-off analysis. 

 
Demonstration and validation activities are still in their early beginning and future work is 
planned to gather more factual data about the effectiveness of the approach in a range of 
design situations. This will be accompanied by further studies on the sensitivity of the 
EVOKE matrixes, as well as on the effects and benefits of knowledge maturity principles, 
which have not been scientifically proven yet.  
The use of color-coded CAD models as a means to display the results of the value assessment 
activity has also been proposed to improve communication of value information within the 
design team. The approach has been implemented in a SIEMENS NX environment and tested 
both in industry and in design sessions with students (Bertoni et al. 2012). In the future, such 
testing activities will be extended, observing engineers and designers using the tool in real 
working situation. The research will also address the problem related the implementation of 
VDD methodologies in the extended enterprise, such as mechanisms and guidelines for the 
management of intellectual property rights (IPR) when exchanging value information. 
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1. Introduction

Design decisions are associated with consequences (Andreasen
and Olesen, 1990; Duffy et al., 1993), which can either be inten-
ded or unintended, and either good or problematic (Borg et al.,
2000). When designing a product or service, such consequences
become evident only later in the process, when the architecture of
the solution has already been defined, capital has been committed,
and it is costly and time-consuming to make changes.

Product Service Systems or PSS (Manzini et al., 2001; Mont,
2002; Tukker, 2004; Baines et al., 2007) exacerbate this design
process “paradox”, a phenomenon described by Ullman (2003). PSS
design urges for an early integration of hardware software and
services to gain competitive advantage in the market. This raises
the level of system complexity, reduces costs and usage predict-
ability, and asks for additional knowledge about the later stages of
the product lifecycle (Meier et al., 2010).

Such complexity causes traditional Systems Engineering (SE)
and Concurrent Engineering approaches to be weak in conveying
information in preliminary PSS design (Molloy et al., 2009). Instead

of focusing on requirements and cost analysis, PSS solutions should
rather be developed with customer value in focus (Shimomura
et al., 2009; Meier et al., 2010), and design decisions should be
based on the value contribution that a solution is expected to
generate along the system lifecycle (Isaksson et al., 2009).

The ability to communicate value is crucial to stimulate the
discussion about which needs to prioritize, which lifecycle aspects
to improve, which engineering characteristics to prefer, and,
eventually, to grow a common understanding of the lifecycle con-
sequences at system level of an early design decision.

In PSS design, the lack of means for displaying value causes
designers either to select solutions that ensure optimal technical
performances without considering lifecycle matters appropriately,
or to base critical design choices on gut-feelings and intuition
(Ericson et al., 2007).

This research has identified a gap in the way value-related in-
formation is communicated to designers when dealing with the
design of a hardware associated to a PSS. In spite of a plethora of
techniques available for PSS representation, only a few are found
suitable to indicatewhich physical product concepts optimize value
provision along the system lifecycle. The aim of this paper is,
therefore, to describe an approach, named Lifecycle Value Repre-
sentation Approach (LiVReA), which uses color-coded 3D CAD
models to display the value contribution of hardware within a
PSS offer.
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The approach has emerged from the findings of a study con-
ducted in the aerospace manufacturing industry, which relate to
the engineering need for visualizing value information during sub-
system design, and to methods and tools for implementing visu-
alization capabilities. The approach has been verified by means of
ethnographic observations on university students in engineering
design: Protocol analysis was applied to compare the behavior of
eight design teams working on an identical design task using two
alternative visualization methods.

After this introduction Section 2 presents the context in which
the work was conducted and the research methodology. Section 3
describes the standpoint from which the value visualization
approach has been developed, reviewing the notion of value for
PSS design as emerged from the available literature. Section 4
deepens the literature review in the topic of PSS representation
highlighting gaps and trends for value visualization. Section 5
describes the findings from the empirical investigation with
regards to the engineering need for visualizing value-related in-
formation in PSS. It also illustrates the approach used to translate
the results of the value assessment into color-coded representa-
tions, exemplifying it using an aero-engine component. Section 6
describes how verification activities were conducted, which is
the method chosen (protocol analysis), the coding scheme and the
experiment setup. Section 7 presents the results of these activities,
while Section 8 discusses their relevance for the development of a
decision support tool for PSS design. Section 9 draws the final
conclusions.

2. Research methodology and research context

The research context has been provided by the analysis of real
industrial problems within a European Commission’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7) project named CRESCENDO (Collab-
orative and Robust Engineering using Simulation Capability
Enabling Next Design Optimisation e http://www.crescendo-fp7.
eu/) between May 2009 and October 2012.

The research can bemethodologically likened to action research.
According to Avison et al. (1999, p. 94), action research is a quali-
tative research methodology “particular in the way it associates
research and practice, so research informs practice and practice
informs research synergistically”. It implies the direct participation
of researchers and practitioners in the research process and can be
used to increase the understanding of how a change in one’s action
or practice can positively impact the “community of practice”
(McNiff, 2002; Wenger, 1998). Action research was chosen because
it has been proven to be beneficial for understanding ill-structured
problems of complex organizations (Avison et al., 1999).

The definition and the clarification of the problem domain have
been conducted mainly through the authors’ active participation in
physical work-meetings within the project. Six multi-day physical
workshops have been held with major European companies with
experience in aircraft and engine development programmes,
involving 12 different partners (i.e., aircraft manufacturers, aero-
engine component manufacturers, universities, research centers
and software vendors). The problem has further been detailed in
collaboration with a major Swedish aircraft sub-system manufac-
turer. Data have been collected during several multi-day company
visits at the industrial partner’s facilities. Semi-structured in-
terviews and focus groups have been used as main data collection
methods. The data-gathering activity has involved managers, en-
gineers and IT experts with knowledge on product and service
development processes.

Reflective learning has been aided by the continuous partici-
pation in regular debriefing activities, which have taken the form of
weekly virtual meetings with design experts, who have

participated with their knowledge and expertise to the develop-
ment of a preliminary mock-up for value visualization.

The approach has initially been validated in review meetings
with the industrial project partners. In parallel, the authors have
conducted ethnographic observations during design sessions con-
ducted in a laboratory environment. The data from the observations
have been coded and analyzed using protocol analysis (Gero and
Mc Neill, 1998), to study the behaviors and observe the temporal
aspects of the design episodes (Mc Neill et al., 1998). Protocol
analysis has its roots in the “think aloud” method (Ericsson and
Simon, 1993; Van Someren et al., 1994), where designers are liter-
ally asked to think aloud, so to record the verbalization for later
analysis. The coding dimensions have been defined from what
proposed by Gero and Mc Neill (1998) and later used by Sakao et al.
(2011) for the analysis of a PSS design process.

3. Using value as a driver for PSS design

Literature reports three major ways to develop a new meth-
odology for PSS development (Wang et al., 2011). A first stream
aims for an inclusion of service operations into product develop-
ment to provide producteservice solutions (see: Aurich et al.,
2006). A second stream focuses on the development and man-
agement of physical products to provide a modified product,
which is easy to be serviced (see: Sundin et al., 2009). A third
stream focuses on the improvement of methods and tools from
other sciences in order to develop PSS (see: Morelli, 2006;
Maussang et al., 2009).

The second stream emerges fromwhat observed by Sundin et al.
(2009) in the Swedish manufacturing industry, where companies
use standard products and do not adapt the hardware to the
product/service systems provision. Cavalieri and Pezzotta (2012) in
their recent review of PSS engineering confirm that manufacturers
still adopt approaches based on a traditional engineering
perspective to design and develop their integrated solutions. This is
explained by the fact that many products are still sold traditionally
to the customer, as well as by the persistence of a technocratic
culture that overlooks the need of a methodological and system-
atically engineering of the intangible elements.

Nevertheless, as the volumes sold through PSS increase, prod-
ucts need to adapt to PSS (Sundin et al., 2009), because service
processes are subjected to the characteristics of the hardware
(Becker et al., 2010). For instance, consulting and maintenance
processes differ on the base of size, configuration or longevity of a
physical good or component. Hence, with product design wisely
oriented toward PSS, obstacles can be reduced and profits increased.

The decision about which hardware development strategy to
pursue is based on its assumed value. Engineers might plan for
longer service intervals, choosing technologically advanced com-
ponents and materials ensuring the product to last throughout a
normal lifecycle (Sundin et al., 2009); or they might prefer to
reduce the costs for the physical product, planning for shorter
service intervals and more frequent interventions for spare parts
replacement.

Elaborating from what proposed by Sundin et al. (2009), the
authors define “value” of a PSS hardware as the level to which a
product, or a technical solution fulfills the PSS stakeholders’ needs
along its lifecycle. This definition aims to cope with the problem of
understanding the impact on the overall value of the PSS offer of a
technical change at sub-system/component level. Five main
stakeholders are identified as relevant in such a perspective: The
end users, the customers (mainly in a business-to-business
context), the manufacturer itself, the institutions and the envi-
ronment. The objective of the value assessment process becomes,
therefore, to provide a measurable approximation of the “value
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contribution” of the hardware for these stakeholders. This mea-
surement becomes first the “object” around which the discussion
on solution strategies for the PSS offer revolves, and second the
point around which the design team members find an agreement
on the early product specifications.

3.1. The meaning of value in PSS design

As suggested by the PSS literature, value has to be found at the
intersection of tangible and intangible dimensions (Brandstötter
et al., 2003; Tukker and Tischner, 2006; Wang et al., 2011;
Cavalieri and Pezzotta, 2012). Kowalkowski and Kindström (2009)
are among the firsts to propose a structured, 3-layered hierarchy
of value criteria for PSS design. They distinguish between Product-
based, Service-based and Relationship-based values. Product-
based values include “traditional” product performances, quality
and unit price. They are also related to environmental impact and
sustainability (Goedkoop et al., 1999), because awareness of sus-
tainability issues is critical to plan for products that maximize the
expected lifecycle value. Service-based values include operational
costs, customization benefits and service consistency, while
Relationship-based values include proactivity, trust, long-term
commitment and shared norms and mind-sets. The latter are
based on the idea that the supplier and the customer maintain a
relationship over time (Grönroos, 1996).

The need to objectify value, translating the need description into
meaningful information for hardware engineers, has suggested the
authors to look at the Systems Engineering literature, where
handful value-oriented methodologies have been proposed to
support the early phases of complex systems design.

PSS are “complex systems” too (Baines et al., 2007; Isaksson
et al., 2009; Vasantha et al., 2012): their purpose is wider and the
relationships among actors more sophisticated than in traditional
product or service development. Hence, methodologies such as
Value-Driven Design (VDD) (Collopy and Hollingsworth, 2011) and
TradeSpace exploration (Ross et al., 2004) have been found appli-
cable to detail the PSS value hierarchy into criteria supporting value
assessment studies.

AVDD value function (Collopy and Hollingsworth, 2011) takes as
input a set of “extensive attributes” for the system e such as per-
formance, reliability, maintainability, safety, cost, and technical risk
attributes, to produce a single scalar for each design (called Surplus
Value), which is essentially a surrogate object for profitability.

Extensive Attributes (Collopy and Hollingsworth, 2011) recall
Product-based values (Kowalkowski and Kindström, 2009),
although they do not explicitly contain sustainability aspects.

In Systems Engineering, with systems characterized by high
cost, long lifecycles, high complexity, interdependencies with other
systems and dynamic operational contexts, value is also deter-
mined by the capability to maintain or improve the system func-
tions in the presence of changes. TradeSpace exploration (Ross
et al., 2004) considers customer value embedded in the customer
process context, and utilizes “ilities” to evaluate the system
robustness under changing process conditions. Ilities, which
include criteria such as survivability, adaptability, flexibility, scal-
ability, versatility, modifiability and robustness, get close to the
notion of Service-based values (Kowalkowski and Kindström,
2009). Similarly, Service-based values echo the Real Option for
Flexibility concept proposed by Saleh et al. (2003).

Relationship-based values get close to the notion of Intangibles
proposed by Steiner and Harmor (2009). Their framework arrays
goods and services on a continuum of relative tangibility e with
goods being more tangible and services more intangible e and
propose an Intangible value layer associated with knowledge,
emotion and experience.

Building from the parallelism between the PSS value hierarchy
and the value-related SE literature, the authors have cascaded
down two families of criteria to be used for the value assessment of
products and technologies in a PSS offer. These families have been
defined as “Value Dimensions” and “Value Drivers” (Fig. 1).

Value Dimensions are directly derived from the attributes used
in the VDD literature, and from the other SE concepts reviewed in
this section. Value Dimensions originate from the needs description
and represent directions of investigation that are suggested to have
an influence on the value contribution of the hardware being
designed. Examples of Value Dimensions for a complex product,
such for instance an aircraft engine, are: Fuel consumption,
Robustness or Comfort.

Value Drivers express key engineering characteristics of the
component/technology that are believed to influence the value
perceived by all the stakeholders. Value Dimensions and Value
Drivers feature an n:n relationship: A Dimension can be cascaded
down to many Drivers, and a Driver can relate to more than one
Dimension. Examples of Value Drivers for an aircraft engine are:
Weight, Use of composite material, or Mean Time Between Main-
tenance (MTBM).

Fig. 1. PSS value criteria (Kowalkowski and Kindström, 2009) vs. criteria for value analysis of complex systems.
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The framework presented in Fig. 1, which shows the links be-
tween the PSS value hierarchy, the value criteria for the analysis of
complex system, Value Dimensions and Value Drivers, constitutes
the reference framework upon which the authors have developed
the PSS value visualization approach.

4. Toward PSS value visualization

Understanding the value contribution of a PSS challenges
manufacturing companies and their customers to compose the
development team in a new way, emphasizing cross disciplinarity
(Isaksson et al., 2009).

A number of disciplines are needed to master the complexity of
the value assessment activities: Engineers have to collaborate with
individuals that have knowledge on the different lifecycle aspects
of the system, in order to populate a value model. This, however,
emphasizes the risk of significant crossover and conflict between
engineers, systems architects and business developers. For this
reasons, the authors consider visualization capabilities crucial to
enhance the communication among these actors of the multifac-
eted factors and interactions which determine the value of a PSS,
and that influence the design decision-making process.

This section reviews how PSS concepts and processes are rep-
resented nowadays in literature and practice, and spotlights the
role of information visualization tools for value communication.

4.1. Representing PSS: major approaches

The visual representation of information plays an important role
in design: By illustrating a problem it helps humans in building and
using their mental model when searching for solutions (Simon,
1996). Also, it fosters communication by achieving situation
awareness so to derive knowledge for actions (Endsley, 1995; Klein,
1989).

Several authors (Sakao and Shimomura, 2007; Vasantha et al.,
2012) stress the importance of PSS representation in the design
process. By illustrating the actual concept and communicating the
relationship between PSS elements (Geum and Park, 2011), these
representations increase people’s comprehension of a complex yet
invisible system, nurturing dialogue and facilitating the achieve-
ment of a joint understanding of the offer (Lim et al., 2012).

Lim et al. (2012) classify existing tools for PSS representation
into three categories according to their focus:

- Relational networks of PSS stakeholders, showing the rela-
tionship of such stakeholders and the aspects involved in the
relationship.

- Processes of companies and customers providing and experi-
encing PSS respectively, which depict a series of information
related to the PSS provision in chronological order.

- Others, focusing on the role of technology in product service
integration or on the hierarchy of PSS elements.

Systems Maps (Van Halen et al., 2005) and Interaction Maps
(Morelli, 2006) are among the most discussed tools in the first
category. They capture material, information, and financial flows
among PSS stakeholders, together with more indirect relationships
and/or dependences between them. Other approaches include
Service Triangle Models (Kim and Lee, 2009), which display trian-
gular relationships between stakeholders and resources (tangible
or intangible), and Relation-basedModels (Kang et al., 2011), which
visualize the interdependent relationships between product, ser-
vice, and stakeholders.

PSS process representation are instead mostly based on the
Service Blueprint (Shostack, 1981), which displays service activities

as flowcharts with interactions among providers and customers,
including employee actions in onstage (visible to customers),
backstage (invisible), and support process (see: Boughnim and
Yannou, 2005; Morelli, 2006).

Over the years, a number of extended versions of Service Blue-
print have been proposed to better capture all the relevant aspects
of PSS design:

- The Extended Service Blueprint (Shimomura et al., 2009) in-
troduces the use of Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) for PSS representation;

- The Modified Service Blueprint (Lee and Kim, 2010) highlights
providerecustomer interactions;

- The Conceptual Service Blueprint (Geng and Chu, 2011) high-
lights the roles of service staff and product system to support
the customer;

- The Product Service Blueprint (Geum and Park, 2011) recog-
nizes the importance of investigating the flow of product use in
PSS design;

The third category of PSS representation includes Offering Dia-
gram (Van Halen et al., 2005), Functional Block Diagram (Maussang
et al., 2009), Technology Road Mapping (Geum et al., 2011), the PSS
Layer Method (Müller et al., 2009) and the PSS Board (Lim et al.,
2012).

4.2. PSS value visualization

Methods and tools for PSS representation put a strong emphasis
on stakeholders and processes. Also, they stress the role of software
and services in the description of what a PSS is, often neglecting the
role of the hardware with regards to value provision.

Kowalkowski and Kindström (2009) are among the firsts to
recognize the need to expand PSS representation beyond tradi-
tional techniques to visualize value-related information. They
explicitly discuss how the value of a PSS is visualized in industry
along the different phases of the lifecycle, highlighting purposes,
techniques, stakeholders and best practices. Case studies, business
cases, reference sites and promotion of successful examples are
recognized as the most used strategies in the development stage.
These methods are mainly directed toward internal stakeholders
and external customers by “integrating various forms of evidence in
order to create a total impression” (Kindström et al., 2012, p. 8) and
they are suitable when the main purpose of the visualization is the
promotion of the PSS processes and mindset. Yet, cases and ex-
amples emphasize business aspects rather than technical enablers,
therefore they are not straightforwardly applicable to the problem
of displaying how hardware contributes to a given performance
(thus to any Value Dimension or Driver).

Kim et al. (2009) propose a different approach, which uses
graphs to map the relationship between stakeholders’ activities
and value, creating an ontological representation of value and PSS.
The lack of any clear indication about how a product should be
redesigned when aiming for value maximization represents a main
limitation of the approach when applied for the design of a product
or technology.

4.3. Using CAD for PSS value visualization

In general, PSS representation techniques are found weak in
conveying all necessary entities to inform PSS design decisions.
Some authors (Ma et al., 2002), for instance, complain that flow-
charts and diagrams are unable to capture all the aspects through
which customers evaluate a combination of product and services.
Others (Maussang et al., 2009; Vasantha et al., 2012) highlight that
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they need to be extended and deepened to support the evaluation
of alternative PSS solution instances.

The adoption of multiple visualization strategies is regarded as
central by the companies to succeed (Kindström et al., 2012) in PSS
design. In this perspective, recent literature shows an increasing
interest toward using CAD tools for the integrated representation of
functions, service activities, and product behaviors (Hara et al.,
2009). In spite of the shortcomings in conveying usage,
manufacturing and lifecycle information reported in literature
(Hannah et al., 2012), the recent market trends show that the scope
of CAD/PLM is extending to support the analysis of a wider range of
data. Recent releases embed modules and functions aiming at
capturing customer needs and technical requirements, defining
systems architecture, modeling and validating systems behavior,
and managing embedded software.

CAD models are popular not only because they are easily
shareable over the Internet, increasing communication between
customers and suppliers (Dieter, 2000), but also because they
represent a good trade-off between perception of product repre-
sentation and frequency of use, in comparison with hand-made
sketches, scale models, prototypes, mock-ups, construction design
virtual reality and rapid prototyping (Engelbrektsson and
Söderman, 2004).

The popularity of CAD representations for conveying heteroge-
neous design information alsodependsby theproblemof integrating
new information visualization tools in daily engineering work
practices (Sedlmair et al., 2011). Experts are often veryaccustomed to
and effective with traditional tools and results, being reluctant to
learn a new system (Sedlmair et al., 2011). Also, the integration of a
new visualization tool in an existing company software package has
often been found challenging (Sedlmair et al., 2011).

Service Explorer (Sakao et al., 2009) is one of the most known
examples of CAD-based environment for PSS conceptual design. It
includes a view editor, an activity blueprint editor, and a behavior
blueprint editor (Hara et al., 2009). Application examples are re-
ported both by Sakao et al. (2009), with regards of the design of
pay-per-wash service, and by Akasaka et al. (2012), for the design of
an accommodation service. Isaksson et al. (2009) provide another
example that relates to the use of CAD to enable service visuali-
zation in an engineering design environment. The approach is
based on the association of rules and dependencies between ser-
vice phases directly to the CADmodel of a component. This work in
particular, despite describing an approach not mature enough for a
real industrial application, underlines the necessity for the visual-
ization tools to move the focus from the process/stakeholders
mapping to a higher level of information detail, in order to better
support designers when physically designing an artifact in their
day-by-day activity.

4.4. Color-coding for information visualization in CAD

In design “Simplicity is Power” (Salustri et al., 2008), the simpler
is the tool, the easier it is to use, and the more likely users are to
adopt it willingly and naturally. The use of CAD tools for value
visualization is, in this sense, a sound choice. Not only CAD is
familiar to designers and engineers, but also creates an immediate
link between the value information and the forthcoming product,
raising the level of understanding on how a geometry influences
value provision.

Despite for specific analyses there is still a need to look into
tabular data or graphs, the use of CAD representations is a way to
bring “value” closer to the PSS hardware. This is supposed to
enhance the way individuals understand the system intent,
fostering associative processing and enhancing the collaborative
decision-making process.

A basic question at this stage is: How to make the best use of
CAD to foster communication and interaction, to “catch” the
attention, to provide an overview, and to welcome queries on
value-relatedmatters from themember of a cross-functional team?

The use of color-coded means for value visualization was
explored mainly because of the beneficial effects of colors, with
regards to associative processing and information overload, docu-
mented in literature (Severin, 1967). Colors have been found to be
the most effective cue for aiding visual searches (Christ, 1975), as
also proven experimentally by Smallman and Boynton (1993).
Properly used colors improve the usefulness of an information
display system (Murch, 1984). Subjects with color-coded reports
have been found to obtain a significantly higher average profit over
the first 10 trials and complete tasks using fewer trials (Benbasat,
1986). The processing of color information, in fact, does not
require large amounts of cognitive capacities (Treisman, 1987) and
precedes the processing of other attributes (Karayanidis and
Michie, 1997). Furthermore, as the color of objects is stored in
long-term memory together with other object information (e.g.,
Hanna and Remington, 1996), it provides an additional cue for
memory retrieval.

By making information more salient, color-coding should pro-
vide learners with a better understanding of the structures un-
derlying a domain (Keller et al., 2006), increasing computational
efficiency, knowledge acquisition (Dwyer and Moore, 2001) and
associative processing (McNab et al., 2009). Keller et al. (2006)
conclude that information visualization using a meaningful color-
coding is likely superior to those without color-coding, thanks to
all these processing advantages and to the use of multiple memory
traces.

5. Development of the Lifecycle Value Representation
Approach: finding from the empirical study

The first step toward the definition of the approach relates to the
identification of the industrial needs concerning the communica-
tion of value-related information in preliminary design.

A major ambition for manufacturers is to use value as a trans-
parent and well-understood driver for preliminary product and
service development. Since few reliable data about new products
are available in preliminary design, the stakeholders responsible for
the value evaluation of new solutions have to approach the
assessment in a qualitative way.

The findings of the study describe a set of preferences for rep-
resenting value information to cross-functional and cross-
organizational design teams. Methods and tools for value visuali-
zation are requested to:

� Express value contribution using a numerical metric, defined as
‘Value Score’, to enable comparison between heterogeneous
value dimensions.

� Highlight areas that are negatively and positively affected by
new designs (compared to a product baseline) to raise aware-
ness of dimensions that necessitate deeper value studies or
areas where to trade-off excellent performances with others
where value contribution is lower.

� Link the value assessment results to the product geometry/
shape and to the requirements description, to facilitate the
recognition of “patterns of behavior” to expert eyes.

The definition of a value score is often based on assumptions
drawn by the personal experiences and background of the people
involved in the project. In such a context, the need analysis has
highlighted a set of critical aspects to be addressed when
approaching value visualization.
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� Value needs to be expressed in relative terms, on the basis of
well-recognized benchmarks. Absolute figures are character-
ized by too much uncertainty and are poorly reliable.

� Value dimensions and drivers need to capture the multidi-
mensional nature of value, by extending economical criteria to
encompass more intangible aspects (e.g., timeliness, comfort,
adaptability) and including software and service aspects.

� Value information needs to be more closely related to the re-
quirements description to make easier for engineers to elabo-
rate on value aspects during trade-offs analysis.

� Value information need to be closely related to the 3D product
geometry/shape so that the audience does not need to know
specific components terminology, thus making it easier to raise
question and interest.

Emerging from these needs the process toward value visuali-
zation is built on the three activities here listed, and described in
detail the following sections:

� Translating the value analysis outcome into value scores.
� Mapping value scores to a color scale.
� Visualizing the results (presented through an aerospace
example).

5.1. From the value analysis results to relative value scores

The empirical investigation has shown that value assessment in
preliminary design needs to be supported by solid benchmarks to
enable more effective decision-making activities, especially when
talking about “soft” aspects (such as software and services) that
might be difficult to grasp by the engineering teams without a
reference example. For instance, taking into consideration the
development of an aero-engine, it is relatively easy for an experi-
enced engineer to understand the value of reducing by 1 kg the
total weight of a component; however, it is not straightforward to
understand the effectiveness of this change in terms of
manufacturing commonality with other components or adapt-
ability in different engine configurations.

More than in producing an absolute value score teams are inter-
ested in understanding how a concept is positioned against relevant
benchmarks, which is how much a solution is better d or worse d

than previous options. The empirical study has shown a clear pref-
erence toward establishing two benchmarks: A product baseline
(such as the actual product performances) and a target (such as the
specification of a vision emerging from long-term forecasts).
Furthermore, given the difficulties of obtaining reliable quantitative
data about the value drivers, the stakeholders have expressed a
preference toward reducing value assessment outcomes to simple
scalars. Hence, the outcomes of early value assessment models are
mapped against a numerical scale to facilitate trade-off analysis and
to enable the benchmarking of value dimensions different in nature.
The scale chosen e Design Merit Score Scale (DMSS) e is a 9-point
scoring system conceptually derived from the Technology Readi-
ness Level (Mankins, 1995) scale. The DMSS transforms value model
results into scalars by applying an algorithm that uses as input the
valuemodel resultse calledDesignMerit (DM) by the authorse for a
given option (DMn) for the baseline (DMb) and for the target (DMt),
and gives as output the concept value score (Sn). The value Score (Sn)
for the given option is computed using the formula:

Sn ¼ ðSt � SbÞðDMn � DMbÞ
ðDMt � DMbÞ

þ Sb

where (Sb) represents the value score for the baseline, which is a-
priori set equal to 3, while (St) represents the value score of the

target, which is a-priori set equal to 8. It has to be noted that the
formula is only applicable when:

ð7DMb � 2DMtÞ
ðSt � SbÞ

� DMn � DMt

On one hand, in case:

DMn > DMt

the algorithm automatically assigns a score of 9 to the design
alternative. Sn ¼ 9 denotes a design better in value compared to
what was considered as the best desirable outcome for the forth-
coming solution.

On the other hand, in case:

DMn <
ð7DMb � 2DMtÞ

ðSt � SbÞ

the algorithm automatically assigns a score of 1. Sn ¼ 1 denotes a
design scoring significantly below the baseline.

This essentially renders four main areas:

� Sn ¼ 1/2 indicates NOeGO designs, whose value contribution is
below the baseline. Based on the criticality of the value driver,
this may cause the design to be definitively killed for not
satisfying the minimum threshold set by the baseline. Other-
wise, if the criticality is low, engineers may decide to accept a
lower value score if this allows for more important dimensions
to be improved.

� Sn ¼ 3/4 indicates designs that meet the minimum threshold.
This score might be considered satisfactory if the criticality is
low and major improvements have been achieved in di-
mensions with higher priority. For more critical aspects, it may
trigger the decision to kill the development process, especially
when resources for rework activities are limited.

� Sn ¼ 5/6/7 indicates designs in the GO area, although attention
has to be paid on the reliability of the value assessment results.
The design is moving in the right direction, but some re-
finements may still be made to achieve the desired develop-
ment process outcome.

� Sn ¼ 8/9 indicates designs with a higher value than what
was originally intended. Engineers can further analyze such
over-the-target dimension to trade-off excellent capabilities
with other drivers that are performing poorly, being free to
decrease the value of the first in order to increase the value of
the latter.

5.2. Mapping value scores to a color scale

Given a feature, a part, or an assembly, a preference has been
expressed toward representing the outcome of the value assess-
ment using 3D color-coded representations (i.e., associating each
feature, part, or assembly to a color). In the specific area of Com-
puter Aided Design, in fact, color-coded 3D models have been
extensively used to display the outcome of heterogeneous types of
analysis, such as cost calculation, mechanical and electromechan-
ical simulation, tooling and fixture design and engineering process
management. The use of basic colors has not been preferred as
experiments have shown that they do not to segregate “excep-
tionally well” (Smallman and Boynton, 1993) and that, for specific
applications, chromatic gradation within hues or color categories
may be more appropriate. The color scale selected features
different color nuances as shown in Fig. 2, ranging from red (lowest
value contribution, Sn ¼ 1) to green (highest value contribution,
Sn ¼ 9).
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Colors are merely the chromatic translation of the value scores
expressed at different levels. In theory, there is no limitation to the
level of granularity of the color-coded visualization, as far as a
relevant system feature has a value score associated to it. To enable
the color-coded visualization to span both vertically, representing
value with different levels of granularity, and horizontally, along
different value dimensions and drivers, the underlying value
models need to embed weighting mechanisms, able to stress the
importance of particular value drivers over others.

Value scores can be then aggregated and balanced, depending
on the wishes of the value analysis team, and a color-coded visu-
alization can characterize parts, sub-systems, complex assemblies
or whole systems. For instance, a team focusing on the design of a
whole aircraft engine, might be interested in visualizing the value
performances associated to main sub-systems and components,
without going deep into the details of each part (Fig. 3a). Another
team dealing insteadwith the design of an aero-engine component,
would most likely focus the value analysis on how each part of the
component contributes to the achievement of the final design ob-
jectives (Fig. 3b).

5.3. Visualizing the results: LiVReA applied to an aero-engine
component

Once the value scores are mapped to the color scale, colors are
displayed by means of 3D CAD models. Scores and colors are
translated into CAD model properties in a CAD/PLM environment.
This step requires neither advanced computational capabilities nor
technological improvements, because the visualization of colored
properties in parts or assemblies is a feature currently available in
most CAD environments.

An aircraft engine component is here used as an example of
visualization. The aerospace industry has been chosen as a refer-
ence because it provides one of the main examples of PSS offers,
with the “Total Care” package for aircraft engine offered by Rolls
Royce (Harrison, 2006). In this context sub-system manufacturers

have the ambition to establish a link between the technical pa-
rameters and the emerging value-related aspects (Collopy and
Hollingsworth, 2011). In the aerospace supply chain the ambition
is to use value as a transparent and well-understood driver for
preliminary product and service development (Bertoni et al., 2011),
as pointed out by one of our contacts in the aero-engine
manufacturing business:

“Nowadays you can easily tell why a solution is the optimal one in
terms of performances, however it is not straightforward to see if it
is optimal also from a value perspective. Hence, we have to look at
people, tools, processes for developing the optimal solution both
from a business as well as customer viewpoint”.

Fig. 3 shows an example of value visualization in the CAD
environment for a particular value dimension (‘Logistic’ in this
case), and considers two levels of detail. The figure serves only as a
demonstrative example to clarify the visualization approach, and
the possibility of applying it at different levels of detail. Fig. 3a
shows the results of a value assessment performed at engine level:
The components pictured in red feature a value score lower than
the baseline design, for instance because they require more storage
space. The components pictured in green feature a value score close
to the target for the project, (due, for instance, to better shipping or
handling characteristics). The same logic can be applied at a lower
level, to display the contribution of a specific engine component,
such as the intermediate case (IMC) in Fig. 3b. In this example the
IMC hub outer wall, displayed in dark red, shows a deficit in value
contribution for the value dimension into consideration, while the
outer fan case, displayed in green, positively contributes to the IMC
value.

In the end, visualization facilitates the benchmarking of
different design alternatives upon selected value dimensions.
Thanks to this visualization designers aiming at improving the lo-
gistic performances of the new product have a clear insight of
which components, or sub-components, are the most critical to
work on to target specific aspects of the final product.

Fig. 2. Color scale for value visualization. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Example of color-coded value visualization at engine level (a) and component level (b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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6. Preliminary testing of the color-coding approach:
methodology and experiment setup

Laboratory experiments have been conducted to gather factual
data about the benefit of using color-coded CAD models for rep-
resenting the value of PSS design concepts. The testing activities
have featured design sessions, analyzed through protocol analysis,
whose objective was to measure the effectiveness of color-coded
CAD models as value carriers, by comparing them with other
forms of visualization, such as QFD-like color-coded tables. The
choice of a QFD-like representation as a form of comparison was
driven by the recognition of QFD being a well-established method
largely adopted during the design of sub-systems and components
integrated in larger systems.

Protocol analysis considers the designer’s activity as composed
by a sequence of actions, each typically lasting for a few seconds.
This makes possible to study the design process by observing the
temporal aspect of a design session (Mc Neill et al., 1998) capturing
designers’ behaviors as a sequence of activities. The coding scheme
for the analysis was composed of 26 micro strategies grouped in 4
main categories (Table 1). The scheme is derived from the one
proposed by Gero and Mc Neill (1998), which is acknowledged as
one of the most detailed and successful for the analysis of protocols
(Coley et al., 2007). The three original categories from Gero and Mc
Neill (1998) have been expanded with the “Analyzing Problem”

category proposed by Mc Neill et al. (1998). The micro strategies
mirror what proposed by Sakao et al. (2011), who conducted an
experiment that, similarly to what done by the authors, relates to
the design of a PSS. Four additional micro strategies were intro-
duced to stress the focus on value aspects, namely, analyzing pre-
vious evaluation, justifying previous evaluation, questioning previous
evaluation and justifying proposed solution through previous
evaluation.

Eight experiments, took place between January and February
2012. A pilot session also took place in December 2011 and served
the purpose of verifying and adjusting the variables of the study.

The experiment featured a fictional design problem, which
considered a barbeque equipment manufacturer aiming to shift its
business focus, from selling the equipment through its retail
network to renting it to the final users. The participants were asked
to redesign grills and accessories to make them more value adding
in a situation where they are rented and delivered “just in time” to
the customer, with the company taking care of all the service-
related aspects, e.g. maintenance, cleaning, delivery.

The design sessions involved 26 students allocated randomly to
8 teams. A set of preliminary information about the previous
products of the company was available to all the participants. In
particular two design alternatives were described: An “old” solu-
tion and an “actual” solution.

To reduce the effect of bias, such as the “feeling of being
observed” (Rosenthal, 1966) it was made clear that the design task
and the designers would not be evaluated, similarly as what pro-
posed by Ahmed (2007), that is no attempt was made to assess the
quality of any designwork. The observations were transcribed from
the audio and video recordings.

The value assessment reports, distributed to all the teams, were
themain source of information for the redesign activity. The reports
contained information about the capability of the old and actual
design to fulfill the customer value scales. The reports showed a
comparison between the old and the actual solution on the basis of
a set of value dimensions and value drivers, which translate the
expectations and the needs of the stakeholders into quantifiable
criteria. Five value dimensions were defined, each of them built up
by two to five specific value drivers. The value dimensions and the
related value drivers are shown in Table 2.

The value assessment report featured two alternative visuali-
zations (Fig. 4). Four teams received the reports in aQFD-like format,
i.e. the results of the benchmarking were visualized as numbers
from 1 to 9 in the form of printouts of an excel table and each table
cell was filled with the corresponding color. The other 4 teams
received the value assessment results as printout of color-coded 3D
barbeque models. In this case the report did not show any number,
but the benchmark information was directly translated to colors in
the printout of the barbeque model. During the experiments the
teams were not aware of the difference in the reports.

All the sessions featured the same schedule. The task was
explained during a 20 min preparatory meeting. Each team had

Table 1
Micro strategies and categories adopted for protocol analysis.

Name Code

Analyzing Problem A
Analyzing a Problem AP
Questioning a Problem AQ
Justifying a Problem AJ
Agreeing to a Problem AA
Disagreeing to a Problem AD
Evaluating a Problem AE
Analyzing Previous Evaluation AAE
Justifying Previous Evaluation AJE
Questioning Previous Evaluation AQE
Postponing Analysis of the Problem APA
Proposing Solution S
Proposing a Solution SP
Clarifying a propose solution SC
Retracting a previous solution SR
Making a Design Decision SM
Consulting External Information SCE
Postponing a Design Action SPO
Looking Ahead SLA
Looking Back SLB
Analyzing Solution Z
Analyzing a Proposed Solution ZA
Justifying a Proposed Solution ZJ
Justifying a Proposed Solution through previous evaluation ZJE
Calculation on a Proposed solution ZC
Postponing an Analysis of Action ZP
Evaluating a Proposed Solution ZE
Explicit Strategies E
Referring to Application Knowledge EAK
Referring to Domain Knowledge EDK
Referring to Design Strategy EDS

Table 2
List of value dimensions and value drivers for the experiment.

Value dimensions Value drivers

Operational performances Warming speed
Cooling speed
Ergonomics
Heat distribution
Safety

Service Reparability
Cleaning
Mean time between failure
Assembly time

Logistics Packaging
Weight
Size
Foldability

Production costs Material cost
Manufacturing cost
Assembly cost

Intangibles Brand Acknowledgment
Environmental impact
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then 25 min to analyze the report and come up with a new design.
Additional 15 min were given to prototype a solution to be later
presented to the other groups.

To provide awider set of data to be compared with the results of
the protocol analysis, the observations were complemented by a
questionnaire focusing on the use of the value assessment report.

The content of the sessions was transcribed and codified sepa-
rately by two encoders. This was done to grant the coding consis-
tency, and the level of agreement between the two coders spans
from 65% to 75% depending on the experiment analyzed. The final
version of the coding was obtained by the comparison of the two
protocols and by discussing and agreeing on the non-aligned
judgments.

7. Results from the experimentation activities

7.1. Result at aggregate micro strategy level

The analysis first focused on the categories of micro strategies
(see Table 1). Fig. 5 displays the average time spent on each cate-
gory of micro strategy (bold lines) and the standard deviation (thin,
dashed line) calculated from the empirical data. A clear trend
emerged in terms of time spent on analyzing problem and solu-
tions. The groups using color-coded CAD reports spent on average
8.24% more of the total time in analyzing the problem, corre-
sponding to a relative increase of 26.38% of time compared to the
group using tables.

Moreover the time spent on proposing solutions slightly
increased for CAD models teams (þ1.81% on absolute terms, cor-
responding to þ6.04% on relative terms). By contrast the teams
with value reports in tabular format, spent more time in analyzing
solutions and referring to explicit strategies. The CAD models team
spent 24.46% less time on analyzing solutions, and 26.83% less time

referring to explicit strategies. It has to be noted that the standard
deviation of the average time calculated both for the tables teams
and for the CAD teams have only minor differences, and that no
particular “out of bound” measurement was found.

7.2. Results at micro strategy level

The analysis of the micro strategies has shown which activ-
ities were more impacted by the adoption of color-coded CAD
model visualization. Fig. 6 summarizes the percentage of time
spent on only those micro strategies that were discussed for at
least the 1% of the total time of the experiments. All the micro
strategies not crossing the 1% threshold have been considered as
not relevant.

At a first glance an important aspect to be noticed is the much
higher percentage of time spent on analyzing previous evaluation by
the teams using color-coded CAD reports. In relative terms they
spent 222% more time in analyzing previous evaluation compared to
the teamwith tabular reports, meaning that, in absolute terms, they
spent 10% more of the total time only on this micro strategy. The
same trend can be seen in other micro strategies related to problem
analysis, except for the analyzing a problem micro strategy.
Grouping the micro strategies referring to the value assessment
report, i.e., analyzing/justifying/questioning previous evaluation, and
comparing them with the total time spent on problem analysis, a
significant change in the design team behavior can be noticed. As
shown in Table 3, in fact, the teams using color-coded CAD models
have dedicated more than half of the time (53.80%) spent for
problem analysis dealing with the analysis of the value report,
while the teams using tabular visualization has spent only the
28.25% of the time on the same activity.

The analysis of the transcripts has shown that the teams using
color-coded CAD models have spent more time in proposing and
clarifying solutions. On average 2.73% more of the total time was
spent in proposing a solution, corresponding to a relative increase
of 20.98% compared to the groups using tabular reports. A
slightly similar increase is visible for clarifying a solution, which
had an increase of 1.97% in absolute terms and 22.85% in relative
terms.

The groups with color-coded CAD models also show a tendency
to propose solutions that are not retracted during the session. This
has generate an average reduction of the total time spent on this
activity of the 1.02%, spending 31.41% less time compared to the
tabular visualization format.

Fig. 4. Color-coded tables vs. color-coded 3D models.

Fig. 5. Categories of micro strategies analysis.
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7.3. Qualitative results

The last 15 min of the experiment were dedicated to fill in an
individual questionnaire about the personal feelings and behaviors
adopted during the experiment. The questionnaire was run with
the aim to check the consistency of the quantitative results ob-
tained through protocol analysis by adding a subject of comparison,
to either strengthen or weaken the findings. The first part of the
questionnaire featured 8 statements about the effectiveness and
the usability of the approach. The participants were asked to state
their opinion using a 5-steps scale (strongly agree, agree, uncertain/
not applicable/disagree/strongly disagree). The aggregated results
of the questionnaires are shown in Fig. 7, where 5 means “strongly
agree and 1 “strongly disagree”.

Because of the limited sample of respondents and of the small
range of variation of the answers, the qualitative analysis taken
stand-alone cannot be considered as satisfactory to draw general-
izable conclusions about the effectiveness of the approach. How-
ever, by analyzing the results in the light of the finding from the
protocol analysis, the questionnaire seems to confirm the hypoth-
esis that color-coded CAD models improve the perception of the
value assessment results. CAD models seem also to improve the
students’ capability of reflecting on service aspects. Furthermore,
color-coded models seem to have improved the designers’ capa-
bility to reflect on the modifications originally made to the first
barbeque, as well as on the value assessment results when thinking
about the new solution.

The second part of the questionnaire featured open-ended
questions. Overall, color-coded 3D CAD models received 9

positive feedbacks, while color-coded tables only 5. The use of the
3D CAD models has been acknowledged to facilitate searching for
value information and to enhance the processing of the value
analysis results under time pressure, while tables have been
generally found hard to connect with the physical product.

8. Discussion

This sectiondiscusses the threemainfindings of thepaper. Firstly,
the authors analyze the meaning of value models to guide the early
design stages of PSS hardware. The results of these models is what
LiVReA eventually displays, hence it must be ensured that they are
significant for the designers before discussing the implementation of
the visualization approach itself. Then, the focus is shifted on how
value visualization is realized, and on the use of 3D CAD models in
particular. Eventually, the authors discuss the results of the experi-
mental activities, and their significance for the design process.

8.1. Implications and limitations of value modeling

The use of value models aims to raise awareness on how a
product/technology will impact the performances of a PSS, and
therefore its value. By highlighting strengths and weaknesses of
alternative hardware concepts e along multiple value-related di-
mensions reflecting the needs of different types of stakeholders e
value model results stimulate early stage discussions about value
provision, guiding the choice toward the solution that is best
aligned with the overall intent of the design project.

The objective of the paper is neither to analyze in detail how to
build value models, nor to compare value-oriented methodologies
available in literature. Nevertheless the work creates a first link
between the existing contributions in the topic on PSS value visu-
alization and the methodologies and criteria for value analysis in
complex systems, mostly discussed in the SE field. Emerging from
the empirical study the paper provides guidelines to enable the
definition of a consistent process to build and manage a suitable
value model to fit the need for value visualization.

Fig. 6. Time spent on micro strategies.

Table 3
Percentage of problem analysis time spent consulting or discussion value reports.

Time spent for: Tables (%) CAD (%)

Problem analysis 31.25 39.49
Value report analysis during problem analysis 8.83 21.24
Ratio 28.25 53.80
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Value Dimensions and Value Drivers are proposed as a bridge
between PSS and SE, to guide the assessment of how a technical
solution contributes to a complex producteservice system. The
definition of such dimensions and drivers is the most critical step in
the process. They have to be customized for each development,
balancing stakeholders’ needs and company objectives. On the one
hand, they have to be generic enough both to mean “something”
from a PSS point of view and to be grasped by stakeholders without
technical background. On the other hand, they must be specific
enough to be measured, to allow benchmarking alternative con-
cepts with sufficient confidence and detail. Similarly, the design
team must set reasonable and understandable references, when
defining baseline and targets for benchmarking solutions. Value
dimensions and drivers provide the necessary input for the visu-
alization, thus they have to be set before the implementation of the
visualization approach itself. The underlying value models need to
manage their relationships and relative importance dealing with
performances and effects that might be contrasting (i.e. the
improvement of a Value Driver might impact positively a Value
Dimension and negatively another).

Value models attempt to quantify a generally subjective and
qualitative arena, namely making value-based decisions with rela-
tively little information. There is a risk, however, associated with
such early phase “quantification” of choices. The use of valuemodels
has the potential to effectively devalue the engineering process it-
self by giving the appearance that engineering (quantitative evalu-
ation) is occurring. Hence, the intrinsic subjectivity and qualitative
nature of the process have to be addressed and communicated to
correctly support decision-making (Blanco et al., 2007). The authors
are currently exploring the use of Knowledge Maturity (see:
Johansson et al., 2011) as a way to help decisions makers to under-
stand the level of reliability and fidelity of the knowledge upon
which the value model is built. A Knowledge Maturity assessment
aims at answering questions such as: Does the output of the value
model reflect assumptions or verified facts? Or, similarly: Are there
specific knowledge assets that would need further development to
clarify the meaning of a value score? By adding a knowledge
maturity dimension, decision makers are more informed, miti-
gating the risk associated with the “quantification” of choices.

It is the responsibility of project leaders or managers to decide
howmany criteria are enough to enable a sound decision, to set the
correct references, to sort among trade-offs and to understand how

dimensions and drivers should weight in the final choice. A prob-
lem observed in the study is that these actors are often too deep
inside their ownworking field to have a complete understanding of
the implications of a given technical solution. To cope with this
problem previous research has suggested the introduction of a new
actor in the process, named Value Analyst (Bertoni et al., 2011). This
actor should possess enough knowledge of the dynamics of the
system along its lifecycle, to guide the definition of the value-
related criteria, to set the boundary conditions for the analysis
and to prepare the ground for the value assessment task. Although
the empirical study showed no clear examples of value analyst in
aerospace, the development of such capabilities is believed crucial
by the authors to enable the implementation of value assessment
processes in real working scenarios.

8.2. Implications and limitations of value visualization

The purpose of value assessment is not primarily to have an
exact measurement, rather is to have a common denominator that
triggers the debate around the team members’ perception of value
contribution, especially when opinions differ.

By exploiting the benefits of color-coding for information visu-
alization, LiVReA enhances the communication of value informa-
tion, linking it to the geometry of the hardware to be designed. In
this sense LiVReA does not play a role in limiting the amount of
information (i.e. its adoption does not reduce or increase the
quantity of information to be considered); rather it aims at
communicating information in a more effective way, leveraging
associative processing with the use of a color-coding scheme in a
CAD environment.

Literature has shown that many product-oriented companies
aiming to offer PSS still continue to focus their design activities on
hardware and related technical issues (Sundin et al., 2009). Such
situation is exacerbated when designers work in long and complex
development processes, which feature the integration of several
components into a complex system, and which are regulated by
strict contractual requirements. In this context, radical innovations,
perturbating the established system design and the activities of
other actors within the supply chain, are not likely to happen easily.
This is particularly true when dealing with products with critical
requirements on safety and reliability, such as aircraft engine
components. In practice, this means that innovative hardware

Fig. 7. Results of the surveys.
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designs are often variants of an existing technology platform, and
are composed by the same basic building blocks. This makes
possible to use, early on, a reference geometry for value
visualization.

LiVReA does not aim at replacing existing methods for PSS
representation, rather it complements them, providing a more
detailed insight on the technical trade-off associated to the design
of PSS, before constraining the solution space with hardware-
related decisions. Color-coded representations work as a catalyst
for discussions around value contribution, facilitating collaboration
and explicating gaps in the knowledge base. They function as
coordinative artifacts (Schmidt and Simone, 1996) or boundary
objects (Star and Griesemer, 1989): By challenging individual’s
perception of the knowledge base, they help individuals in syn-
thesizing what they know, sharing perceptions and creating new
knowledge.

LiVReA provides means to couple technical and value-related
information in preliminary design that cross the limits set by the
context described in this paper. It can be seen, for instance, as an
enabler to the development of more sustainable and environmental
friendly solutions: Color-coding can be used to display the fulfill-
ment of end users, customers, manufacturer, society and environ-
mental needs, stressing the importance of later product lifecycle
phases in early design. Similarly, the approach can be applied to
display the outcomes of LifeCycle Assessment analysis (see: Arena
et al., 2013), communicating the environmental impacts associ-
ated with all the stages of a product’s life from-cradle-to-grave (i.e.,
using raw material extraction, materials processing, manufacture,
distribution, use, repair and maintenance, disposal or recycling as
dimensions/drivers).

Testing and verification activities have been initially devoted to
gathering qualitative feedback from experts and practitioners
about the usefulness of the approach. The use of color-coded 3D
CAD models was acknowledged by the industrial partners to
improve the understanding of value among the members of the
cross-functional design team, raising awareness on value trade-offs
in an early stage. Manufacturers can use LiVReA to communicate
across the company functions the impact of different design stra-
tegies on the overall offer, while component suppliers can show to
the system integrators how a new technology or feature is intended
to add value to the stakeholders among the entire lifecycle.

Working with color-coding, it is important to keep in mind that
many individuals suffer from problems with recognition and un-
derstanding of colorful images and videos. Color deficiency prob-
lems are relatively common in aging population: approximately
7.40% of male European descendants, 4.17% of Asians, and 2.61% of
Africans, have some kind of red-green color vision deficiency
(Sharpe et al., 1999). In a color-coded software environment these
problems can be addressed by running an appropriate re-coloring
algorithm. Image re-coloring is a method of altering the color
composition of an image in such a way to make it accessible to a
color vision impaired audience (Kuhn et al., 2008). Image re-
coloring, which preserves the abundance of visual information
within the constraints of a limited color range, counts twenty-four
algorithms, broken down into four categories (color contrast
enhancing; gamut re-mapping; daltonization; conversion to gray
scale) (Culp, 2012). Re-coloring algorithms, although not yet
implemented in the current demonstrator, have been discussed
with CAD/PLM developers and are expected to be integral part of
the future full-scale prototype.

8.3. Significance of the experimental results

Although limited to a laboratory environment, the results of the
testing activities indicate that color-coded 3D models enhance the

way the design teams manage value-related information during
preliminary design. The teams with color-coded CAD models are
the ones paying more attention to the value assessment results.
This may indicate that the 3D models stimulate a more thoughtful
analysis of the problem statement and value contribution, as well
as of the interrelationships between needs, value and re-
quirements, before moving to the generation of design solutions.
Such better awareness is also reflected by the teams’ positive atti-
tude toward inventive and creative activities. The more time spent
to comprehend the multifaceted aspects of the problem has caused
the generation of more ideas, described withmore detail. It has also
brought the teams to agree earlier on suitable solutions, which has
reduced the time spent retracting previous solutions. This can be
interpreted as participants being more aware of the problem
statement and able to provide constructive feedback. Also, in-
dividuals seem to have built on each other ideas more teams using
tables, elaborating commonly agreed solutions. In the teams using
3D models, new ideas seem to occur as ‘extensions’ of previous
ones, through sketching and modeling where functional aspects
play a key role.

Teamswith color-coded tables, instead, have been found to use a
pattern of trial and error. They showed the tendency to jump to
solutions earlier and to spend more time on the analysis of the
functional behavior of an option, then retracting and going back to
the problem statement and to domain knowledge to formulate a
new proposal.

In spite of the limited set of data, and of the limitations of the
method (Cross et al., 1996), the authors believe that the results can
be trustworthy, because protocol analysis is a widely known and
proven approach, and previous studies have shown the method to
be successfully applied also for a really limited number of experi-
ments (e.g., Kan and Gero, 2008; Stempfle and Badke-Schaub,
2002; Chakrabarti et al., 2004).

Although the observation of design teams in a real working
scenario would have been preferable, the sample e engineers in
the last year of the Master in product development e is considered
relevant for the purpose of the study. As stated by Kleinsmann
et al. (2012), master students are advanced beginners, which is
designers who understand how to design and take situational
factors into account. Furthermore, experiments comparing the
decision making of industrial managers with students with no
experience, but with the same level of education achievement,
showed that no significant difference between the two groups was
present (Remus, 1986).

The main difference between novices and experts is that the
latter pay frequent attention to the reformulation of the problem
(Coley et al., 2007), something which is completely ignored by the
novices (Brand-Gruwel et al., 2005), who prefer a pattern of trial
and error (Ahmed et al., 2003) although using similar working
backward strategies (Ho, 2001). This suggests that the results in an
industrial contest will likely differ in absolute terms from what
observed in the artificial scenario, although in relative terms the
difference between the usage of the two approaches might not be
particularly evident. In conclusions, the authors believe that stu-
dent groups are suitable surrogate for decision makers during ex-
periments of this kind, because they recognize well enough the
complexity of the design problem, which is part of expert design
behavior.

The authors are also aware that the time allocated to complete
the task (25 min) may have affected the results, emphasizing as-
pects that would have been less evident in a more relaxed exper-
iment. This last option was considered while planning the
experimental activities, but it was believed not to be a realistic
enough to test the hypothesis. The design team, even in a very early
phase, is always coping with time restriction and pressure. Setting
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rigid time constraints has helped replicating, in a smaller scale,
what happens in real life processes.

There are a few drawbacks documented in literature about
running verification activities in artificial scenarios (Sedlmair et al.,
2011). However, most evaluations for information visualization
tools are still conducted in artificial lab settings (Ellis and Dix,
2006). A main advantage of conducting experiments in a labora-
tory is that the same design task can be repeated several times and
recorded. Video and audio recording is often not permitted by in-
dustrial companies (an issue stressed by Ahmed, 2007), and this
restricts the amount of data to be collected. Nevertheless, despite
the objective obstacles given by companies secrecy policy, the
testing of the approach in an industrial environment with the
analysis of a real PSS design task would provide additional relevant
data to study the effectiveness of the approach.

9. Conclusions

Emerging from a study in the European aerospace industry, the
paper has proposed a Lifecycle Value Representation Approach
(LiVReA) to visualize the value of alternative hardware concepts in
PSS preliminary design. The paper has first described the chal-
lenges in managing value information when dealing with selection
of design concepts. Then, it has presented the results from the
literature analysis and the empirical studies, which has lead to the
definition of the value visualization approach. Eventually, the
methodological and technological enablers for value visualization
have been presented, and the results from the validation and
testing activity have been detailed and discussed. The study has
revealed the importance of retaining more than just technical re-
quirements while designing hardware with a PSS perspective in
mind, that is, context and design intent are equally important to
support early stage decision-making activities. Value Dimensions
and Value drivers have been proposed as constructs to capture
these aspects, bridging the business and engineering domains.

More in detail the study has shown:

� WHY to visualize value. In preliminary design, the objective is
not to produce an absolute rank of design alternatives; rather
methods and tools are needed to enhance designers’ awareness
of (and foster dialogue upon) the multifaceted factors and in-
teractions that impact the behavior of the product/service.

� WHAT to visualize. Value has to carry all those information
concerning context and intent that are necessary to select the
best concept in preliminary design. Value should not be limited
to the economic aspects; it should also embed those intangible
and service-related dimensions that are usually outside the
technical horizon of the engineers. Furthermore, value-related
information is hardly mature enough to populate quantitative
value models, therefore it is more relevant to highlight gaps
and noego areas for further investigation than provide exact
figures for “value”.

� HOW to visualize value. The results of a value assessment
model shall be visualized in a “lightweight” fashion, preferably
through a visual representation encompassing a limited but
complete set of key parameters. This is motivated by the need
of mitigating information overload issues when complement-
ing requirements information. Engineers and technicians pre-
fer representations that seamlessly integrate with the
environment they are familiar with, which is in a CAD envi-
ronment. Color-coded CAD 3D models have been found to be
an effective means for value visualization.

The LiVReA demonstrator, which implements the above con-
cepts in a commercial CAD/PLM tool, was found to increase the

decision makers’ awareness of where value is “hidden” in the
product. Experimental activities showed that color-coded 3D CAD
models stimulate designers to collaboratively analyze the design
problemmore in deep, reducing reworkwhen solutions are already
spelled and partially validated. This effect is important for PSS
design: generating a higher level of understanding of the cus-
tomers’ needs and perceived value scales among designers is
acknowledged to be critical in an early phase (Alonso-Rasgado
et al., 2004; Woodruff, 1997; Morelli, 2003).

From a design process perspective, the early visualization of the
value associated to PSS hardware generates the following benefits:

� Cost could be reduced by preventing late changes due to non-
value adding solution strategies that “consume” time and
resources,

� Lead-time could be reduced by identifying and instantiating
the optimal direction for the development in an early phase of
the project,

� Rework caused by the late discovery of the impact of an
innovative technical concept at system level could be reduced.

The visualization approach is currently under implementation,
with the support of a major CAD/PLM software vendor. The op-
portunity of further integrating the value assessment capabilities in
a wider range of commercial software is under study. The results
described in the paper will further be validated by means of new
experiments, which will focus on the usefulness of the visualization
approach in real company environment. Eventually, future re-
searches will investigate how to visualize the reliability and the
rationale that has lead to the definition of a value score, as well as
how to enhance enterprise collaboration capabilities to enable a
conjunct management of requirements and value information in
the extended enterprise.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Recent literature in Systems Engineering has suggested the use of “value” to drive 
decision-making activities during preliminary design, in particular when choosing 
technologies and components for a complex system. However, to correctly evaluate 
design trade-offs, a visual link has to be established between the results of the value 
model and a product shape/geometry. This paper proposes the use of color-coded 3D 
CAD models to support the visualization of value analysis results in a Stage-Gate® 
process. The approach has been developed and exemplified within a case study related 
to the design of an aero-engine component, and has been demonstrated using SIEMENS 
NX HD3D Visual Reporting. The results of verification activities conducted in a 
laboratory setting show that the use of color-coded 3D CAD models increases the 
decision makers’ awareness of value-related information in a Stage-Gate process. 

 
Keywords: value driven design, value visualization, color-coding. 
DOI: 10.3722/cadaps.2013.xxx-yyy 

1 INTRODUCTION 

All designs are created for a purpose. When dealing with well-defined and known problems, this 
purpose is well mirrored by the product requirements, which provide a good enough basis to identify 
the best of the available design alternatives. However, in long and complex new development processes 
that involve several supply chain partners, the purpose is often lost when requirements are cascaded 
down to suppliers and sub-contractors [16]. This causes component manufacturers to develop local 
optimal solutions that minimize cost, rather than to target innovative technologies that might add 
value to customers’ and stakeholders’ processes. In this context, measuring requirements fulfilment is 
no longer sufficient to assess the “goodness” of a design [7][13], rather more qualitative criteria need 
to be considered to better understand the value of a solution from a system viewpoint [37].  

Recent literature in Systems Engineering [24] and Value Driven Design (VDD) [12] has promoted 
the use of “value” as a driver for decision-making activities in preliminary design. The ambition is to 
use “value" to provide a measurable approximation of the level of fulfillment of the overall system 
needs ensured by a design solution [8]. In practice, so called “value models” are built to quantitatively 
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assess how a sub-system will affect the behavior of a system along its lifecycle. From the standpoint of 
a supply chain partner, understanding how limited design changes at component level impact the 
system value increases the advantage against competitors, and the ability to negotiate system-level 
design with the original equipment manufacturer [16].  

Creating an environment where engineers and designers can visually link “value” to product 
components is a necessary step to enable more value-oriented decisions in design [13]. However, the 
integration of innovative information visualization approaches in daily work practices is a labor-
intensive and risky process [32]. Large companies require upfront authorization to deploy new 
software or tools in their working environment, for both functionality and security reasons. 
Furthermore, experts are often accustomed to and effective with the existing tools and methods, and 
the integration of a new solution may break the chain of analysis processes [32].  

A recent stream of literature [e.g.: 23] promotes the use of CAD/PLM tools for lifecycle 
information visualization, as a way to limit users’ reluctance against new systems. In spite of the 
shortcomings in conveying usage, manufacturing and service information [22], the recent market 
trends show that the scope of CAD/PLM is extending to support a wider range of analysis and data, 
from different fields [38]. Recent releases embed modules and functions aiming at capturing customer 
needs and technical requirements, defining systems architecture, modeling and validating systems 
behavior, and managing embedded software [18][35]. CAD models are popular not only because they 
are easily shareable over the Internet, increasing communication between customers and suppliers 
[16], but also because they represent a good trade-off between perception of product representation 
and frequency of use, in comparison with hand-made sketches, scale models, prototypes, mock-ups, 
construction design virtual reality and rapid prototyping [20].  

Emerging from the above considerations, the authors have investigated the use of color-coded 3D 
CAD models to support visualization of value-related information in the early stages of design. The 
paper describes how these models have been used to translate the results of a value analysis into 
visual features in a CAD/PLM environment. These findings emerge from a study conducted within an 
EU FP7 research project named CRESCENDO [16], which gave the authors access to several European 
aerospace manufacturing companies and IT vendors.  

Firstly, the paper presents the high-level process for value assessment, as defined during the 
empirical study, to set the context from which preferences for value visualization are extracted and 
interpreted. Furthermore, it describes how these preferences are translated into an approach for value 
visualization, which was demonstrated using SIEMENS NX HD3D Visual Reporting capabilities within a 
case study related to the design of an innovative aero-engine component. Eventually, the paper 
presents the results of verification activities conducted both with design experts within the case 
company, as well as with undergraduate students in ad-hoc design sessions. 

2 A CASE STUDY FROM THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 

Early in the aircraft and engine design process, the design team is required to reason upon how to 
improve hardware, software and services to provide a more comfortable, timely, and entertaining flight 
experience [1][9]. A key area of investigation relates, for instance, to the integration of energy sources 
(electrical, hydraulic, etc.) to improve the performances of the powerplant. On a more technical level, 
this demands for altered functions in the engines to improve the efficiency in energy use [30], which 
turns into new requirements for sub-systems and components [8]. Component manufacturers can 
address the energy saving target by pursuing different strategies, playing with weight, cost, 
performance, and functionality. Yet, it is cumbersome to assess in an early stage how a given strategy 
will contribute to add value to the overall system along its lifecycle, as highlighted by one of authors’ 
contact: 

“Nowadays you can easily tell why a solution is the optimal one in terms of performances, however 
it is not straightforward to see if it is optimal also from a value perspective. Hence, we have to look at 
people, tools, processes for developing the optimal solution both from a business as well as customer 
viewpoint”. 

This issue is particularly evident when designing an innovative aero-engine intermediate 
compressor case (IMC). The IMC is the biggest static component in an aero-engine and plays a key role 
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from both a structural and functional perspective. It includes a core hub, support for thrust lugs, 
integrated structural fan outlet guide vanes, an outer ring and the engine mounts (Fig. 1). The 
development of a new technology for bleed air off-take, for instance, raises concerns about 
performances, weight, maintainability and value of the entire aero-engine system.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Position of the IMC (and its main parts) in the aero-engine. 

In the studied case, 2 alternative IMC technology concepts were developed, refined and 
benchmarked from a value perspective. Option #1 embodies a traditional fully casted design, which 
implements a bleed off-take function in the core hub. Option #2 is more radical, featuring an increased 
use of composite material, but where a bleed air off-take function is not implemented. 

2.1 The Value Assessment Process 

Understanding how the value assessment process is executed during early-stage sub-system design is 
crucial to determine the main features of the value visualization approach. For the IMC (and other 
similar components) this is shaped on Stage-Gate® [14], a popular process to guide development 
projects from idea generation to product launch. The key components of Stage-Gate® are the Stages, 
where information-gathering activities (summarized by deliverables) take place, and the Gates, where 
information is assessed and decisions are made. Previous work [8] shows that the awareness on value-
related information has to be raised both at the Gate, to correctly judge the design trade-offs, and 
during the Stage, to guide creative processes towards more value-adding solutions (Fig. 2).  

At sub-system level, the value assessment process kicks off with the negotiation of relevant value 
dimensions and drivers against which to benchmark alternatives solution concepts (Phase 1). Value 
dimensions, which capture major aerospace project needs, are specified into several value drivers, 
which are more product-specific and directly related to the component under development. For 
instance, given a dimension such as Profitability, the team might define Machine commonality and 
Availability as relevant drivers. This phase also concerns the definition of specific objectives for each 
design. These objectives cascade down the value drivers and describe, with more detail, the behavior 
of a technological option. For instance, Machine commonality can be translated to % of reuse of existing 
turning machines, while Availability can both refer to Mean Time Between Maintenance (MTBM) and 
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF). It has to be noted that alternative concepts, although differing in 
terms of materials, geometry and shape, are rarely completely new products. Rather, they are often 
variants of an existing technology platform, and are composed by the same basic building blocks.  
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Fig. 2: The value assessment process [8] 

 

In order to configure the value models, the design team needs to retrieve information about the 
relationship between drivers and objectives, for instance how MTBF affects Availability in real life 
(Phase 2). Furthermore, because some aspects of the product lifecycle may be more important then 
others, the team must assign weights to each driver. It is also important to notice that the information 
that characterizes such value models features different levels of confidence (some relationships might 
be supported by experimental evidence, others might be just educated guesses). In parallel, designers 
develop handful solution concepts, using as input the available list of requirements and value drivers, 
which are formalized within the CAD/PLM environment.  

During Phase 3 the value models are fed with value drivers and objectives, and computed to 
produce a ranking of the current designs, highlighting negatively impacted areas and suggesting 
necessary corrective actions (for a more detailed description of the value model adopted in the case 
study see: [7]). These results are communicated to the designers, who update the designs considering 
both the requirement description and the value information (Phase 4). If a value dimension is below 
the acceptance criteria, it is discussed within the team to implement the necessary corrective actions, 
such as modifying the product geometry, introducing a new material or involving external resources to 
support the development work. The designs are then re-assessed and updated. The process is iterated 
until a satisfactory value is found. The number of iterations depends on the complexity of the product 
and on time constraints.  

In the Integrated Analysis step (Phase 5), the team compiles all the material needed at the gate. 
The final value models are computed and included in a Value Report, which also includes feedback 
about the level of maturity/fidelity of the models used for the value computation.  

At the gate meeting (Phase 6), the decision material is reviewed, a questions and answers session 
with the project leader is performed, and a decision is made about the continuation of the project. The 
discussion aims at resolving trade-offs between alternative concepts, focusing on areas where value 
contribution is perceived as weak. This session focuses both on the numbers (i.e., value) and on 
maturity of the knowledge behind the numbers. Where needed, additional value analyses are 
requested to verify the correctness of the value statement and to decide among the trade-offs. 
Eventually, the gate is opened, the expectations for the next gate are communicated to the project 
leader, the acceptance criteria for the next gate are decided and resources allocated. 

The development of the color-coded 3D CAD models approach for value visualization targets 
Phase 4 and 6 of the process pictured in Fig.2. The decisions taken in these phases, in fact, result from 
the team members’ debate around which value drivers to prioritize, which lifecycle aspects to improve, 
which engineering characteristics to prefer. The ability to communicate the value of a 
product/technology along multiple criteria is crucial to stimulate such early stage discussions and to 
grow a common understanding of “value provision”, eventually helping the team in making a more 
sound assessment on the design that is best aligned with the purpose of the project.  
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2.2 The Value Assessment Model 

In Phase 3, the value associated to the IMC concept was calculated using an ad-hoc value assessment 
model named Early Value-Oriented design exploration with KnowlEdge maturity (EVOKE) [7]. EVOKE is 
derived from the Customer Oriented Design Analysis (CODA) [40] matrix, which, in turn, is an 
extension of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [2]. EVOKE takes as input the existing objectives 
(engineering characteristics) for a design concept (e.g., shape, size, material) together with the list of 
value drivers (e.g., manufacturability or availability) to produce a score (Design Merit or DM) expressing 
the “goodness” of the design through a percentage score from 1% to 100%. EVOKE uses non-linear 
optimization type functions to map objectives to value drivers (Fig. 3). This is believed to better 
approximate the customer response to changes in a product attribute [3].
 

 
Fig. 3: Non -linear optimization type functions used in EVOKE  

Table 1 shows an extract of the EVOKE matrix used to assess the IMC options in the study. 
Initially, the design team models the relationship between an objective and a driver using correlation 
coefficients. In the example, Surface finishing (the objective) is linked to Drag, Manufacturability and 
Knowledge Reuse (the value drivers) by strong (0.9), medium or weak correlations (0.1). A Relationship 
Type further characterizes this link: Drag is improved when the friction coefficient is minimized, while 
Manufacturability and Knowledge Reuse when is maximized (because a better surface finishing 
increases production lead time and requires expert workers to be executed). Neutral points and 
tolerances (only for “optimize” functions) allow calculating DM scores for each value driver, which are 
then aggregated (using a normalized weight based of the criticality of each driver) to obtain the total 
DM for the IMC. 

 

 
Tab. 1: Extract from the CODA matrix 
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3 PREFERENCES FOR VALUE VISUALISATION: RESULTS FROM THE EMPIRICAL STUDY 

The empirical study took place between May 2009 and October 2012. In this timeframe the authors had 
access to several aerospace companies, which contributed to the clarification of the problem domain, 
to the definition and validation of value assessment process, and to the development of the 
visualization approach. The authors participated to regular physical workshops, virtual work meetings 
and debriefing activities, where the findings were iteratively discussed and validated with the project 
partners. The major findings of the problem exploration phase, with regards to “what” to visualize and 
“how” to visualize value, are described in this section. These findings have been analyzed in the light 
of the available literature, and used to develop a demonstrator of the value visualization approach.  

3.1 What to Visualize? 

In spite of the centrality of the value concept in complex systems design, there is still relatively little 
knowledge about what value is, what its characteristics are and how stakeholders determine it. The 
needs analysis moved from major value-oriented methodologies in engineering design, such as 
Tradespace exploration [31], Value Engineering [15], Value Driven Design [12], to highlight gaps in the 
way value is currently visualized in Stage-Gate processes.    

When using value-oriented approaches in Systems Engineering, it is important for value functions 
to be intuitive, meaningful, and allowing for direct comparisons among alternatives [13]. For this 
reason monetary units are proposed as the most convenient, practical, and universally understood 
metric for value [12]. However, monetizing value attributes is cumbersome and meaningless in 
preliminary design, and can potentially impede the timely communication of critical information 
between all the relevant stakeholders [37]. A preference toward using simple scalars to rank designs 
has clearly emerged from the study. Scalars enable direct comparisons of heterogeneous drivers, 
putting the focus not only on physical and functional architectures, but also on relationship-based 
aspects [37]. In addition, more than in producing an absolute value score, there is a preference in 
understanding how a concept is positioned against relevant benchmarks, to highlight if and how much 
a solution is better or worse than reference options. Two main references have been identified at this 
purpose: a product baseline (derived from historical data) and a target (which expresses a vision 
emerging from long-term forecasts). 

A major problem with value assessment in a preliminary phase, is that value models vary a lot in 
terms of quality and reliability. This degree of uncertainty needs to be handled by assisting designers 
and decision makers in achieving a better understanding of what these uncertainties, ambiguities, and 
assumptions actually involve. In other words designers need to know which is the level of maturity 
[25] of the knowledge upon which the value models are built. The empirical study showed how critical 
it is to have pointers that indicate the extent to which people should trust the material entering in the 
value assessment activity. Models able to communicate reliability and maturity of this information 
have been advocated as a major enhancement to support the communication of value information. 

3.2 How to Visualize Value? 

Value is not the only criterion, but rather one of many criteria, upon which designers and process 
owners make decisions in a Stage-Gate process. A risk is that value contribution remains hidden by 
other factors, such as technical performances and cost. On the opposite side, value considerations 
might cause designers to lose focus on contractual requirements, causing non-conformities and delays. 
The empirical study has showed the need to merge heterogeneous information into a single interactive, 
visual environment, to facilitate decision-making activities, both in the Stage and at the Gate.  

Nowadays, product and process data are presented to the user with a collection of methods, such 
as indented tree lists, reports and charts, which were found not to be suitable means for displaying 
value-related information Rather, the case study showed a preference in coupling such information 
with the assembly (or part) undergoing redesign. On the one hand, value-robust solutions can be more 
easily recognized if placed in the right context and related with the other design information. On the 
other hand, the implementation of 3D representations in a CAD/PLM tool allow for a streamlined 
navigation through the assembly/product structure, facilitating information consumption and 
interpretation.  
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A preference has also been expressed in using multiple cues to encode value-related information 
in the existing project documentation, to take advantage of associative processing [33]. Multiple cues 
offer more opportunities for the learner to discern the new information being presented [33], and 
provide information quickly and automatically, decreasing time and effort needed to complete a task 
[5]. In this way designers can increase their perception of areas that are perceived low in terms of 
value contribution and make corrective actions before the gate. 

The case study findings also show an inverted U-shaped relationship between the efficiency of the 
decision making task and the amount of value information provided, a phenomenon already observed, 
in a more general context, by Zahakis and his team [41]. Hence, dealing with 5 or 6 main value criteria 
may result to be as effective as using 200, but considerably less effective than using 25-30. In order 
not to overwhelm decisions makers with unnecessary details, the number of criteria to be presented at 
a time during the evaluation should kept to a minimum, while supporting information drilldown for 
access to more detailed data. 

4 TRANSLATING VALUE MODEL RESULTS INTO COLOR-CODED FEATURES IN 3D CAD MODELS 

 
Colors have emerged as one of the key cues for representing value-related information because of the 
beneficial effects for decision-making observed and discussed since the 70s. Colors are among the 
most effective coding technique for aiding visual search [10][29]. The processing of color precedes the 
processing of other attributes [26] and is highly associative [28]. Colors support learning, as they 
underline figure ground relationships, interrelatedness and discrimination [11]. Also, subjects with 
color-coded reports have been observed to obtain a significantly higher average profit in less time 
when performing working tasks [6].  

The beneficial effects of color-coding have suggested the authors to map the value model results 
against a color scale, and to associate the resulting color to each relevant part/feature of the 3D CAD 
assembly. The aim is to create a constant link between value information and product model, and, in 
this way, facilitate trade-off analysis and the benchmarking of value dimensions different in nature.  

As stated in section 3.1, the empirical study has shown a preference towards benchmarking 
alternative concepts against a baseline and target design. Hence the value model results are not 
directly translated into colors. Rather, the first step in the visualization consists in normalizing the 
outcomes of the value model using the baseline and target references. One way is to map such 
outcomes against a numerical scale, which express the relative value contribution of a design concept. 
The numerical scale chosen is a 9-point scoring system that, given a design option #n, translates the 
value model result – the Design Merit (DMn) – into a value score (Sn) using Eqn. (1): 

   
Sn = (St - Sb)(DM n - DM b)

(DM t - DM b)
+ Sb     (1) 

where (DMb) represents the Design Merit computed for the baseline and (DMt) for the target 
design. Similarly, (Sb) represents the score for baseline, which a-priori set equal to 3, while (St) 
represents the value score of the target, which is a-priori set equal to 8. It has to be noted that the 
formula is only applicable when (Eqn. 2): 

   
(7DM b - 2DM t)

(St - Sb)
£ DM n £ DM t     (2) 

On the one hand, in case (Eqn. 3): 

  DM n > DM t       (3) 

the algorithm automatically assigns a score of 9 to the design alternative. Sn =9 denotes a design 
better in value compared to what was considered as the best desirable outcome for the forthcoming 
solution. On the other hand, in (Eqn. 4): 
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DM n < (7DM b - 2DM t)

(St - Sb)
     (4) 

the algorithm automatically assigns a score of 1. Sn=1 denotes a design scoring significantly below 
the baseline.  

To exemplify the use of these formulas, let’s consider a design concept that renders, as result of a 
value modeling activity, a DMn=65%, while Baseline and Target render DMb=50% and DMt=70%. Running 
Eqn. (1) with these numbers, the team gets a score of Sn=6.75 for the concept under analysis. In 
another example, the team might obtain the same result (DMn=65%) from the value model, but 
different merits for baseline and target (DMb =73%, DMt =85%), which render Sn=0.31. The empirical 
study showed, however, that the design team is not interested in knowing how much a design is lower 
(or higher) than existing benchmarks, but rather just to know if the value contribution of a concept 
falls outside the boundaries. These upper and lower boundaries are calculated using Eqn. (2). It has to 
be noted that, dealing with the lower boundary, the algorithm accommodates situations where the 
value of a design is slightly below what expressed by the baseline, to compensate for the lack of exact 
information when building and populating the value model.  Hence, Eqn. (1) is applicable only if DMn is 
higher than 68.2% and lower than 85%. Given that DMn= 65%<68.2%, Eqn. (4) assigns by default a value 
score Sn=1 to this concept.  

The algorithm essentially renders four main areas: 

- Sn =1/2 indicates NO-GO designs, whose value contribution is below the baseline. Based on 
the criticality of the value driver, this may cause the design to be definitively killed for not 
satisfying such a minimum threshold. Otherwise, if the criticality is low, engineers may 
accept a lower value if this allows for more important dimensions to be improved.  

- Sn =3/4 indicates designs that meet the minimum threshold. This score might be 
considered satisfactory if the criticality is low and major improvements have been 
achieved in dimensions with higher priority. For more critical aspects, it may trigger the 
decision to kill the design, especially when resources for rework activities are limited.  

- Sn =5/6/7 indicates designs in the GO area, although attention has to be paid on the 
reliability of the value assessment results. The design is moving in the right direction, but 
some refinements may still be made to achieve the desired value outcome.  

- Sn =8/9 indicates designs with a value equal or higher than what was originally intended. 
Engineers can further analyze such over-the-target dimensions to trade-off excellent 
capabilities with other drivers that are performing poorly, being free to decrease the value 
of the first in order to increase the value of the latter. 

Value models are run for each part of an assembly. These parts are then color-coded according to 
the scores obtained from the algorithm. The use of basic colors has not been preferred, because 
experiments have shown that they do not segregate “exceptionally well” [36]. Rather, for specific 
applications, chromatic gradation within hue or color category may be more appropriate [36]. Hence, 
the color scale selected features different color nuances ranging from red (lowest value contribution, 
Sn

 
=1) to green (highest value contribution, Sn

 
=9). Nuances of red indicate parts where the value 

contribution is equal or below the baseline design. Nuances of green indicate a value contribution in 
line with or above the target. Nuances of orange and yellow represent areas where the value 
contribution is above the baseline, but not yet satisfactory for the purpose of the project. 

5 DEMONSTRATION WITH SIEMENS HD3D VISUAL REPORTING® 

The value visualization approach has been prototyped and demonstrated in SIEMENS TeamCenter/NX 
using HD3D Visual Reporting®, a visually-rich environment for working with PLM data. NX HD3D Visual 
Reporting provides an intuitive approach to report and conditionally format computational data in the 
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3D CAD model. Its characteristics have been found particularly appealing to couple the value model 
results to visual features, and to foster communication and management of the value information.  

The activation of NX HD3D Visual Reporting results in a conditional formatting (color-coding) of 
the assembly according to the particular data criteria under examination. The color-coding remains in 
force for as long as the report is activated, allowing the user to work on objects of interest without 
losing focus on the report results. Fig. 4 shows an example of color-coded IMC model for a relevant 
value driver (Availability). The results of the value studies conducted on each part of the assembly are 
first translated into colors, and then associated to the geometrical model. Aggregating the results 
obtained for each part, it is possible to obtain the overall value contribution of the IMC assembly 
(using an appropriate weighting algorithm).  

 

 
Fig. 4: Color-coded visualization of the IMC main parts (in SIEMENS NX HD3D Visual reporting). 

Value Drivers and their interrelationships are managed in SIEMENS Teamcenter as requirement 
subtypes. Requirements are ordinary Teamcenter items individually organized in a hierarchical 
structure. Requirements include system defined attributes (e.g., identifier, time-stamps, user 
information, name, text), as well as a specific set of user defined attributes. To feed NX HD3D Visual 
Reporting, the value model results have been imported in an MS Excel environment and further into 
the SIEMENS environment. The MS Office integrations package enables to exchange data between 
Teamcenter and Microsoft Excel as front-end interfaces. TeamCenter offers other requirements 
exchange mechanisms addressing Extended Enterprise collaboration: web services APIs (SOA), PLM 
XML import/export, and RIF/ReqIF (Requirements Interchange Format). 

NX HD3D Visual Reporting enables the users to navigate the value model results within the 
product structure. There is no limitation in theory to the level of granularity of the color-coded 
visualization, as far as the underlying value scores are present. Since value scores can be 
mathematically aggregated, weighted or balanced, a score, and thus the colored visualization, can 
characterize a part, a component, an assembly or a whole product, based on the focus of the analysis 
that the design team is targeting. For instance, a design team studying the design of a single aircraft 
engine component will most likely focus the value analysis on how the different parts (or features) 
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behave in order to achieve the final design objective of that single component. A second design team, 
focusing of the design of a whole aircraft engine, might instead prefer a value study with less detail 
and that shows the value contribution of the whole IMC, without going deep into the visualization of 
each part. The explore report functionality offered in NX HD3D Visual Reporting lets users to choose 
which node level in a multi-level assembly is colored. For instance, they can display the values scores 
of the individual part components and their individual colors, or the overall value of the assembled 
components, coloring the assembly as one entity. 

The legend in the Visual Reporting dialog box helps users to interpret results and perform actions 
on groups of components that are displayed within the same group (color). Multiple see-through 
settings give various methods for removing complexity from the model, displaying the components of 
interest. Selective focus and data rollup help users navigating up and down the product structure. 
Additional information and detail is accessible by drilling down on the interactive HD3D tags. This is 
achieved by selecting the tag and right clicking with the mouse to select InfoView. InfoView displays 
chosen information and opens associated documents. In the example, knowledge maturity information 
is associated to tags and directly attached to features of interest. By clicking on tags, users access, for 
instance, the description of the simulation model used to assess the value of a particular building 
block, as well as best practices and lessons learned reports that have been used or referenced 
throughout the course of the work. The bitmap displayed for the tags can be customized for added 
recognition and understanding. The output options allow the users to export Visual Report results to 
other formats for use outside the NX session. 

5.1 Color Blindness 

Working with color-coding, it is important to keep in mind that many individuals suffer from problems 
with recognition and understanding of colorful images and videos. Color deficiency problems are 
relatively common in aging population. Some estimates indicate that for the male population, 
approximately 7.40% of European descendents, 4.17% of Asians, and 2.61% of Africans have some kind 
of red-green color vision deficiency (CVD) [34]. 

Issues related to color deficiency are addressed by running an appropriate re-coloring algorithm. 
Image re-coloring is a method of altering the color composition of an image in such a way to make it 
accessible to a color vision impaired audience [27]. The objective of re-coloring is to preserve an 
abundance of visual information within the constraints of this limited color range. As mentioned by a 
recent paper from Culp [17], image re-coloring research counts twenty-four algorithms, broken down 
into four categories (color contrast enhancing; gamut re-mapping; daltonization; conversion to 
grayscale). Algorithms in the first three categories produce separate images for red-green and blue-
green deficiencies. Algorithms in the fourth category produce a single image [18]. Although image re-
coloring is not implemented in the current demonstrator, the issue has been discussed with the 
developers of the HD3D Visual Reporting tool. Future versions of the demonstrator will include re-
coloring algorithms to enable the use of the color-coding features to color-blind individuals. 

6 VERIFICATION OF THE APPROACH 

Verification activities have been conducted both in industry and academia. Interviews have been 
arranged with managers and designers at the case company, discussing both the value assessment 
process and the demonstrator. Feedback on the feasibility and relevancy of the method has been 
gathered by means of live presentations and webinars, involving about 30 industrial experts in each 
session. The approach was acknowledged to enhance decision support system capabilities, improving 
the mutual communication and understanding of value between the members of the cross-functional 
design team, and the perception of the impact on value of different design strategies. Value and 
knowledge maturity visualization were also acknowledged to stimulate the design team participants in 
probing the underlying knowledge base. Individuals have started to objectify and find facts about the 
system value contribution, asking questions about the underlying data quality, which otherwise would 
not even be considered. 

The authors have also designed and conducted experiments using protocol analysis [21] and a 
Likert-scale questionnaire to analyze designers’ behavior during design episodes. The purpose with the 
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experiments was to measure the effectiveness of color-coded CAD models as value carriers, by 
comparing them against a more classical form of visualization (plain CAD models complemented by 
color-coded tables). The experiments consisted of a design session in which 8 teams, composed of 
students from a Master Programme in product development, worked separately on the design of a 
barbeque grill. All the teams shared the same goal (to design and select a solution concept that 
maximizes a list of relevant value drivers) and received as input the same information, but visualized 
in different forms.  

 
Fig. 4: Results from verification activities. 

The protocol analysis results show that the 4 teams with color-coded 3D models dedicate (Fig. 4):  

• 135% more time to analyze the value reports, compared to color-coded tables; 

• 26% more time to analyze the design problem; 

• 21% more time to propose and clarifying solutions; 

• 31% less time to retract previous solutions (to identify suitable solutions in less iterations). 

These results can be interpreted positively in the light of the current literature about the 
challenges in the early stages of product development [4][39]. Investing more time in analyzing the 
design problem and the related value reports would help to reduce the knowledge gap related to the 
“design process paradox” [39], which is the lack of information in early phases when the major part of 
the final product value is committed. Moreover teams able to spend more time to embed 
multidisciplinary aspects in their analysis, have been proven to be more successful in delivering a 
highly valuable solution [4]. In the individual questionnaire participants have expressed a preference 
toward color-coded 3D models to enhance the individual perception of the value assessment results. 
Their usage was acknowledged to facilitate the search for value information and to enhance the 
processing of the value analysis results under time pressure, while tables have been generally found 
more difficult to connect with the physical product. The questionnaires show also that color-coded 3D 
CAD models outperform tables in terms of usefulness for developing a new solution (+20%) and 
awareness of the value assessment report data (+13%). 

7 SUMMARY 

The study has highlighted a set of preferences towards the visualization of value analysis results 
performed during the preliminary design phase of complex systems. These preferences have guided 
the development of a methodological/technological approach for value visualisation, which was 
further implemented in a commercial CAD/PLM environment. The results of the verification activities 
performed so far indicate that color-coding 3D CAD models increases the decision makers’ awareness 
of value-related information in a Stage-Gate process, stimulating the analysis of value assessment 
reports and the discussion on value-related matters. Such results will further be validated by means of 
new experiments and by coding the video and audio recording from experimental sessions. 
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Analyzing Product-Service Systems
conceptual design: The effect of color-
coded 3D representation

Alessandro Bertoni, Product Innovation, Division of Innovation and Design,

Lule�a University of Technology, Lule�a SE- 97187, Sweden

The paper presents the testing activity of a color-coded 3D visualization

approach, developed to enhance the designers’ awareness during the conceptual

design of a Product Service System (PSS). Protocol analysis is applied to eight

design sessions to compare the behavior of different design teams when featuring

printouts of color-coded CAD models, instead of spreadsheets with numerical

tables, as carrier of value-related information. The analysis focuses on the time

spent on the different activities during the sessions, highlighting the problem

solving strategies and the consideration of PSS related aspects. The analysis

shows that design teams featuring printouts of color-coded CAD models made a

more extensive use of information during problem analysis, following a more

structured design process, than teams using spreadsheets.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: information design, protocol analysis, color-coded 3D models, con-

ceptual design

I
n the early stages of product development design teams have to face the

challenge of understanding how to deliver solutions that create value for

the customers (Alonso-Rasgado, Thompson, & Elfstr€om, 2004). At these

stages designers need to make decisions that strongly influence the nature of

the future product (Ullman, 2003), while dealing with a wide and poorly

defined set of information that needs somehow to be filtered by consistency

and relevance. Such challenge has been sharpened by the transformation pro-

cess that has seen more and more product-oriented companies to adopt a strat-

egy to become Product-Service Systems (PSS) providers (Baines et al., 2007).

The PSS concept reflects the willingness of manufacturing companies to in-

crease the offer of systemic solutions including both products and services

(Morelli, 2003), which are jointly capable of fulfilling specific client demands

(Manzini & Vezzoli, 2003). Such shift accentuates the need for creating new

methodological tools to support the design process (Morelli, 2006). Designers

are asked to develop solutions encompassing both product and service related

aspects, thus considering a wider and more heterogeneous set of information

than before. Information about the overall product lifecycle encompassing a
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combined customer, provider and society perspective (Morelli, 2003), now

plays a more central role in the decision process.

Previous research, making either explicit or implicit reference to PSS, provides

different examples of the multifaceted dimensions to be taken into account

when designing a new product. Kowalkowski and Kindstr€om (2009), for

instance, represent the value of PSS as the merging of three dimensions: Prod-

uct, Service and Relationship, stressing the importance of the quality of the

relation between the PSS provider and the customer. Ross, Hastings, and

Warmkessel (2004) suggest the concept of ‘ilities’ stressing the need to consider

criteria such as survivability, adaptability, flexibility, scalability, versatility,

modifiability and robustness. More authors highlight the necessity to give

appropriate importance, to more ‘intangible’ aspects, such as knowledge, emo-

tions and experiences (Swartz, Bowen, & Brown, 1992; Steiner & Harmor,

2009; Vargo & Lusch, 2004) since the early beginning of the design. Some of

those aspects, however, might be difficult to grasp or foresee by designers,

because the knowledge required to their understanding might fall outside of

their technical horizon.

This research took inspiration from research related to information visualiza-

tion for decision making in complex scenario (Card, Mackinlay, &

Schneiderman, 1999; Eppler, 2007). Information visualization is recognized

to enable designers to “fly over”, or “swim through”, large amount of data

(Tegarden, 1999), enabling to fuse information and achieve situation aware-

ness (Card, 2003; Endsley, 1995; Klein, 1989). Information visualization has

also been acknowledged to enhance the recognition of relationships in the

data (Keller, Gerjets, Scheiter, & Garsoffky, 2006), improve decision making

accuracy (Dull & Tegarden, 1999), increase knowledge discovery and commu-

nication (Card et al., 1999; Eppler, 2004), and enhance individual learning and

team performances (Bresciani & Eppler, 2009).

Furthermore, based on theory of cue summation (Severin, 1967), experiments

have verified the effectiveness of visualization using color-coding schemes in

aiding visual searches (Christ, 1975; Smallman & Boynton, 1993), in

improving the usefulness of information display systems (Murch, 1984), and

in improving associative processing (McNab, Hess, & Valacich, 2009).

In the last decade, based on the potentiality of color-coded visualization,

computer aided design (CAD) environments have integrated several func-

tions enabling the visualization of results of specific technical analysis,

such for instance finite element analyses or modal analysis. From a PSS

standpoint recent literature shows an increasing interest in integrating the

representation of functions, service activities, and product behaviors in

CAD environment (Hara, Arai, & Shimomura, 2009; Isaksson, Larsson, &
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R€onnb€ack, 2009). CAD environments have otherwise often been considered

weak in conveying non-technical information (Hannah, Joshi, & Summers,

2012), or detrimental for early concept design (Salustri, Eng, &

Weerasinghe, 2008).

The research presented in the paper emerges from the recognition that, in

spite of designers being recognized as “visual thinkers” (Salustri et al.,

2008) and visualization being perceived as one of the biggest problem in pre-

liminary design (Visser, 1995), there is a little use of intuitive means for visu-

alizing information in conceptual design. The identification of such gap is

one of the findings of the EU FP7 CRESCENDO project (www.crescendo-

fp7.eu), run in the aerospace industry and targeting the development of

new methods and tools to promote a more value-driven approach in early

design. In the frame of the project, the use of color-coded CAD models to

communicate information about the value of future solutions encompassing

product and service aspects has been proposed and qualitatively validated

(Bertoni, 2011).

This paper presents the results of a set of experiments run with design teams in

laboratory environment with the purpose of verifying quantitatively the effec-

tiveness of such visualization approach. The analysis is based on the hypoth-

esis that ‘The value visualization approach in color-coded CAD models enhances

the awareness about the problem to be solved, leveraging the way value-related

information is used in PSS conceptual design’. The term value-related informa-

tion, is used in the paper for simplicity reason, with the aim of summarizing all

those dimensions (e.g., Ilities, Intangibles) that are not related to technical

product characteristics, i.e., not possible to set as requirements, but that

need to be considered in the decision process. Since the integration of value-

related information in CAD software visualization is still in an early develop-

ment phase, and no software with such functionality are nowadays available

on the market, the experimental activity implied the use of printouts of

color-coded 3D CAD models reflecting the visualization layout of the com-

puter environment.

The aim of the paper is to verify the previous hypothesis by studying if and

to what extent the printouts of color-coded CAD models influence how the

design teams make use of the available value-related information. Addi-

tionally the paper studies if, and to what extent, the availability of print-

outs of color-coded CAD models causes a variation on the sequence of

activities undertaken by the design teams along the conceptual design ses-

sion timeline.

The paper first describes the context of the research and the methodology

applied, i.e., protocol analysis, detailing the categories used for the coding,

their rationale, and the segmentation method. Section 2 describes the key
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metrics and the success criteria of the experiments. In Section 3 the set up of

the experiment is described. Section 4 reports the analysis of the collected

data, while Section 5 discusses the findings and the reliability of the experi-

ments. Section 6 draws the final conclusions.

1 Research methodology and research context
The research context has been provided by the analysis of real industrial

problems within a European Commission’s Seventh Framework Pro-

gramme (FP7) project named CRESCENDO (Collaborative and Robust

Engineering using Simulation Capability Enabling Next Design Optimisa-

tion e http://www.crescendo-fp7.eu/) run between May 2009 and

October 2012.

The research is based on protocol analysis. Protocol analysis has its roots in

the “think aloud” method, which was introduced by Ericsson and Simon

(1993) and further detailed by Van Someren, Bardard, and Sandberh

(1994), where designers are literally asked to think aloud, so to record the

verbalization for later analysis. The protocol technique extends the think

aloud method through the use of a domain-dependent coding scheme based

on generic models of designing and a robust coding methodology (Gero &

Mc Neill, 1998). This approach allows the observation of the temporal aspect

of the design process (Mc Neill et al., 1998) and the capturing of the de-

signers’ behaviors as a sequence of activities, each typically lasting for a

few seconds.

Many systems to analyze protocols, shaped on the specific goals of the exper-

iments, have been used by different authors (e.g., Bilda & Demirkan, 2003;

Dorst & Dijkhuis, 1995; Gero & Mc Neill, 1998; Suwa & Tversky, 1997).

Because of strong focus on analyzing the use of value-related information in

a context in which designers have to consider both product and service related

aspects, the author developed two coding schemes for protocol analysis respec-

tively targeting how the information are managed and how the PSS issues are

considered. The first scheme is derived from the one proposed by Gero andMc

Neill (1998), and the second complements the first by following what proposed

by Sakao, Paulsson, andMizuyama (2011). The scheme by Gero andMc Neill

(1998) was chosen since it provides a richer design-oriented set of code

compared to other schemes, while the scheme adopted by Sakao et al.

(2011) represents the first example of a coding scheme explicitly targeting

the analysis of a PSS design session.

1.1 The coding schemes
The two coding schemes adopted target respectively the design micro strategies

and the PSS dimensions discussed during the experiments.
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The author made use of 26 micro strategies grouped in 4 main categories

(Table 1). The three original categories proposed by Gero and Mc Neill

(1998) have been expanded with the “Analyzing Problem” category proposed

by Mc Neill et al. (1998). The micro strategies mirror what proposed by Sakao

et al. (2011), who conducted an experiment that relates to the design of drilling

equipment provided as PSS solutions. Due to the increased focus in analyzing

the use of value related information from previous evaluation, the author has

introduced 4 new micro strategies (Analyzing Previous Evaluation, Justifying

Previous Evaluation, Questioning Previous Evaluation and Justifying a Pro-

posed Solution Through Previous Evaluation), aiming to grasp in more detail

how the designers made use of the information provided. The decision to

use such an elaborated coding scheme was driven by the necessity not only

to focus on how the design teams made use of value-related information,

but also to allow the identification of emerging secondary effects that a

more or less intensive use of such information might have caused.

Table 1 Micro strategies adopted for the study and their categories

Name Code

Analyzing problem A
Analyzing a problem AP
Questioning a problem AQ
Justifying a problem AJ
Agreeing to a problem AA
Disagreeing to a problem AD
Evaluating a problem AE
Analyzing previous evaluation AAE
Justifying previous evaluation AJE
Questioning previous evaluation AQE
Postponing analysis of the problem APA

Proposing solution S
Proposing a solution SP
Clarifying a propose solution SC
Retracting a previous solution SR
Making a design decision SM
Consulting external information SCE
Postponing a design action SPO
Looking ahead SLA
Looking back SLB

Analyzing solution Z
Analyzing a proposed solution ZA
Justifying a proposed solution ZJ
Justifying a proposed solution through previous evaluation ZJE
Calculation on a proposed solution ZC
Postponing an analysis of action ZP
Evaluating a proposed solution ZE

Explicit strategies E
Referring to application knowledge EAK
Referring to domain knowledge EDK
Referring to design strategy EDS
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The PSS dimensions were defined emerging from the PSS Layer method first

developed by M€uller et al. (2009), and later adopted by Sakao (2011). The

method defines nine dimensions, namely: Lifecycle Activities, Needs, Values,

Deliverables, Actors, Core Products, Periphery, Contract and Finance. Such

layers served as a guidance to define a set of PSS dimension to be used in

the protocol analysis. Within the present study, 5 of the original dimensions

were better defined and renamed in order to avoid inconsistencies and to limit

the risk of mistaken interpretation by the encoders. Namely Deliverables and

Customer Valuewere reworked intoUsage Phase and Service, to detail how the

design teams intend to deliver value, either by directly impacting the usage

phase of the product or by creating synergies or benefits in the servicing activ-

ities. Core Product was reworked into Engineering Characteristics, to better

capture hardware-related instances, making explicit that this dimension was

limited to technical specification. Eventually, Knowledge Reuse and Design

Rationale were added and Actors and Contract removed, to analyze the impact

of the visualization approach on the use of knowledge in PSS conceptual

design, where discussions about contract specifications are premature and ac-

tors involved are not yet defined. The 9 PSS dimensions used for the analysis

are defined in Table 2.

To facilitate the analysis at a higher level of granularity, the dimensions were

later grouped based on their area of relevance: Knowledge Reuse and Design

Rationale referred to the Knowledge field, while Lifecycle Activities, Usage

Phase, Periphery and Service were grouped into the Service System field.

1.2 Segmentation method
As in many other protocol studies, after the collection of the data, the tran-

scripts were divided in smaller units, called “segments”. The purpose of the

segmentation is to facilitate the analysis of the protocol allowing a single

segment to be assigned to one or more categories of the coding scheme

(Gero & Tang, 2001). Previous research identifies two main strategies for pro-

tocol segmentation. One approach consists in dividing the protocol based on

verbalization events, such as pauses in the speech, intonation or syntactic

markers (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The second approach, as proposed by

Suwa, Purcell, and Gero (1998) andMcNeill, Gero, andWarren (1998) divides

the segments based on designers’ intentions and actions, making each segment

presenting one single intention of the designer in the process (Gero & Tang,

2001). The work presented in the paper adopts the latter segmentation strat-

egy, mainly basing the coding scheme on the transcripts (and not on designers’

actions in the video such as in Suwa et al. (1998)), and making one encoded

code corresponding to one segment, as proposed by the work of Gero and

Mc Neill (1998). Furthermore, in accordance to what proposed by Suwa

and Tversky (1997) if a participant contributed with more than one statement

about an item/space/topic, the statements were regarded as different segments

(an example of this can be found in Table 3, statements 169e170).
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During the experiments no guidelines for conversation were provided, and the

participants were allowed to freely interact and interrupt each other. The seg-

mentation of the protocol was first done individually by one encoder and later

discussed with a second encoder to allow the arbitration needed to grant seg-

mentation objectivity. The discussion targeted mainly the division of long sen-

tences into two or more segments on the basis on designers’ intentions. The

Table 2 PSS value dimensions adopted in the protocol analysis

Dimension Definition Example

Needs (N) Captures the discussion related to the
definition or clarification of customers’ and
stakeholders’ needs. It also considers the
discussion related to the information made
available from the previous assessment, as it
represents a way to clarify the needs of the
forthcoming solution

‘.Yes, but what is the need we focus on
when we want it inside?.

Knowledge
Reuse (KR)

Captures the discussion related to the
personal knowledge of the designers that
was recalled during the experiment in order
to fulfill the design task

‘It the same when you are cooking with a
pan, when you just put the cover on and
it keeps warm’

Design
Rationale (DR)

Refers to documentation, discussions,
argumentations or reasons behind decisions
made when designing a system or artifact

‘Why was it better with plastic?’

Engineering
Characteristics
(EC)

Captures the discussion related to the
structure, mechanical characteristics,
technical features or material related to the
PSS hardware

‘.If we take away the welding and try to
make it more.’

Usage Phase
(UP)

Includes all the statements related to the
operating phase of the product when the
customer is physically using the artifact

‘If you look at what is here, if you talk
about ergonomics, it should be easier to
use.’

Service (S) Embeds all those statements related to
activities activated by the customer’s request
to benefit of the product, but that are not
directly visible by the customers, such as
transportation or assembly at the customer’s
place

‘it would take a lot of less time instead of
pushing it into the garden.’)

Lifecycle
Activities (L)

Contains all those statements related to the
lifecycle of the product, from the production
to the dismissal. The Usage Phase, in which
the customer physically uses the artifact, is
not considered here. This dimension differs
form the Service since it embeds all those
activities that would be present even in the
absence of a customer request for the PSS
(e.g., production, assembly, storage,
dismissal)

‘We can have a foldable one that is easier
to store, but then is harder to assemble.’

Periphery (P) Captures the statements about support
equipment, technical periphery, tools and
infrastructure related to the PSS execution
system, similarly to what defined by M€uller
(2009)

‘I am thinking not roll it into the truck,
but having a small crane that can.’

Finance (F) Includes all the discussions about cost-
related aspects, either related to production,
maintenance or servicing of the PSS

‘Perhaps the burners are the most
expensive part, those ones.’
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arbitration led to minor changes in the original segmentation impacting in to-

tal less than the 5% of the segments. The average length of each segment in the

different experiments spanned from a minimum of 5.4 s to a maximum of 7.6 s,

the longest segment lasted for 56.4 s and the shortest for 0.9 s. Once finalized

the same version of the segmentation was adopted for both the coding

schemes.

Table 3 shows an excerpt of the transcription from the experiment involving

team number three. Columns one, two and three show respectively the

segment number, who was talking (designer number) and the duration of

the segment; columns four, five and six, report the sentence and the code for

both micro strategies and PSS dimensions. An example of the same segmenta-

tion technique used in the paper can be found in Gero and Tang (2001).

2 Key metrics and success criteria
The analysis of the effect of the color-coded 3D visualization approach in PSS

conceptual design is given by the measure of how much such approach can

improve the design process in terms of costs, performances, and capability

to deliver a higher value to the customer. The paper aims at verifying the effec-

tiveness of the approach by decomposing the problem and targeting a specific

design issue derived by the so called “design process paradox” (Ullman, 2003).

The ‘design process paradox’ (Ullman, 2003) states that designers are in the

unfortunate situation of having limited knowledge about the forthcoming so-

lution in the early stages, when they have good opportunities to influence the

design; meanwhile, when they have established a more developed knowledge

base in the later stages, major decisions have already been made and capital

Table 3 Excerpt from the transcription of experiment of team number three

Seg # Des # Duration Sentence Micro-strat PSS dim

166 1 00:04.0 But how do they heat the air? It must be something
electrical then.

AP EC

167 2 00:01.4 Yes I think it is electrical. AP EC
168 1 00:01.6 It must be.it cant really be. AP EC
169 2 00:15.3 And it is a pump, so I mean. I was thinking like this

(drawing). But you can’t use that if you don’t have
anything to put it (indicating the drawing) in.

SP EC

170 2 00:10.8 So we probably need an air system of some kind.either
that or some electrical lines.

SP P

171 2 00:01.9 I don’t know SPO XX
172 1 00:04.8 What would that impact really? SC N
173 2 00:26.2 I don’t know.I would like to know how much you gain

to have the air system, because it has negative impact on
almost everything beside warming time, and operational
performances. The improvement is not that big. But
probably you earn enough.

AQE DR

174 1 00:10.6 Yes if you compare them. But as you say there is a lot of
red on environmental impact. This (indicating the air system)
must be because you don’t have to use so much gas.

AJE N
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has already been committed, making it more costly and time-consuming to

make changes. The necessity of a wide knowledge base is also demonstrated

by the experiments run by Austin, Steele, Macmillan, Kirby, and Spence

(2001) showing that design teams that realize the need for integration of multi-

disciplinary aspects into simple systems tend to be most successful.

Building on this knowledge the paper considers the use of value-related infor-

mation in conceptual design as one of the factors enabling the improvement of

overall design process performances. In this light four key variables and

related success criteria to support the experiment hypothesis (i.e., the value

visualization approach in color-coded CAD models enhances the awareness

about the problem to be solved, leveraging the way value-related information

is used in conceptual design) were selected.

Given the limited availability and the shortness of consideration of value-

related information in early design stages (Ullman, 2003), the time spent in

consulting value reports was considered as a key variable to be studied. A

set of studies run in long and complex development contexts, both in the com-

mercial and in the military sector, have demonstrated the importance of

spending more time on the analysis and assessment of new technologies in

early phases to reduce the probability of cost and time overrun at the end of

the development process (United States General Accounting Office, 2009).

In addition research in front-loading problem-solving (Thomke & Fujimoto,

2000) suggests that a strong focus in problem-solving and problem identifica-

tion in early phases of the development contributes to grant faster and cheaper

development. For these reasons, despite being aware that an increase of the

time spent in consulting value-related information does not straightforwardly

guarantee an effective use and integration of such input in the final product,

this variable was considered as a good measurable proxy of how the different

visualization methods could affect the conceptual design stage. The analysis of

the aspects concerning how the information is processed and integrated in the

product after its consultation is not part of the study. For these reasons the

increase of the overall time spent on consulting value reports in conceptual

design was considered as a success criterion for the evaluation, reflecting to

what extent the visualization approach makes designers taking care of infor-

mation in conceptual design. By contrast, the proposal of new solutions,

when not supported by an adequate level of information, is most likely driven

by designers gut-feeling or intuition (Eisenhardt, 1990; Hayashi, 2001), thus

design solutions proposed at the very beginning of a conceptual design session

suggests a lack of consideration of the value-related information. Based on this

the decrease of time spent in proposing new solutions in the first quarter of the

experiment was considered as a success criterion.

On the same line, the shift toward the design of PSS forces designers to make

decisions based on a wider set of customers’ and stakeholders’ needs and
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expectation (Isaksson et al., 2009). Being able to identify such needs earlier at a

conceptual stage would save time and rework in later phases of the develop-

ment process (Isaksson et al., 2009). Therefore the author identified in the in-

crease of the total time spent on discussing needs a success criterion for the

evaluation of the visualization approach. Moreover research has shown that

when a sample design is available to designers, the range of ideas produced

in a conceptual design session suffers by design fixation (Jansson & Smith,

1991). Building on this finding, the discussion of specific engineering character-

istics of the future products in the very initial phase of a conceptual design was

considered as a proxy to evaluate the early fixation on a specific pre-formed

idea of product to be developed, making designers scarcely considering the

new aspects related to the service dimension. By consequence the decrease

of the total time spent in discussing engineering characteristics in the first

quarter of the experiment was identified as a success criterion to be investi-

gated. Key variables and success criteria are summarized in Table 4.

3 Experiment set-up
The experiments involved in total 26 students divided into 6 teams of 3 people

and 2 teams of 4 people. The experiments consisted of a design session in which

the 8 design teams worked separately on the same task, which was the design of

a new model of barbecue going to be provided as a PSS solution. All the teams

shared the same goal (i.e., design a barbecue to be provided as PSS) and

received as input the same information, with the only difference in the way

value-related information were visualized. During the session the teams were

free to choose and discuss any issue or theme they perceived as useful to fulfill

the final goal, with no interferences or interruptions from the external

environment.

The participants were allocated randomly to the teams. All the participants

were selected from a relatively homogeneous population of students attending

a 2nd year master course in product development at Lule�a University of Tech-

nology. All the participants had academic training to at least bachelor degree

level and shared a common knowledge on product development processes and

product planning. No particular method for PSS design was taught to the stu-

dents prior to the experiments, in order not to influence the design session. The

Table 4 Key variables and success criteria for the experiments

Key variables Success criteria

Time spent in consulting value report Increase on the total time
Time spent in proposing solution in very initial phase
of the design session

Decrease of the time spent during the first
quarter of the experiment

Time spent discussing needs Increase on the total time
Time spent discussing detailed engineering
characteristics in very initial phase of design session

Decrease of the time spent during the first
quarter of the experiment
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dimension of the teams was set to 3 or 4 people in order to balance the eventual

presence of strong or weak participants, to make the discussion easy to follow

and to avoid parallel discussions (Cash, Elias, Dekoninck, & Culley, 2012).

This decision was also driven by logistical requirements given by the necessity

of recording and transcribing the design sessions to be later analyzed by pro-

tocol analysis. Smaller groups in fact increase the time spent on silent

“thinking”, while larger groups increase the possibility of concurrent verbal-

ization and parallel conversation (Cash et al., 2012).

An “experiment controller” (Cash et al., 2012) facilitated the sessions. Role of

the controller was to introduce the design problem and manage the progress

of the experiments on the basis of the scheduled duration. The controller had

a passive role in the experiment and the participants could not ask him ques-

tions. The controller was not present in the room during the sessions, but moni-

tored the experiments through live video and audio streaming in a room nearby.

Each experiment started with 20 min of introduction followed by 25 min of

teamwork dedicated to problem analysis and idea generation phase. At the

end of this phase additional 15 min were spent by the students to present

and discuss their solutions to the other teams. The analysis presented in the pa-

per focused on the problem analysis and idea generation phase. The maturity

of the concepts proposed after this phase was considered not sufficient to run

an assessment of the quality and of the performance improvements of the

generated product concepts, therefore no further analysis of the concept qual-

ity was run.

During the introduction the controller described the participants’ role as de-

signers in a fictitious company. This introductory part was performed by the

use of a standardized PowerPoint presentation in order to provide the same

initial information to all teams.

All teams were given the following information:

� Introductory information about the fictitious company, i.e., a barbecue

manufacturer.

� A collection of statements expressing the needs of the customers collected

during customer analysis.

� Information about the company strategic interest toward becoming a PSS

provider for barbecues.

� Background information about the structure of a barbecue.

� Description of the two company products, a traditional and established

barbecue, named the old barbecue, and the last delivered design of a

barbecue, named the actual barbeque.

� Description of the rating system used by the company to assess the value of

the two existing barbecues.
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After the introduction each design team spent 25 min to analyze the problem

and to ideate solutions. The information about the company’s previous prod-

ucts was available to all the participants in the form of value assessment re-

ports. Especially the two designs previously introduced, i.e., the old barbecue

and the actual barbecue, were described in detail. All the participants were

initially provided with a printout of the CAD model of the old and actual

barbecue with neutral colors and with the indication of the name of the com-

ponents. The two solutions had a similar structure based on six main compo-

nents: A frame, a case, a grill, a lid, two supports, and a gas cylinder. The

actual barbecue differed from the old one in terms of shape, materials, and

by the addition of a new component, since it also featured an air system.

The value assessment reports provided a comparison of the old and the actual

barbecue. A set of value dimensions and value drivers were used, which were

intended to translate stakeholders’ expectations and needs into understand-

able and actionable design objectives, thus carrying value-related information

to the designers. Drivers and dimensions were defined by the author prior to

the experiments and no prioritization or weighting of importance among

them were presented, thus the design teams were told to consider them as

equally important. Table 5 summarizes the five value dimensions and their spe-

cific value drivers adopted in the experiments.

The testing activity was conducted in a laboratory environment at the univer-

sity facilities. The rooms during all the experiments were equipped with the

same material; papers, pencils, pens, tape; the walls of the rooms were empty

and no whiteboards were available. Two video cameras and a microphone for

each room enabled the video and audio recording of the sessions. The Eight

Table 5 Value dimensions and drivers used to convey value-related information

Value dimensions Value drivers

Operational performances Warming speed
Cooling speed
Ergonomics
Heat distribution
Safety

Service Reparability
Cleaning
Mean time between failure
Assembly time

Logistics Packaging
Weight
Size
Foldability

Production costs Material cost
Manufacturing cost
Assembly cost

Intangibles Brand Acknowledgment
Environmental impact
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experiments took place in two different days in January and February 2012

respectively. A pilot session also took place in December 2011 and served

the purpose of verifying and adjusting the variables for the study. Figure 1

shows a screenshot of the video recording of the experiments, while Table 6

summarizes the main features of the experiments.

3.1 Implementing the visualization approach in the design
problem scenario
The value contribution of the actual barbecue was assessed by the authors us-

ing a 1 to 9 scale considering the old barbecue as baseline. In case the actual

barbecue was found more value adding than the old solution for a given driver

a score from 6 to 9 was assigned. In the opposite case a score between 1 and 4

was assigned. A score of 5 meant that no difference was found between the old

and the actual solution. A color scale from red to white to dark green was asso-

ciated to the numerical scale. White was associated to the neutral value (5), nu-

ances of red to scores from 1 to 4 (pink¼ 4, red¼ 1), nuances of green to scores

from 6 to 9 (light green ¼ 6, dark green ¼ 9). This information filled the value

assessment reports, distributed to all the participating teams.

The value assessment report featured two alternative visualizations (Figure 2).

Four teams received value-related information in the form of a printout of an

excel spreadsheet (Figure 2a), i.e., the results of the benchmarking were visu-

alized as numbers from one to nine in an excel table, and each table cell was

filled with the corresponding color. The other 4 teams received the value

assessment results as color-coded printout of 3D CAD models (Figure 2b).

In this case the report did not show any number, but the benchmark informa-

tion were directly visualized as component colors in the printout of the

barbecue CAD model. In both cases the value assessment report physically

Figure 1 Students testing the color-coded CAD approach. Problem analysis and ideation phase in the experiment
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consisted of six papers in an A3 format. Five papers reported the results of the

benchmarking of a specific value dimension with its related value drivers, while

the sixth paper reported an aggregate view of the 5 value dimensions without

the detailed value drivers.

For simplicity, the teams featuring value-related information in a spreadsheet

will be later on referred to as ‘tables teams’, while the teams featuring color-

coded printout of 3D CADmodels will be later on referred to as ‘CAD teams’.

During the experiments the studentswere not aware of the difference in the visu-

alization of the value reports, and were not aware of the objective of the study.

4 Data analysis
The audio recordings from the experiments were codified separately by two en-

coders: a Professor in Product Innovation and a Ph.D student in Product

Table 6 Summary of the main features of the experiments

Shared goal Design a barbecue to be provided as PSS solution

Number of design teams 8
Number of designers per team 3 or 4
Number of experiments
controllers

1

Structure of a design session Introduction (20 min e standardized for all the teams)
Problem analysis and idea generation (25 min e Independently run by
each design team)

Input to the design sessions Printout of the CAD models of the old and actual barbecue
Value assessment reports of the old and actual barbecue

Location Design laboratory at university facilities
Material available Papers, pencil, pens, tape

Printout of the CAD models of the old and actual barbecue
Printout of the value assessment reports of the old and actual barbecue

Equipment Two video cameras and one microphone in each room

Figure 2 Example of tabular visualization vs. Color coded 3D models for the Service dimension
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Innovation. The double coding was done to grant the coding consistency. The

coding of the micro strategies was performed in three rounds. After the first

round the coding consistency of the different experiments spanned from a min-

imum level of agreement equal to 44.3% to a maximum of 63.3%, with an

average of 50.1%. This was not considered satisfactory, thus a renegotiation

of the categories and a sharper definition of the micro strategies was necessary.

In particular the discussion focused on a clearer definition of the characteris-

tics of the micro strategies related to the “Proposing Solution” category, clar-

ifying the boundaries for “Retracting a previous solution” and “Making a

design decision”. After this clarification a new individual coding was per-

formed, such process raised the encoders’ average percentage of agreement be-

tween 70% and 78%. The third round consisted in a conjunct discussion of the

not aligned judgments, and led to the final version of the coding.

A similar approach was applied to the coding of the PSS dimensions. In this

case two rounds were sufficient. The percentage of agreement between the en-

coders after the first round was of 65.2%. The major misalignments were

found in the coding of the “Needs” and “Knowledge reuse” dimensions.

The second round was performed jointly by the two encoders, leading to the

final version of the coding.

The scheduled duration for the problem analysis and idea generation phase

was of 25 min, however small discrepancies, up to 2e3 min, were found during

the transcription. To overcome this problem the time spent has not been

considered in absolute terms, but has been translated into percentage of the

total time spent in the experiment.

4.1 Results for micro strategies

4.1.1 Results at aggregate micro strategy level
The analysis of the results first focused on the categories of micro strategies.

Figure 3 displays the average percentage of total time spent on each category

of micro strategy (bold lines) and the standard deviation (thin, dashed line)

calculated from the empirical data. A clear trend emerges in terms of time

spent on analyzing problems and solutions. The CAD teams (black line) spent

on average 8.3% more of the total time in analyzing the problem, correspond-

ing of a relative increase of 26.4% of time compared to the tables teams (gray

line).

Moreover the time spent on proposing solutions is slightly increased for CAD

teams (þ1.8% on absolute terms, corresponding to þ6.0% on relative terms).

By contrast the tables teams spent more time in analyzing solutions (þ24.5%

compared to CAD teams) and referring to explicit strategies (þ26.8%

compared to CAD teams). It should be noted that the standard deviation of
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the average time calculated in both the groups have only minor differences,

and that no particular out of bound measurement was found.

4.1.2 Results at micro strategy level
The analysis of the micro strategies has detailed the specific activities that were

more impacted by the adoption of color-coded 3D visualization. Figure 4 sum-

marizes the percentage of time spent on those micro strategies that were dis-

cussed for at least the 1% of the total time of the experiments. All the micro

strategies not crossing the 1% threshold were considered as not relevant.

At a first glance the much higher percentage of time spent in analyzing previous

evaluation (AAE) by CAD teams can be noticed. In relative terms they spent

222%more time in analyzing previous evaluation compared to the tables teams,

meaning that, in absolute terms, their time spent is 10 percentage point higher

Figure 3 Categories of micro

strategies analysis

Figure 4 Time spent on micro

strategies
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then tables teams only on this micro strategy. The same trend can be seen in all

other micro strategies related to problem analysis, except for the analyzing a

problem (AP) micro strategy. In the AAE micro strategy a relatively high stan-

dard deviation was observed for the CAD teams. Table 7 summarizes the sin-

gle observations for such category in the 8 experiments. The table highlights

how team 6 and 8 showed a sensible difference in the time spent on AAE span-

ning from 6.9% to 31.4% of the total time. Despite such observation might

reduce the confidence in the generalization of the behavior of the CAD teams

in this specific micro strategy, it has to be noticed that the minimum percentage

of time spent for CAD teams (6.9% for team 8) corresponds to the highest

level observed among table teams (6.9% for team 3). This consideration,

together with the data related to the average time, has raised author’s confi-

dence on the presence of a relevant variation of the consideration of the

AAE micro strategy between CAD teams and table teams.

Grouping the micro strategies referring to the value assessment report, i.e.,

analyzing/justifying/questioning previous evaluation (AAE-AJE-AQE), and

comparing them with the total time spent on problem analysis, a significant

change in the design teams behavior can be noticed. As shown in Table 8,

CAD teams have dedicated more than half of the time (53.8%) spent for prob-

lem analysis dealing with the analysis of the value report, while the tables

teams has spent only 28.2% of the time on the same activity.

In addition the analysis of the transcripts has shown that the CAD teams have

spent more time in proposing and clarifying solutions. On average 2.7% more

of the total time was spent in proposing a solution (SP), corresponding to a rela-

tive increase of 21.0% compared to the tables teams. A slightly similar increase

was visible for clarifying a solution (SC), which had an increase of 2.0% in ab-

solute terms and 22.8% in relative terms. The CAD teams also showed a ten-

dency to propose solutions that were not retracted during the session. This

generated an average reduction of the total time spent on this activity of the

1.0%, spending 31.4% less time compared to tables teams.

4.1.3 Analysis along experiments timeline
To study how the design teams structured the design activity, the problem

analysis and ideation phase of the experiments was temporally divided into

four quarters. Each quarter lasted from 5 to 7 min according to the length

Table 7 Percentage of time spent in analyzing previous evaluation (AAE) of all the design teams

Table teams % of time spent on AAE CAD teams % Of time spent on AAE

Team 1 5.2% Team 5 10.9%
Team 2 1.3% Team 6 31.4%
Team 3 6.9% Team 7 11.4%
Team 4 5.3% Team 8 6.9%
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of the experiment; the quarters were divided on time base, making every

quarter in the same experiment to last for the same amount of time, with

the only concern not to cut a quarter in the middle of a segment (for

instance, an experiment of 24 min would have been divided into 4 quarter

of 6 min, with small variation based on the length of the last segment of

each quarter). Figure 5 summarizes the percentage of time spent on each mi-

cro strategy in each quarter, while Figure 6 summarize how much the teams

have focused on each dimension highlighting the trends along the quarters

(for more detailed data about average and standard deviation see

Appendix 1).

In Figure 6a it is worthy of note the higher percentage of time spent by CAD

teams in analyzing a problem. This is particularly evident in the first quarter

where CAD teams spent more that 60% of the time in this activity while tables

teams spent about 35% of the time. This trend continued in the second and

third quarters, while in the last quarter tables teams spent more time in

analyzing the initial problem. Proposing a solution (Figure 6b) was an activity

scarcely considered by the CAD teams in the first quarter (about 17% of the

time), but its focus grew in the second and third quarter reaching up to the

40% of the time, and later declining to around 35% in the last quarter. Tables

Table 8 Percentage of problem analysis spent on value reports

Time spent for: Tables CAD

Problem analysis 31.3% 39.5%
Value report analysis during problem analysis 8.8% 21.2%
Ratio 28.2% 53.8%

Figure 5 Percentage of time spent in the quarters on each category of micro-strategies
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teams adopted a different strategy and had the highest focus on proposing a so-

lution in the first quarter (up to 35%) maintaining a constant focus on the ac-

tivity (between 30% and 32%) all along the experiment. Tables teams also

showed an increasing trend from the first to the last quarter (from 20% to

25%) in analyzing a solution (Figure 6c). In the same line also CAD teams

showed an increasing trend on analyzing a solution. However the trend was

characterized by a higher variation in absolute terms: In the first quarter the

activity was barely undertaken (less than 3% of the time), while in the second

quarter it went up to more than 15%, increasing again to about 20% in

the third quarter, and finally reaching almost 30% in the last quarter.

Finally the two groups referred to explicit strategies in a completely different

way (Figure 6d). The CAD teams showed a decreasing attitude along the

quarters (from 17% to 5%), while tables teams showed an opposite behavior

until the third quarter, dropping the attention on such strategies in the last

quarter.

4.2 Results for PSS dimensions
The analysis has also encompassed the total time spent on each PSS dimension

during the experiment. The first column of Table 9 lists the 9 PSS dimensions.

An additional dimension that gathers all those statements that were not related

to any dimension was added. This was done to collect both statements found

not understandable during the transcription and generic team discussions
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Figure 6 Trends of the discussion of the categories of micro strategies along the timeline
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related to social interaction and team maintenance (Austin et al., 2001). The

second column shows the average percentage of total time spent on each

dimension by the CAD teams. The third column shows the average percentage

of total time spent on each dimension by the tables teams. The fourth column

shows the difference between column 2 and column 3, while the last two col-

umns shows the standard deviation of the percentage observed for CAD

and table teams.

Table 9 shows a difference in the behavior of the design teams. CAD teams

spent 12% more of the total time in discussing about analysis, clarification

and definition of needs. This behavior caused the reduction of the time spent

on all the other PSS dimensions with the only exception of the Service dimen-

sion, which was discussed for the 2.44% more of the total time.

The analysis at this stage did not suggest the reasons for such behavior, neither

it allowed analyzing in detail the trends generated by the difference in the visu-

alization. Therefore a second step of the analysis focused on the evolution of

the discussion along the timeline of the experiment.

4.2.1 Analysis along experiments timeline
To facilitate the analysis of the activities along the timeline, the dimensions

were grouped by field of relevance. The 5 dimensions considered were: Needs,

Knowledge, Engineering Characteristics, Service System and Finance. It is

worthy of note that the time not allocated to any PSS dimension (i.e., dedi-

cated to social interaction and teammaintenance) did not differ much between

the tables teams and the CAD teams (see Table 9), and that the data found

suits with what showed in previous researchers (e.g., Austin et al., 2001).

For this reason such percentages of time are not shown in the analysis that

follows.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 displays the results of the analysis along the 4 quarters

of the experiments, and shows that the CAD teams initially approached the

Table 9 Percentage of time spent on each Value dimension

Dimension CAD teams Tables teams CAD-tables SD CAD SD tables

Needs 25.46% 13.45% 12.01% 4.78% 6.79%
Knowledge Reuse 6.28% 6.07% 0.21% 0.96% 3.48%
Design Rationale 3.50% 5.42% L1.92% 1.44% 1.72%
Engineering Characteristics 28.75% 32.37% L3.63% 5.84% 6.66%
Lifecycle Activities 4.33% 6.83% L2.50% 1.92% 3.71%
Usage phase 4.07% 9.60% L5.53% 1.36% 2.10%
Periphery 0.66% 2.53% L1.87% 0.56% 2.38%
Service 7.53% 5.09% 2.44% 4.92% 5.19%
Finance 4.35% 5.34% L0.99% 0.66% 3.04%
No dimension 15.07% 13.29% 1.78% 5.29% 3.77%
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Figure 7 Percentage of time spent on the quarters on each PSS dimension
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Figure 8 Trends of the discussion of PSS dimensions along the timeline
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design problem strongly analyzing the needs (more than 50% of the time). As

opposite tables teams dedicated to this task about the 15% of the time,

focusing more on the engineering characteristics of the new product. Con-

cerning Finance and Knowledge no significant difference was found, while

the aspects related to the Service System were deeper discussed by tables

teams.

The same trend related to the Service System was visible in the second quarter,

where no relevant difference in behavior for tables teams was recognized. CAD

teams instead switched their focus, reducing the time dedicated to investigate

needs and spending an increasing time for Knowledge and Engineering

Characteristics.

In the third quarter a slight increase in the Knowledge dimension for tables

teams was visible, together with a continuous increase in the Engineering

Characteristics dimension for the CAD teams. In this quarter the CAD teams

started to discuss Service System with more intensity.

Finally in the last quarter the CAD teams mainly focused on Service System

and Engineering Characteristics, while the tables teams did not show any sig-

nificant change from the 3rd quarter. To be noted that after the first quarter,

CAD teams did not abandon the discussion about the needs, but kept focus on

this dimension, conserving a percentage higher than tables teams all along the

experiment (For more detailed data concerning average and standard devia-

tion see Appendix 1).

5 Discussion about the results
The analysis presented in the paper indicates that the use of printouts of color-

coded CAD models drive the design teams in a longer discussion about the

needs of the solution to be developed, while fostering the use of value related

information to analyze the problem and propose new solutions.

Such finding supports the hypothesis that the value visualization approach

in color-coded 3D CAD models enhances the awareness about the problem

to be solved, leveraging the way value-related information is used in con-

ceptual design. These results fit with the designers’ need to take care of a

wide range of aspects and dimension since early design stages (Morelli,

2003), when critical decisions upon the value of a future product are

made (Ullman, 2003).

In summary the result of the analysis of the experiment shows that:

� Design teams featuring printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spend

more time in consulting value-related information compared to teams
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with spreadsheet visualization during problem analysis (up to the 54%

compared to the 28%).

� Design teams featuring printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spend

more time in analyzing the problem in the early phases of the conceptual

design session (about 63% of total time compared to 37%).

� Design teams featuring printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spend

less time in proposing solution in the early phases of the conceptual design

session (about 17% of total time compared to 34%).

� Design teams featuring printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spend

more time in discussing needs during the experiments (30% of total time

compared to 15%), with a remarkable difference in the early phases of

the conceptual design session (55% of total time compared to 15%).

� Design teams featuring printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models spend

less time in discussing engineering characteristics of the future product in

the early phases of the conceptual design session (about 16% of total

time compared to 30%),

The results suggest that the models have stimulated the teams in more thought-

fully understand the problem statement and the value-related information

before moving to the generation of design solutions. A contribution to this

statement can be found in the analysis of an additional set of data concerning

the number of value drivers that were effectively discussed during the experi-

ments. Through the analysis of protocols and videos it was observed that

the four table teams discussed, or at least cited, respectively 12, 13, 15 and

12 of the 18 value drivers originally provided (see Table 5). The four CAD

teams instead discussed a wider set of them, respectively 17, 17, 15 and 15

out of the original 18.

These effects are particularly relevant for PSS preliminary design, since the

understanding of the customers’ needs and perceived value scales is critical

at this stage (Isaksson, 2009; Morelli, 2003). In specific the designers can

particularly benefit from this effect industrial cases similar to the one

presented in the experiments, that is, in situations where designers are

asked to deal with the impact of a product design on the overall PSS

performances.

Moreover from the analysis along the timeline a different behavior emerged in

the way teams organize the discussion along the timeline of the experiments.

Tables teams did not significantly change the subject of discussion, i.e., the

time spent on micro-strategies and PSS dimensions did not differ significantly

in the different quarters. As opposite CAD teams followed an approach char-

acterize by shifting the focus from one subject to another as the time proceeds,

stressing the focus on the problem analysis in the initial stage, and focusing

more in the proposal of new solutions and in their analysis in the following

quarters. Furthermore CAD teams initially strongly focus their attention on
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the needs to be fulfilled, causing the discussion about specific engineering char-

acteristics of the product to happen later in the process. This represents an

interesting result since previous research demonstrated that early jumping be-

tween activities do not help design team, making the individual members frus-

trated (Austin et al., 2001). The implications of such a different behaviors, in

correlation with the issue related to the level of design fixation, are not deeper

studied in this paper but represent an interesting field of investigation for

future research.

5.1 Discussion about the method
The study is based on data gathered in 8 experiments, which were analyzed us-

ing protocol analysis. In spite of the limited set of data and of the limitations of

the method (Cross, 1996) the author that the results can be trustworthy,

because protocol analysis is a widely known and proven approach, and previ-

ous studies have shown the method to be applied also for a smaller number of

experiments (e.g., Akin & Lin, 1995; Chakrabarti, Morgenstern, & Knaa,

2004; Kan & Gero, 2008; Mc Neill et al., 1998; Stempfle & Badke-Schaub,

2002).

The sample studied, 26 participants from a master course in product devel-

opment, has been considered relevant for the purpose of the study. As

stated by Kleinsmann, Deken, Dong, and Lauchec (2012), master students

are advanced beginners e designers who understand how to design and take

situational factors into account. Moreover, as recognized in the information

visualization literature, most evaluations for information visualization tools

are still conducted in artificial lab settings (Ellis & Dix, 2006). In authors’

advice the sample represents the target population for the visualization

approach, as they are soon becoming novice engineers in industry, and

they will be actively involved in development projects featuring similar

boundary conditions (intensity of teamwork, limitations in the knowledge

baseline, deadlines) and problem statements. In spite of the drawbacks of

artificial scenarios, such as the impossibility of studying the effect of a

tool on a process in the long-term (Sedlmair, Isenberg, Baur, & Butz,

2011), a main advantage of conducting experiments with students in a lab-

oratory environment is that industrial companies may not permit video and

audio recording, and this restricts the amount and relevancy of the data

collected (as stressed by Ahmed, 2007). In terms of possibility of observing

similar results in an industrial context, as highlighted by Coley (2007), the

main difference between experts and novices is that experts pay frequent

attention to the reformulation of the problem, while this is completely

ignored by the novices (Brand-Gruwel, Wopereis, & Vermetten, 2005),

which have been found to use a pattern of trial and error (Ahmed,

Wallace, & Blessing, 2003) although they seem to use similar working back-

ward strategies (Ho, 2001). These aspects suggest that the results in an in-

dustrial context likely differ in absolute terms from what is observed in
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the artificial scenario with students, although in relative terms the difference

between the two settings might not be particularly strong.

6 Conclusions and future work
The work has focused on the design problem related to the enhancement of

the awareness of designers dealing with decision making in the conceptual

design of product-service systems. The paper has presented the results of a

set of experiments aiming at analyzing the impact of color-coded 3D CAD

models to improve the communication of value-related information. In

specific the experiments have considered a situation where designers were

asked to deal with the impact of a product design on the overall PSS

performances.

The experiments made use of printouts of color-coded 3D CAD models re-

flecting the visualization layout of the computer environment. The results

support the hypothesis that the value visualization approach in color-

coded 3D CAD models enhances the awareness about the problem to be

solved; leveraging the way value-related information is used in conceptual

design.

Future work will focus on the possibility to run additional experiments on a

larger scale and on a real industrial environment with a design problem fitting

the needs and competences of the company hosting the experiment. This also

aims at involving a larger number of product stakeholders, featuring cross-

functional teams with different backgrounds. Longer experiments with more

mature design concepts will also allow the use of metrics to measure quality

and improvement of performances of the design, thus providing opportunities

for the triangulation of the results.

The findings of such activities aim to contribute to the final definition and im-

plementation of the color-coded visualization of value-related information in a

commercial CAD-PLM environment. The integration of the visualization

approach with a value assessment approach, aiming to provide structured

guidelines to set the components value scores, is currently under development.

This work will ultimately lead to the definition of a unique approach for value-

driven design in PSS development. Such integration will be further tested

through experiments featuring a longer timeframe and studying the conceptual

design process from the evaluation of actual solution to selection of the favor-

ite concept. Additional research is worthy to be conducted to investigate the

applicability of the visualization approach in the presence of PSS solution

that are strongly service oriented, i.e., in which the immaterial components

are dominant.
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